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641 To Be Under Contract By Spring__
OPENS DEMOCRATIC HEADQUARTERS — Following the luncheon at the Holiday Inn Monday Gov. Carroll of-
ficially opened the Callowai County Democratic headquarters. Here the governor is talking with county
• Dernocratk committee chairwomaa Mary lane Littletan— 
Volume 97 No. 243
A promise from Gov. Jidian Carroll
that both the Calloway County section
and the Marsliall. County section of the
four-laning of U. S. 641 between Murray
and Benton would be under contract by
the spring of 1977 was heartily ap-
plauded by the more than 125, local
citizens in 'attend-an& ai a hincheOn
here yesterday.
Gov. Carroll, who was speaking at a
luncheon hosted by the board of
directors-0 the Murray Chamber of
Commerqe,• also promised im-
provements to Kentucky 94 between
Murray and Kentucky Lake.
-It is our hope initially to improve
those bridges (on 94)," Carroll told the
audience. He indicated that other
improvements to the highway would be
forthcoming as soon as funds became
available.
The governor said that the 641 four-
ning project would be let for bids in '
separate projects, one for the
Cal County portion and one for
the.shall County portion.
All ht-of-way acquisition for the
projects been -completed," Gov.
Carroll said. "It is our intent to let the
contract for ade and drain on one
section of the pr leo prior to Jan. land
the contract for \,itie• other section
shortly after Jan. 1," carroll Said.
In another highway-related area,
Gov. Carroll said:
"Before I leave office it's my in-
tention to have it the Kentucky portion
of Interestate 24 all under contract." '
The governor alsO- touched on the
Commonwealth's expanding export
• "market. He said that Kentucky is the
25th state to open an export office in
Europe (Kentucky's office is in
Brussels). The state has employed a
professional in the marketing field to
man the office, Carroll said. '
"We hired a second man to specialize
in tourism," Carroll said, pointing out
that Kentucky is the first state to open a
tourism office overseas.
Visitors to the Land, Between- the
Lakes area now number about 6million
per year, Carroll said. In five year-
s—when 1-24 is completed — that figure
will double, he added.
Another economic boost for Kentucky
will come with the completion of the
Tennessee-Tombigbee waterway, the
goVernok pointed out.
"This area (the LBL area) will
become a_great center_of pleasure boat
and river traffic," Carroll said. "We
are going to get Louisville designated
as a free port so that we can export as
though we were an ocean front port,"
Carroll added. KentuCky manufac-
turers will then be able to export all
over the world from Louisville, he
added. - - •
In another area of local interest, Gov.
Carroll reiterated his promise that the
state would match hinds with the local
effort to resto4e MSU's Wrather Hall
and-convert it into a Jackson Purchase
Museum.
"'There is some money set aside in the
current budget for that purpose,"
Carroll told the group.
Also of local interest, the governor
said "we are now looking at converting
Kenlike (State Park) into a sort of
tennis haven."
The governor said that a task force
working on . Kentucky's workman's
compensation problem is nearing a
decision on a recommendation for the
special legislative session.
He also said that he feels that their -
are some very good provisions in the
judicial amendment article which will
come up at the special session. The
governor said that under the provisions
of the state constitution the article must
be implemented by the legislature and
that some improvements in the article
can be made at the special session as
long as they 'do not conflict with. the
constitution.
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MSU Cage Players
Charged By Police
Op. Murray State ,baSketball player
-reinains lodged in jail and another is
free on bond today following a weekend
incident that Started on campus and
cluratnated at city hall.
According to police reports, Robert
Jackson is under goal bond-for third
degree assault-and disorderly conduct
while John Randall was freed Monday
• afternoon on a $200 bond for disorderly
COndUCL
Security officers at Murray State said
.they. ,received a Call. from Hart Hall
Sunday night where Jackson and
Randall were reriortedly having an,
altercation with some resident advisors
in the lobby of the dormitory. ,
At 10:15 p. m., a call Vent out for
assistance to the Murray- City, Police
Department. Both Jackson and Randall
were taken to the cify police depart-
ment where another altercation .oc-
Parents Night To
Be Held - At CCHS
,
Parents Night will be held at
Calloway County High School on
Thursday, October 14, at 7:00 p. fin.,
according to Principal Ron McAlister.
.The parents will assemble in Jeffrey
gymnasiturTaterliaVe an
opportunity to meet and talk with the
teachers,McAllster said: •
curred. e
According to the police report,
Jackson insisted upon entering the
radio dispatch room. Officers said he
-was told t aleavethe room. — -
Officers said Jackson still insisted
upon going in the room and when he.
entered, he allegedly attempted to
strike radio dispatcher Jack Duvall.
According to the police report,
Jackson was escorted into a hallway
and when two policemen had their
back k turned, Jackson _struck Duvall,
hitting him in the mouth.
Officers said Duvall was taken to the
emergency room at the .Murray-
Calloway Hospital where he was
treated for bruises on the neck and a cut
lin- • - - -
Randall, a 6-7 sophomore from Gary,
Ind., would- be eligible to pliy this
season for Murray State.,
Jackson, a 6-2 junior guard, tran-
sferred here from North Carolina State
where he started in several games last
sea:son and played in every N. C. State
contest. He would not have been eligible
to play at Mdray this season.
"AM -the- faCts aren't known
Murray State basketball coa-Ch Fred
Overton said. _
"There is a lot more we have to know
before we can reach any decisions as
far as their basketball careers at
Murray State are concerned," Overton
added.
• STYLE SHOW PLANNING — Plans are rapidly falling into place foi the
Style Show' sponsored by the M-114ir Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. This year's style show will be held Tuesday, Oct.. 19, at 8:00 p.m. at
Lovett Auditorium on the tviSU campus. Committee members making
plans for the show are, clockwise from left, Betty Lowry, chairman, Evelyn
Wilson, Norrine Winter, Carole Hahn and Neva Grey Allbritten. Committee
members not pictured are Treva Mathis, Jane Sisk and Suzanne-Doyle. This
year's style sitliw will be entitled "A Travelog of Tempting Togs?'
4 Staff Photo by David Hill
EARM BUREAU KING.ANI) .QUIEN=r_Kenneth ilaschall, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Carves Paschall, and Jo Beth Norwood, daughter of Mt and Mrs. Jim
Ed Norwood, were crowned as 197'6 King and Queen respectively of the
Calloway County Farm Bureau and will represent the county in the First
District Contest November 8 at. 7:00 p.m. at the Student Center
Auditoritim, 1Clurray State Univerth. Both are juniors at Calloway County
High SchOoL Krit Stubblefield and Sandra Stark Were king hand queen iv
1975. Second place honors went to Debra Tucker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
'James Tucker and Shea Sykes, son of Mr. and Mrs. Max Sykes. New Farm
Bureau officers for the coming sear are Carmon Parks, president, James
Potts, vice-president, Michael Shelton, second vice-president, and--Mrs
Graham Feltner, women's chairman
Local Pension Checks
Are Relatively High
How much money is goin,
residents of Calloway County
month in the form of Federal pc.
checks?
How do—their checks compart,
average, with those going to peopic.11
other areas?,
On the basis of the latest °ill, ial
figures from the Social Seconty
Administration, the pension payments
loCallyaretelativelyhigh.
They have been getting larger ,,ver
the years " by virtue of the frequent
upward -- revisions legislated by._
Congress and, more recently, because
of their being 'tied in with the ,cost'of
living.- In July the benefits were in-
creased by 6.4 per cent, in line*ith a
first quarter rise in the Consumer Price
Index.
As of the beginning of this year„
payments to beneficiaries in Calloway
County wereat an annual rate of $1,944
per recipient. This compares with
$1,185 four years earlier.
Elsewhere in the State of Kentucky',
the average was $1,853 and, in the East
South Central States, $1,805.
Just how much-es to a pensioner Or
to Members of hieramily depends upon
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his annual income during his active
years and, in turn, upon his con-
tribut ions to the retirement fund.
The comparatively large benefits
that most local people become eligible
for upon retirement reflects the fact
that their earnings, zduring their
working careers, were better than
average.
The number of retired or disabled
residents -qualified to receive, Social
Security . payments has been growing
larger, year by year, due to revisions of
• the law that have reduced the age of
7tetiretnerit and have brought in classes
of workers who- had been ineligible
before. -
The current report lists the total in
Calloway County on the receiving end-
as 5,493. In 1971, by comparison, there •
were 4,564.
As for the amount of money entering
the local.area via the Social Security
route, it .has now I•eacked$10,680,000 a
year. Four years agnirwIT$5,412,000.
Throughout the tOuntry" as a Whole,
'More than $70 biffibn is being paid out,
this year to some 32 million fetirees and
_their dependents.
-Desiiire The inereased outlay, payroll
taxes remain the same, except for•the
fact that they are being levied on the
first $15,300 of income rather than on
$14,100.
Mostly Sunny
Mostly sunny and a little warmer
today, high in the low to mid 70s. Partly
cloudy _ and mild tonight, low in the
upper 40s to low 50s. Partly cloudy
Wednesday, high by the low 70s.






Estonians, Latvians, Poles\ and
Ukranians are among the Amerkan
ethnic groups being repreiented ata,
White House meeting with President \
Ford, who is hoping he tan "put the \
Eastern European matter behind him."
Democratic nominee Jimmy Carter,
at home today in Plains, Ga., denied
rumors about his love life amid charges •
that they were spread by the Ford
campaign. And Ford campaign
spokesmen denied spreading -the °
Ford scheduled meetings today with
representatives of groups representing
Americans df Polish-, Hungarian,
Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian, Czech,
Slov,ak, Serbian and Uluanian descent.
Ford will attempt to make up for
remark during last week's debate-with .
Carter when the President _grieved,
"There .is no toviet dol.:FM*1bn of
Eastern Europe." •
Tgoit remark brought inuneffliiii
outcries,from laadersvarious groups--
representing Arnerkanr of Eastern
European descent. The next day, Ford
began backing off the'-comment and
leter-zseierhe did not doncede Soviet
tries.
c/19ot uit ion of Eastern European
_
At least one of the ethnic leaders
meeting with Ford today, Aloysins
Mazewski, head of the Polish American
Congress, got a call last week from
Ford, who reportedly apologized for the
statement.
A White House aide said Ford called
the meeting' in hopes he, can "put the
Eastern European matter behind him"
before_ he depa_ rts for a campaign trip
into New York and New Jersey. -
At a Columbus Day ceremony
Monday in .Washington, Ford again
tried to smooth over the debate remark
by saying: "People of -the Old World
still look to the New World as the
champion of freedom, the champion Of
human rights. America has been their
hope and their help and we will never
let them down."
Ford held a strategy session at the
White 1-intise on Monday, and one of
Special Session
Set By Council
.The Murray Common Council will
meet in. special session Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. to consider two items.
Items on the agenda will be the first
reading of an ordinance designed to
imglement the sale of bonds for
financing the new construction at the
Murray:Calloway County Hospital, and
an ordinance changing the method used
to pay for the extension-of water Mains
in the city.
Immediately- following the special
session, the council will hold a "we-
-council" meeting, to discuss items
coming- up. at the regular meeritig
Thursday, Oct. 14., "
,
Yor
Cat'ter, in Eau Claire, Wisi! day,
said rttiffetTallegediy beilispreadby
Lord campaign wurkergaäbM his _
having had n extramafital affair are.
"seamy."
A' spokesmari4Or Ford's campaign '
commit tee crfiedany role in spreading
the riunoprabout
Jack Anderson, who„.•
4topy, said the rumors
by four staff members
Ford Committee.
Anderson, who refused' to
four Ford nflr.J5, visa he had f
truth to the rumors.
Anderson said on ABC's "G
Morning America" show that "Ford
those attending syas -Sen. Bob Dole, his
running mate. Dole, addressing the
Eastern Europe Issue, said Ford's
debate statement has had no -adverse
effect other than a' "ferocious out-
pouring of bitter words by Mr. Carter. '




re fed to him
of t e PreMieni






Miss Sandra Lou Stark, daughter- of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stark oiCalloway
County, was crownedFirst District
Dairy Princess at the annual meet in of
he First District American Dairy
Association in Mayfield last !light .
Miss Stark will represent the rune-
county first district in the sTte contest
Miss Sandra Stark
to be held in Louisville February 6-7.
Selected as alternate in the contest was
uia Goatley of Graves County, the
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Ed Goatley.
Miss Stark was crowned by last
year's Firit District Princess, Miss
Aileen PaaCilail, . also of Calloway
County.
'
4. • • r-
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Officers for the Murray State Women's Society for 1976-77, left to 
right, are Ellen"
Spencer, vice-president, Helga Keller, secretary, Jean Bennett, president, an
d Virginia
Strohecker, treasurer,eas they appeared at the Salad Supper on Sept. 28. Intekest Group
Chairmen introduced at the meeting were: Baby Sitting Coop: Joan 
Nifienegger and
Cheryl Whittaker; bicycling Pricilla Schanbacher; bridge: Judy .Muebl
einait gourmet
Joan Niffenegger; homemakers: Ruth Tucnik; physical fitness: Candie,
Radkin; quihing
Sue Vandergrift Tennis: Shirley Winters; coffee klutz: Doro,r ' s and 
Faye Mat- --
thai.
Doris Cella discusses the November 1 Meeting of the Murray State Women's Society
which will feature Christmas Arts and Crafts. This meeting will be held at 7:10 p. m., in
Roy Stewart Stadium, Room 206. Her audience induded approximately 160 faculty,
faculty wives, and stiff members at the Sept. 28 salad supper held at the Murray' -
Woman's Club House.
Officers installed At Murray
Assembly Rainbow For -Girls
Miss Linda Knight was
installed as worthy advisor of
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
at the meeting held Tuesday,
September 21, at seven p. m.
at-the MasonielialL -- —
Other officers installed were
Susan Cates, worthy associate
advisor; Kathy Black,
charity; Deana Seigler, hope;
Greta Tlintnerinan, faith;
Rhonda Sledd, drill leader;
Deidra Folsom, cAuiplain;
Vickey Weatherford, love;




Mrs. Twila Coleman, mother
advisor.
Serving as -installing of-
ficers were .. Mrs. Becky





The newly installed worthy
advisor thanked each one who
had helped. her attain the
highest office in the assembly.
She announced her theme as
"The Hope and Help, Christ'





Regular Sesslons 730 - 10 on thru Sat fond -Suhdoy
Begonners SessJon Sot. 10-125 2-4




All Seats CA 1One Dolla PPr 
clime r.41 kerURRAY
MOM IN MURRAY
_Anchor; her flower, rose; her
station, hope; • her scripture,
Ecclesiastes 3'.14; her colors,
red and white; her songs, "If"
and "The Hands Of Time"
( Brian's SOng ).
Miss Knight presented,gifts
to her installing officers, Mrs.
Twila Coleman, and Deidra
Folsom. She was presented a
gift, a gavel, by her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Knight, and
also-received gifts from Mrs.
Twila Coleman, Mrs. Frances
Churchill, Mrs. Becky
Phillips, Mrs. Roy Folsom,
Deidra Folsom, and Mr. and
Mrs. Max Weatherford.
Presiding at the opening of
the assembly were Deidra
Folsom as worthy advisor and
I esa Robertson as recorder.
Linda Knight
Worthy Advisor
Those introduced and given




Wisconsin, and Linda Knight,
grand representative to North
Dakota.
Also introduced were Bill
Cates, past 'grand 'patron of
-Kentucky Order of the
Eastern Star, Mrs. Mary Ann
Cates, associate grand con-
ductress of Kentucky OES,
and Mrs. Nina tee Holt,
'deputy grand 'matron .of
Kentucky OES.
Awards were presented by
Mrs., Coleman, mother ad-
visor. Merit bars *ere
presented to Deidra Folsom,
Linda Knight, and Tina
George.
A social hour was held with
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Knight as
hosts. Mrs. Roy .Folsom
assisted in serving the guests
at the table covered with a
white cloth edged with lace.
Fruit punch; decorated cake, -
mints and nuts were served.
Others present, not
previously mentioned,' were





,By Abigail Van Buren
- 1976 ey Cecelia t noun. nrnn Svld Inc
DEAR ABBY: TIRED OF ACTING 'wrote: "After eight
years of marriage. I've fallen out of love with my husband.
He's generous, a ,wonderful father and easy to live with. I
have a car of .my own, don't have to work, and I know he
loves me, but I'm sick to death of faking it in the bedroom."
Well, Abby, I've been married and divorced three times
and all three husbands were great in the bedroom. But the
first was allergic to work, the second chased women and the
third was the world's worst father.
I've been alone for five years and I'm soured on men, but
if TIRED OF ACTING decides to dump her husband, I'll
be waiting in the wings for a man with his credentials. Sex
isn't everything.
ALONE
DEAR ALONE: Those wings must be pretty crowded,
judging from the number of letters I've received from
women who'd like to be on that waiting list. Which only
goes to reaffirm that' dile womiin'a leftovers is another
woman's banquet.
-
DEAR -ABBY': -C'brigr Minim s Ittr afew-OF-TIPPIN G I
He's the first person who's made me furious enough to ac-
tually write a Dear Abby letter.
My husband supervises the dining rnom.of a.large hotel.
He started as a busboy and worked his way up. We have
four children who have depended on tips for the roof over
their heads for--quite a while.
Abby, the responsibilities of a waiter are unbelievable.
It's the waiter who makes sure that four or five tables are
served the drinks they ordered, and that six different
dinners (which all require different cooking times) arrive at
the table at the same time, and all hot. He brings water, cof-
fee, keeps the ash trays clean and clear's the table before
being asked. Many waiters work for eight hours consecu-
*tively without sitting down once'
I knov; 4v-elyone who wens with, my husband, and they
_earn every tip they get.
SICK OF TIPPING should look around and see how many
services a waiter performs. He'll be in for a big surprise. -
WASHINGTONIAN
DEAR WASH: A waiter who performs the services You
describe has certainly earned a generous tip. But what
about the waiter who's incompetent, indifferent or surly?
Does such a waiter "earn ever, tip he for she) gets"? If tips
were given for performance instead of automatically, some
waiters would be "in for a big surprise." -
DEAR ABBY: Begging to disagree with you, "regrets
only" on an invitation DOES S;OT simplify matters.
Whit about those persons who are out of town and do not
receive the invitation? How could THEY- attend?
- "Acceptances only" is much more practical. Than. wa_the
hostess knows definitely who is coming.
The-best idea of all is a firm "Please reply." followed by a
phone call should the hostess receive no' response
G.W.H.. PASADENA
For Abby's new booklet. "What Teen-agers' Want to
Know," send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Leaky Dr.,
Beverly Hills; Calif. 90212. Please 'enclose a long.
self-add.ressed, stamped (20) envelope. •
Xectlat-wise
By Helen F. Andrew, M.S.,
Health Educator
Meat Inspection
Housewives who trust the
,protection of the label "U.S.
Inspected" when they shop
-Tee Meat -shblitil-benwlre-Of -
haw littre safety it provides7
It does not protect against
the setting of standards which__
fayor the meat industry-
rather than the, consumer.
Unsanitary processing plants,
use of diseased tissues in sau-
sage; pesticide levels exceed,
ing the established safety
standaid, spread of disease
organisms from infected to
healthy carcasses during pro-
cessing-these and other dan-
gerous conditions are fre-
quently found in meat-packing
- plants supervised by govern-
ment inspectors.
"Harper's Magazine" re-
Vealwel. some of the ways in
which packers. intimidate in-
spectors. Rut -beyond the ef-
fects Of human culpability, the
inspection system itself is in
capable of providing adequate
safeguards against infected
meat. As a veterinarian has
pointed out:2
"It takes a physician and a
clinical laboratory 24 hours or,
_more to determine the causa-
tive organism of infection in a
human being." In poultry "and
meat inspection as practiced
in this country a layman ,is
expected,- in as little as two
seconds, to determine that
wholesomeness and freedoni
from infection of the meat of a
chicken, cow, sheep or pig
that we are to eat. It is impos
sibl•. •
And there are .other prob-
lems the meat-eater should
beivare of-the tricks re-
tailers use to disguise spoiled
meat, for instance. Another is
the use of additives such As
, sodium nitrite arid sedium ni
trate in processed meats to
prevent spO)oge and give
health color. While the Fed-
eral Food and Drug Adminis
tration classifies both-of these
chemicals as poisons. the'y are
permitted without any listing
on the label.
Some of the hidden dangers
from which inspection pro-
vides no protection are due to
pollution of the animal's food





tizing substitutes for meat in
the many vegetable protein
dishes that are being devised
by ingenious vegetarian
cooks. Scores of excellent
cookbdoks are Atailible. But
the question frequently comes
up. "Is it really possible to get
enough protein -without an'-
mal products"? Next week's
column will _discuss this ques-
Yo ual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 13, MS
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Some may encourage you to
iedulge,, in extravagance. If
wise, however, you'll do some'
financial retrenching instead.- A




(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Keep your plans to yourself
now. If revealed, you are sure to
face interference and ob-
)ections. Be especially Secretive
about any ideas you have
regarding finances.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 111191-
Superiors are likely to be
intrigued in, your highly
original ideas. In presenting,
stress your moat .personable
approach - as usual!
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23-) EDO
Be alert to a business op-
- portunity that may help to in-
_ crease your resources. Not a
good day for travel, however.
Best stick to the home front.
LEO
( July 2A to Aug. 23) 444a
Mixed influences. Some fine
advantages possible, but it will
be important to watch the
budget and not overcommit
yourself to future expenditures.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 2.3) WP%.
Avoid cynics and pessimists.
Review past test periods: They
held the same challenges and
more. Past procedures may be
the key to this day's action.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 1.1
A good friend may help you to
advance a' pet preject now.
Your own ideas, too, should be
highly imaginative • - and
feasible, as well.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 ,to Nov. 22)
Stellar influences somewhat







(mother Mary), 112 Ash St.,
Murray.' '•
DIRMISSAI-S
Mrs. Ruby N. Elkins, 21001
Glendale, Murray, Mrs. Sue
0. Olive, 605 Franklin Dr.,
• Paris, tn., Miss Mary W.
Hartsfield, 9031/2 Poplar,
Murray, William J. Holt, 200
• Woodlawn, Murray, Robert N.
Raney, Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tn.,
William E. Mardis, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Mrs. Sara A. Ford, Rt.
4, Paris, Tn., Mrs. Dottie L.
Bailey; 1636 Main,' Murray,
Mrs. Margaret E. Tharp, 2205
Coldwater Rd., Murray, Miss
Lawuonya L. Todd, 107 Pine,
Murray, Mrs.- Carlene - P.
Paschagrat. 2, Puryear, Tn„
Mrs. Marie Manning, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Ramela A.
- Byrd,Xt. 2, Wingo, Mrs. Lillie
Pace,- 211- S.- lith., Murray,
. Alice M. Robertson, 1610
Cal oway, Murray, Mrs. Josie
Gallimore, Rt. 1, Gleason, Tn.,
Carl Emerson, 103 Elizabeth
St., Paris, Tn., Mrs. Dorothy
Shedd, Rt. 2-Box. 394,
McKenzie, Tn., Mrs.
Marguerite K. Currie, 129 N.
5th., Danville, Mrs. Alice M.
Junne11:110 Ash St., Murray.
t ion.
1. "The Curlous -&ne of the Ind.ctecil
Meat- Inspectors" by Peter Shuck,.
—Harper's Magarme," Sept , 197ec--
"Doeithe Wholesome Meat Act of
1967 Really Protect the Consume."
by Oscar Sussman "Vetermory Merl
cme." July. 1968
lt 1975 as 6 commundy serylce
the Health Deportment. General Con-
ferer4e.554 56wenth clay Adyentsta
Tunic time
A hooded tunic for fall can
stand on its own as a fresh,
new dress, or be worn over




sought, and upon good advice.
Do not depend solely on your
own ideas.
SAGITTARIUS
iNov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Generous Jupiter influences
now stimulate your endeavors
and your aspirations for future
attainment. This is no time to




Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
An old financial problem can
be solved now, so devote day to
this task. Then, with clearer
mind, you can go on to new
interests, renewed vigor for
current undertakings.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Planetary restrictions lift
now and you can safely con-
clude negotiations, agreements
of any kind. Romance arid
creative interests also favored.
PISCES  
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(1'
Place your confidence in hard
facts rather than "feelings"
and, in discussions with others,
don't be overly imaginative.
You could read too much into
their weds.
YOU BORN TODAY are kind,
generous and endowed with a
keen sense of justice. Ex-
tremely wholehearted in your
eildeavors, there is almost
nothing you cannot do once you
put our mind to it.  You -have
original ldiiis; can
prove on those.of others when
necessary. And your versatility
is such that your career choices
are almost unlimited. You
would do very well in the
business world - especially in
manufacturing, real estate,
banking or merchandising.
Along creative lines, you would
make an outstarding writer,
'musician, architect or sculptor.
You. love art; are, in fact a
connoisseur, but could be more
successful as a dealer than a
painter. ttirtliclate of:. Cornet






Miss Mary E. Smotherman,
Rt. 1, Hazel, John M. Dillon,
Dexter, Mrs. Ruby D. Sat-
terwhite, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs.
Sandra G.„Sturgill, 310 Irvan
"St., Myrray,` Scott A.
Williams, Rt. 2, Hazel, Miss
Leah B. Vance, Rt. 1, Almo,
Ms. Eleanor Dillon, 4700 Vine,
Granite City, ill., James T.
Nance, 223 S. 11th, Murray,
Miss Penny.M. Bishop Rt. 6-
Box 336, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Naomi Creech, New Concord,
William M. Runyon, Rt. 3,
Murray, Lester J. McCann,
1616 Miller Ave., Murray,








Lineups for Group A of Uli
Women's Tennis of the
Murrpy Country Club for play
on Thursday at ten a, in. at the




Apperson, Lois Keller, ,and
Janet Housden. • •-•
Shirley." Homra,....tiancY




Second Lt. and Mrs. Allen
'Cunningham,36 Wheeler, Fort
Leonard Wood, Mo., are the
parents of a baby boy,
Christopher Allen, weighing
eight poluids ten ounces, born
on Thursday, October 7, at
11:30 a. m. at the base hospital
there.
The new father is serving
-with--the Army at Fort
Leonard Wood.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Guy Cunningham, 2002
Gatesborough Circle, Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ronald
Litchfield, Murray Route
Three near Aurora. Great
grandparentx are Mrs. Clete
Young of Almo Route One and
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Balentine
of Murray Route Three.
MISS YOUR PAPEItt
Seboalbers who Ione net
received noir beete.delivered
• copy ef lArmity LAW &
Time by 5:30 p. Megoest
Friday er by 3:n p. re. se
Setunbuys ere urged to ad
753-1316 bettreee 5:30 p. a.
end 6 p. a.,fAerray.freday,
Sr 3:30 p. U.mei 4 p. o.
Seterdays, Si lure delvery
of the rewspeper. Geis meet
be pieced by 6 p. a.
weekdays or 4 p. a. Ufa.
dsys till prerenteetlelivory.
4111IP
This announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation
of an offer to buy any of these securities.
The offering is made by the Prospectus.
Now you' can earn up to
0/
10
with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
Price: 100°0
(Available in denominations of $100 or more)
Annual interest of 73/4% to 93/4% is payable quarterly
(or monthly on Notes of $5.000 or more) or, if the
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded quarterly
and payable at maturity only. Maturities of two, five, or ten
years are available















CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes. Series A, are being
issued by CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc., a holding
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance, credit-related insurance, and casualty
insurance activities. The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes, Series A, will be used by CREDITHRIrT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, if any,
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT.
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
representative of CFC Investment Inc. who is licensed in
this State. The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below. Or, if you prefer, phone toll-free at 800-4573741 (in
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Phi Beta Lambda Group
Attends State Meeting
Nine members of Murray
-Stale University's Delta
Gamma Chapter of Phi Beta
Lambda, along with two
advisers, attended the state
fall leadership training
conference September 30
through October 2 at Mam-
moth Cave National Park.
Phi Beta Lambda is a
naaienal organization for
students interested in and
preparing for careers in
business and business
education. The purpose of the
Stale Leadership Training
Conference was to make of-
ficers more aware of the




dealing with: Duties and
Responsibilities of Officers,
Community Service, Fund
Raising, - Public Relations,
Membership Activities, and
Competitive Events, . con-
ducted by the state officers.
Two general sessions were
given on Parliamentary_
-Praediu'e,
Saturday the students at-
tended a luncheon during
which a program was
presented by Tommy Cole,
past Phi Beta Lambda
National President. Awards
were presented to the con-
ference participanti.
The trip was coordinated
and the group was chaperoned
by Dr. Marvin Albin and Mrs.
Patsy Nichols, campus ad-
visers for Phi Beta lambda,





Director of the Personal
Enrichment Center, also
accompanied the group and
conducted a workshop while at
the conference.
Members attending were:
President, Amy ' Kelly;
treasurer, Susan Summers;
parliamentarian, Jill
Drysdale; Helen Wilson, Dirk
Morgan, Stephanie Morgan;
historian, Sarah Kirk; Gene
Sheehan, and ._ Debbie
Dubrock.
Married 65 Years
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Swann of 1323 Poplar Street, Murray, will
observe their 65th wedding anniversary on Thursday, October
14. No special celebration is planned.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Swann are still active and maintain their
own home along with other activities.
They have three daughters, Mrs. Earl. Douglas of Murray,
Mrs. Harold Harry of Houston, Texas, and Mrs. Bobbie'
Grogan of Frankfort; three grandchildren, Gary Grogan, Mrs.
Jennifer Grogan- Tartin, and Steve Douglas; and one great
granddaughter, Erin Denise Grogan.
Church Women Meet
Mrs. W. P. Muffins, Jr.,
President, Murray-Calloway
County Church Women
United, announces that the
annual State Assembly of
CWU in Kentucky will be held
October 29 - 30 at the Barren
River State Park near
-Glasgow.
The theme of the Assembly
will be "From Independence
to Inter-Dependence," and the
guest leader will be the
national president of CWU,
Mrs. Margaret Sonnenday.
The first session begins at
1:30 p. m. Friday, October 29,
and the Assembly ends with
lunch on Saturday.
Those interested in at-
tending may call Mrs. Mullins
at 753-6060 for more in-
formation about registration.
The reservation deadline is
October 12th.
Want to make baconsurls to
garnish a company • dish of
chicken or seafood? Pan-bfoil
the bacon then, as each strip is
removed from the pan, roll it
around the tines of a fork and
let cool on brown paper. The
strips of bacon will stay curled.
rripaa'o. 1 17. iM .71A- 71a- M.(..M0 _
(-1 Siesta and fiesta in Florida
WI at the new
VA 116CA.F.WisCO(';6 INN
Paum-smy.y.,v2m
_Lifestyle at the Daytona Acapulco
is typically South-of-the-Border
It will be old all the way .. . leisurely or spirited to suit
your mood': .. crystal clear Olympic size pool with high-dive
for pros ... kiddy pool and play area ... game room ...
shuffleboard...oceanfront dining room... cocktail lounge...
plus many nearby attractions.
ONLY 70 MINUTES TO DISNEY WORLD
The subtle seasoning of modern Mexico enhances the inn's
decor. .. luxury units, fully equipped efficiencies,
private balconies, color TV. Expertly managed by vacation- /
veterans to give our guests the best of care. i---
Ah.
Major Credit Cards accepted.
CIMPXYLCO INN
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DAYTONA BEACH • FLORIDA
Members of the Delta Gamma Chapter of Phi Beta lambda Murray State University,
attending the state conference at ,Mammoth Cave National Park were, right to left
back row, Amy Kelly, Susan Summers, fill Drysdale, Dr. Marvin Albin, advisor, Helen
Wilson, Dirk Morgan,_fconl row,. Stephanie Morgan, Sarah ls..4..uul Mrs.-Patsrz Nichols,
advisor. Not pictured are Gene Sheehan and Debbie Dubrot -
Stacy Fulton, daughter
.of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Fulton, was selected as
"Ideal Pledge for 1976-77"
by the Murray High
School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of
America. She was
recognized for the honor
at the October fifth







Baby Boy Stallons ( mother
Doris A.), Rt. 1-Box 7-A,
Kirksey, Baby Boy Winiberly
(mother Stella ), Chicksaw,
Paris, Tn., Baby Boy Henson
(mother Christy), Gen. Del.,
Sedalia.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Margaret R. Cavitt,
1909 Coldwater Rd.; Murray,
Mrs. Sharon Barnett, Rt. 1,
AImo, • Mrs. Ernestine
Edwards, 621 Broad, Murray,
Mrs. Dorothy N. Atkins, Box
126, Murray, Ms. Delta R.
Geen, Rt. 2-Box 80, Buchanan,
Tn., Wildie G. Hillman, Rt. 5,
Mul-ray, Miss Janette
Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs.
Phoebe C. Milliken, Lot 170
Riviera Cts., Murray, Bobby
D. Spiceland,. Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Olive V. Steele, Rt. 5,
Box 1010, Murray, Mrs.
Imogene McClure, 517 Broad,
Murray, Miss Dorothy S.
Lofton, 204 S. 15th., Murray,
Ms. Glynda S. Black, 1310
Doran Rd., Murray, Mrs: Lila
F. Rushing, 1401 Henry St.,
Murray, Reba A. Burkeen, 711
Poplar, - Murray, - Euel
Lockhart, 601 Pine, Murray,
Robert T. Flood, 813 Hurt Dr.,
Murray, Miss Maud S. Todd,
Rt. 7, Box 171, Murra, Ervie
G. Willoughby, Rt. 3, Box 173,
Murray. .
Pork's Thiamin Plus;
A poor diet may cause mild
'symptoms Marn in de
fl iency -.nth 
ii..'muscle fatigue.. lo .: ,0 ap-
petite. depre:sa"n and irrita
lii lit V Since the tidy i an nit
st, re thiamin in quantity it
should he provided daily in
the diet Pork is the hest food
source. of this nutrient.
Rho Chapter Giles
Donation, Library
Murray's Rho Chapter of
Alpha Delta Kappa' is ob-
serving Founders' Week.
Alpha Delta Kappa, in-
ternational in scope, is an
honorary sorority for out-
standing women educators.
"We are trying to make this
an ADK awareness 'week for
our members and for the
public in order to show our
appreciation for the founders
whose dedication and hard
work were responsible for the
formation of this outstanding
and rewarding organization,"
commented Betty Riley, local
Founders' Week chairman.
Rho Chapter, as part of the
week's observance, has
donated - ten dollars to -the
Murray-Calloway Cow y
Library. Local ADK memt..rs
along with members of Ihcsr
Tennessee Chapters will
attending a. special Found,
Luncheon in ...Martin, Te)Ji




Rho Chapter was chartered
September 29, - 1968. Present
Rho members who were
cho.er members of the local
Chant er are Lucy Ann Forript ,
Bess Kerlick, Sue Adams,
Betty Riley, Doll Redick,
Agnes' McDaniel, Joanna
Sykes, Barletta Wrat her,
Maybelle Walker, June Smith,
and Sue Chaney. Joanna
Sykes is president of Rho
Chapter.
The international chapter of
Alpha Delta Kappa was
chartered in Jefferson City,
Mo., -August -14, 4947.- There
are chapters in all of the 50
states, Canada, England,
Puerto Rico, and Mexico. The
international headquarters is
located in, ,Kansas City,
Missouri. -
- moo
Joanna Sykes, president of Rho Chapter of AlphaDelta
Kappa, presents a chit L ot Murray-Calloway Library to
Velva Maupin, librarN i-taff member, as part of Rho
Chapter's observan(e. t o WK Founders' Week.
Swallowed TJbjects Retained
Because of I.:estinal Obstructions
NEW YORK i AP)
lection of foreign objects
child's stomach when obs.
on X-ray studies has led '• " e
discovery of unsuspecte•:
structions which can be
died by surgery, physicirc - at
Downstate Medical Cert.- n
Brooklym report.
This is especially true e
objects are small and 1011
oval:because such items t:••••.!-
ly pass through the normatmtrs-
trotntestinal tract without .,m-
cident. report members • A a
medical team led by I ir
(7—   —
PERSONALS s
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Charles Reed of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
George Kassner. When routine,
X-ray studies revealed a num-
ber of objects that had been in-
explicably retained in the stom-
achs of- three children for
-months, the physicians became-
/suspicious. None of the chil-
dren, age 3, 4 and 9. had a
history Of obstruction and
tine X-ray examination
to show it.
However, when. ,the childrer
were given barium to drink,
which provided a -contrast on
the X-ray studies, obstruction
of the duodenuni 'upper 'part of
the small intenstine) was sus-
pected and confirmed at • sur-
gery, It turned out that thie
children had been born with the
obstructions. Fruit pits. water-
melon seecl:S a button and a
metal clip were removed from
one child's stomach:- five pen-
nies ...and the eye of a stuffed
enkmal from another. and a




Murray High School Band
Boosters will meet at the
Murray Middle School band
room at 7:30p. m.
First Christian Church
Groups of Christian Warn's
Fellowship will meet as
follows: I' with Mrs. Walt
Apperson, 1511 Chaucer
Drive, at ten a. m. with
program by Mrs, M. C. Ellis;..
IV with Mrs. H. B. Bailey, Jr:;
902 Olive, at 7:30 p. m. with
program by Mrs. Bailey Gore.
Murray Branch, American
Association of University
Women, will meet with Joan
Harmon at seven p. m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Inunanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p. m.
Purchase Area Fellowship*
ill meet at Graves County
Court House, Mayfield, at 7:30
p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p. in. at the
Masonic Hall.
. Wednesday, October 13
Senior Citizens of-Hazel will
meet,- at Hazel Community
Center at one p. m.
Arts • and Crafts Club will
meet with Mrs. C. B. Ford, 723
Sycamore Street, at 2:30 p. m.
Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at two p. at
church.
Sewing lessons will start at
Ellis Center for all senior
citizens of city and county.




meet as follows: South
thMj with Mrs. Perry
Cavitt at one p. m.; Town ithd
Country with Karen Gotez at
7:30 p. m.; Progressive vfith
Jean Richerson, 1602
Parklane, at seven p. m.;
Dexter at community center
at 9:30 a.m.
Senior citizens will meet at
1:30 p.m. at North 2nd Striet-- Grove 126 Woodmen of the
Tenter to make Christmas World will meet at six p. m. at
wreaths for the bazzar. Table the Murray Woman's Club
games will be for the men. House.
Call 753-9725 for tran-
sportation by 11:30 a. m.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served-at noon at the Murray
Country Club with Mrs. Hugh -
Oakley, as 'chairman. Bridge
will be at 9:30 a. m. with
Louise Lamb, Juliet Wallis,
and Venela Sexton as
hostesses. This will be "guest
day."
Homemakers Clubs lwill
meet as follows: Pacers with
Marilyn Mikulcilt at 9:30 a.
m., Pottertown at Colonial
House at ten a. m., New
Concord with Mary Mon-
tgomery at one p. m., and
South Pleasant Grove with,
Vicki Washer at 1:30 p.m.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
Meet -as follows: Wesleyan at
church parlor at 6:30 p. m. for
'potluck dinner, Hannah with
Mrs. Gary Hohman, 824 North
19th, and Ruth Wilson with
Mrs. Ace • McReynolds, • 205
North 10th, both at 7:30p, in. •
Murray, Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p. m. at Gleason Hall.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist -Church Women will
meet at seven p. m.
Thursday, October 14
Senior Citizens of the New
Concord and Hamlin Area will
meet at the home of Effie
Edwardsat one p.m.
Blood River Associational
Baptist Young Women will
have a plants and crafts fair at
Flint Baptist Church at Seven
p.an,
Murray Chapter No. 92
RAM and Murray Council No.
50 R&SM will meet at 7:30 p.
m. at Masonic Hall. Work will
be in council degrees and
refreshrfients served.
Senior Citizens course in
general horticulture will open
at St. John's Episcopal Church
at 2:30 p. m. This is free to
persons 65 or older.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. in
for senior citizens with lesson
on wallpaper beads at 10:30 a.
m., lunch at noon, and table
- games at one p. m.
Concert of Grand Ole Opry
star Jerry Reed will be at
eight p. m. at West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center at tight p. m.
conducting
The Chicago Symphony
in concert. :',F, szit,z'oblompanies
t• Works of Schuller,
Aoryoft Mozart and Brohms
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Editorial
Why Do We Have
A Newspaper Week?
By BILL BOY KIN
President
Newspaper Association Managers, Inc.
Why have a National Newspaper Week?
That question bounces off of us every year
when Newspaper Association Managers, Inc.
sponsors this event.
(NAM. INC. is an organization of 55 state,
regional and national newspaper associations.)
• Yes, it is true...newspapers do not pay
much attention to other "week" celebrations
any more.
Oh sure, a pretty girl in a bathing suit still
gets a picture in the paper for "Learn to Water
Ski" week, and a cute, freckle-faced kid dressed
in a peanut costume will show up in our food
sections during "Peanut Week."
But, generally..newspapers -do not have
space for all of the weekly celebrations that
promote all kinds of products, issues and
events;
Perhaps we should have disbanded Our
National Newspaper Week years ago 4.(it's not
that we haven't had requests). There is a
reason why we haven't. We still feel it is neces-
sary.to explain that "freedom of the press." in
the First Amendment of the Constitution is
"freedom for the public's right to know"—not a
privilege of the newspaper industry or any
other medium.
Here are some very important quotes on
that issue:
"When newsmen do their jobs responsibly
and fairly, they are working not only to pre-
serve a free press but, 'more importantly, to
preserve a free American shciety.
JusticeFelix Frankfurterjaid it very well;




American Newspaper Publishers Association
-o-
"Without 'Freedom of the Press' we lose
our democracy,
Without democracy, we lose our rights,
Without rights, we are in total darkness.












to recall this warning by Alexander Hamilton
200 years ago. 'Liberty of the press must
altogether depend on public opinion and the




Inland Daily Press Association
-o-
"It is unfortunate that many people
interpret 'Fredom of the Press' to mean
'Freedom for the Press.' The press represents
the people, and it it he people's right to know
that is guaranteed by the First Amendment.
We need to keep emphasizing the point. When
the peOpts3s right to info.rrnation is controlled or
censored, some form of tyranny is being born."
—Paul Miller
Chairman
Associated Press and Chairman of the Board
Gannett Company
-o-
"We try to remember in the print media
thatthe printed word represents the 'only' free .
press in this nation. Broadcast media are
licensed by the Federal Communication Com-
mission and woe bethe day when newspapers
„ have to go to Washington, D.C. to get licenses
renewed periodically."
—Bill Boykin
President NAM, Inc., and
Executive Director
Inland Daily Press Association
-o-
"In my opinion the First Amendment con-
stitutional rights of 'Freedom of the Press and
Freedom of Speech are ,more important than
the gurrantee to litigants of a Fair and Impar-
tial.Triel in the Sixth Amendment."
—Judge Harold R. Medina
U.S. Senior Circuit Judge. Second Circuit
U.S. Court of Appeals
• -o-
"Our American press traditions run s9,
deep that I'm fundamentally optimistic in spite
of current concern with readership, credibility
and judicial extremism. However,, I'M greatly
alarmed by what is happening abroad as
country after country continu'es to lose a mea-
sure 'of its press freedom. and we have to
recognize that it could happen here if we're not
extremely vigilant in protecting the people's
right to know."
1511.. tit
(4 Column for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)
UNION SOLDIERS?"
REP. BOB 'WILSON (Calif.)
"...Under leave to extend my remarks-I •
include.the following." I The condensed
arficIe follows ) :
Union Soldiers
(By Howard Fleiger )
To most people, the idealhat those in
military uniform should join a union to
negotiate the terms of, their em-
ployment is so far out it is silly—but
Congress is taking it seriously.
The American Federation of
Government Employes—an affiliate of
the AFL-CIO—put on its agenda a
proposal to unionize soldiers, sailors,
marines and airmen: our combined
first line of military defense.
The union motivation is obvious. If its
leaders could add to their quiver the
right to represent those in uniform,
their power in dealing with the Federal
Government would make them one of
the most awesome instruments of
bargaining in the history of organized
labor.
That is why 25 of the 100 United States
Senators are cosponsoring a bill to Elan
union acAty within the armed forces.
Those now in uniform, the argument
goes, are not there because of
patriotism but because they want a
good job. In that circumstance, they
should be- allowed to organize,
safeguarded by laber's traditional and
court-protected right to strike.
It may • sound reasonable in
peacetime. But what about war? Is a
union shop steward going to decide
whether America's armed forces will
fight in the future?
As recently as March of this year, the
Supreme Court held:
"A military organization is not
'constructed along democratic lines and
military activities cannot be governed
by democratic procedures. Military
institutions are necessarily far more
authoritarian; military decisions
cannot be made by vote of the in-
terested participants."
We have no draft. No one has to serve
in the armed forces against his will.
Those who volunteer to do so must
accept as a condition of employment
the fact that they are under the
discipline of a single command. If they
don't accept that, the armed forces of




If the Armed Forces are unionized
would President George Meany of the




Now the king spoke and
said unto Daniel, "Thy God,
whom thou servest continually
he will deliver thee." Daniel
6:16.
Daniel had such real faith
that even his former adversary
had come to have faith in his
God. Do your adversaries-have
such trust in your God?
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Local Boy Making His Mark
Building Sets For Movies
By.M. C. Garrott
- A Calloway County boy is making
quite a name for himself out west as a
movie and television set designer. He is
Claude B. White, 36, son of Mrs. Myrtle
White of Hazel.
Claude graduated from Murray State
in 1969 with a degree in industrial arts.
flt( now lives in Sante Fe, N. M.,'where
he has a dabinet shop and builds houses.
His wife, Judy, a native of Louisville,
also is a Murray State graduate.
In only a short time, his work in set
construction and decoration has won
the acclaim of a number of the movie
directors in Hollywood and Los
Angeles, and some of his work already
is showing up on the movie screens in
Murray.
Some were in "Murder by Death,"
which was shown recently at the local
flickers. Others will be seen in "Harry
and Walter Go to New York," which is
scheduled soon locally. He also did the
sets on "Bite the Bullet," a Henry
 -Fonda picture -"The Lindbergh-Story,"
a television special, and the movie,
-My Name is Nobody."
Known as "Butch" around Hazel,
inhe're he grew u0, Claude learned his
trade from his father, the late Claude B.
White, Sr., who died in 1972. At the
present time, he is working part Of the
time on the Columbia Pictures lot in
Hollywood qualifying for the type of
union card which will permit him to
work on movie sets anywhere in the
world.
No doubt, he has some interesting
rips ahead of himy as the movie people
go all over .the world in making their
films and will be taking him along to
design and build the sets they need.-
Claude has two children by a previous
marriage: Daegan, 15, and Mia, 11,
both of whom live in Louisville. Their
grandparents are- Maynard and
Mildred Ragsdale, who live on North
64 h Street here in Murray.
++++++
Before you take your bills in hand and
4o screaming at somebody, perhaps
you might note what Dr. William G.
Nash wrote to me recently after moving
to Florida. A former vice-president for,
academic affairs at Murray State,
On Mail Orders
By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General
The Christmas catalogs have already
been sent and you may be ordering
some of your Christmas gifts through
the mail. To insure that you receive
these mail ordered gifts before Dec. 25,
you should familiarize yourself with the
Federal Trade Commission Mail Order
Regulation. This regulation gives the
buying public certain rights to assist •
them in resolving problems with mail
order companies.
It establishes the basic requirement-
that mail order companies ship ordered
merchandise to the buyer within
company-advertised time periods or, if
no such time is advertised, within 30
days after receiving the buyer's order.
these deadlines cannot be met by
the company, the consumer must be
notified within the advertised time
period -formtipinent of the order or,
when no time is advertised, within 30
days after the company receives the
consumer's order. At this time the
company must give the consumer an
option to either consent to a delay in
shipment or to cancel the order and
receive a prompt refund of money.
The company is also required to
supply a cost-free means, such as a
postage-paid card, for the consumer to
notify the Company of his or her in-
tentions. If a consumer wants to
cancel or consent to a delay, this card
must be returned. If the consumer fails
to respond to the notice of 'delay in
delivery, the company can assume that
the buyer agrees to the 30-day delay in
delivery. If there is to be a delay beyond
that, the buyer must consent to it in
writing.
If the consumer has paid by cash,
check or money order, and cancels and
requests a refund, the company has
seven days to make a refund. If the
consumer used a credit card to pay for
the merchandise, the company is
permitted one billing cycle to credit the
consumer's account.
The most important aspect of this
new trade regulation rule is the option
to cancel. When ybu receive a notice
that your merchandise will not be
shipped by the originally designated
time, make sure that you return the
postpaid card if you want to cancel the
transaCtioti And get your money back.
. This regulation covers all Al or-
dered items except: (1) subscriptions
such as magazines ordered for serial
delivery; after the initial shipment is
properly made,' ( 2) see t: and growing
plants, ( 3) orders made on C. 0. D.
basis, or (4) goods ordered or sent
under negative Option plans.
In addition to the help provided to
consumers by this .FTC rule-, the U. S.
, Postal Servite will continue to provide
assistance in resolving complaints
about mail order purchases.
If you have a mail order complaint or
any other consumer complaint, write to
the Attorney General, Division of
Consumer Protection, Frankfort, Ky.
40601. The office has found that it can
most effectively, deal with written
complaints and encourages you to write
when you have a complaint. However,
if you an emergency situation, call the
consumer hotline. The number is 1-800-
372-2960.
'Let's Stay Well
Detect And Treat Glaucoma Early
WEISENBERGER
Dean Nash didn't really want to sell his
home here-and move to Florida. He had
to because of ill health. His son, Bill, is
a doctor down there.
The dean now lives in Neptune Beach,
and here's what he wrote:
"The people in Murray don't know
how fortunate they are. First, it is a city
of friendly people. I am sure there are a
lot of friendly people here, but I don't
have the opportubilyioknow them.
"Everyone in Murray, including
myself, grumbled with each electnc
bill. The cost of air. conditioning my
house here was $158.00 for the month of
July. I think my highest bill ever in
Murray was $50 for a house twice as
large. My automobile insurance is
roughly twice what it-was in Murray,
and property taxes are three times as
high.
"For those who do the marketing for
groceries in Murray,"give thanks you
are there. None of the supermarkets
here have anyone to beg the groceries
nor  anyone to carry thern1Q the car for
you. There always is a long wait in line
while the caiheir bags groceries for
those ahead of you. Be grateful that
-C4encs, Johnson's, Kroger and- the
others there do this for you."
++++++
Jimmy Carter's Playboy magazine
interview brings to mind the story
about the little boy who was asked in
school to write something with the word
"adult" in it. Here's what he wrote:
"Adults don't have-any fun. Adults
just sit around and talk. Adults don't do
nothing. -There's nothing duller than
adultery."
10 Years Ago
The new theatre on Chestnut Street is
pictured as construction continues.
Top honors were awarded to Boy
Scout Troop 45 of Murray at the•Four
Rivers Council Fall Camptfree held in
the Land Between the Lakes last
weekend.
L. Cpl. James R. Bailey, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rudy Bailey, who is serving
with the U. S. Marine Corps has
returned from a three months
European cruise aboard the USS
Randolph.
Mrs. Selma McCuiston of Hamlin
died today at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The First District Democratic
Women's Club Banquet will be held at
Ken Bar Inn, according to Mary Jane
Littleton, First District Director.
20 Years Ago
Work has progressed on Howard
Brandon's ne Circarama Subdivision
to the point where it can be shown to the
public next week.
Rex Alexander, head basketball
coach at Murray, State College, was
speaker yesterday for the Murray
Rotary Club. He was introduced by
James Lassiter.
Bro. Byron Henry, age 75, Church of
Christ niinistei, died yesterdag.at his
hope on Murray Route Five.
Modene Grogan and Charlie Lassiter
were installed as iwrthy matron and
worthy patron respectively at the
October third meeting of Temple Hill
Chapter No. 511 Order of the pastern
Star.
Dr. Roy Beaman, native of Calloway
County and for nine years professor of
archaeology at New Orleans Baptist
Theological Seminary, has been
granted a sabbatical year for study at




A by Sen. Richard Weisenberger
ltepercussiosn were felt throughout
the state recently when State Police
Commissioner Truett Ricks announced
a "10-year master plan" which include
re-examination of Kentucky's. licensed
drivers every four years.
This amounted to nothing more than
Commissioner Ricks' own ideas with no
formal backing from the legislature or
the governor whatsoever. As a result of
this ill-advised "announcement," the
governor's office and moselegislators
were literally swamped with calls and
inquiries.
Like everyone else, we only knew
what we had read in the newspapers. In
informal discussions with other
members- of the General-Assembly, it
would appear that Commissioner Ricks
will be unable to generate mtch sup-
port to implement the plan because of
several flaws. .
To begin with, the deadliest drivers—'
speeders and hot-rddders — usually can
pass any driving test that might be
given. Secondly, the testing of Ken-
tucky's 1.8 million drivers every four
years would result in soaring costs in
the state police budget to officers whose
time could -perhaps be best spent in
other areas of law enforcement.
And, finally, the state law already
provides for mandatory retesting of
drivers in individual cases if the officer
has reason to believe he or she is in-
competent to operate a motor vehicle.
The idea of re-examination fails to
take into account the fact that many
senior citizens, especially in rural
areas, depend upon an automobile as a
life-line to obtaining the necessities of
life. While their driving skills and
reflexes may be less than a 16-year-old,
they usually compensate by exercising
extreme caution.
Another proposal by Ricks which has
raised eyebrows is one to "beef up" the
state police by increasing the force
froin the current 977 officers to 1,000 by
July of 1978, 1,100 by.a1980 and 1,450 by
1986. Objections to this have been made
because the state police traditionally
have served in more or less an
auxiliary role by merely assisting local
law enforcement officers. It is argued
that the state should not be given
primary police powers and allowed to
usurp that power reserved for the local
governments.
Many of Commissioner Ricks' goals
are noteworthy. He hopes for the
capability by 1980 to investigate so-
called "white-collar" crimes such as
embezzlement and a completely
computerized system for motor vehicle
registration.
For all of those who asked, you may
rest assured that no formal plan exists
to test all drivers every four years and
that any such proposal must c4ar the
legislature in 1978 or thereafter. s,
Glaucoma is a common cause
of blindness and impaired vision.
Many of these Imes are preven-
,table if they are detected early
and if appropriate treatment is
carried out.
The reasons Why one. person
develops glaucoma while
another person 'escapes are
obscure. The fundamental dis-
order in this disease is the
development of abnormally high
eyeball pressure, which brings
on nerve damage and loss of vi-
sion.
The onset of glaucoma may be
acute or chronic, the latter being
much more common.
In the acute ferm, the diseased
eye aches with increasing
severity. The pressure builds up
in the eyeball in a matter of
hours- Headache, blurry vision
and nausea with vomiting
usually appear. Overall, the pa-
tient seems acutely ill and dis-
tressed. -
While medicine (drops in the
eye) may bring down the pres-.
sire, it often rises again. Usually,
' surgery is essential to improve
By F_IL Blasinganr, MD
circulation of the fluid in the eye-
ball. More recently, lasers have
been used.
In chronic or simple'
glaucoma, the increase in pres-
sure is gradual and slirllit. It
usually causes little or no pain,
local discomfort-or blurring in
the early stages. However. vision
is last gradually Its impairment
may be soxlow that the victim
hardly netices the diminution. It
results in side or peripheral kiss
until the patient has only "lin-
net" vision because of nerve
damage from the chronic in-
crease in pressure.
(Ironic glaucoma usually can
be controlled with medicine. For
example. pilocarpine eye drops
contract the pupil and help to
facilitate proper circulation of
fluid. If the pressure cannot be
kept down to safe levels with
medication, surgery is required.
Left untreated. chronic
.glaucoma can cause permanent
impairment of vision and blind-
next -
• Even if your eVeiight is ex-
/ cellent, you may have early
glaucoma. k can be detected
quickly, easily and without
danger by an eye examination in
which an instrument is placed
against the outside of the eyeball
to measure the pressure.
Such measurements should be
made about once a year.
especially in older achilts. This
testing, followed by proper treat-
/nett if early glaucoma is found.
would prevent Icss of vision and
blindness in thousands of citizens
every year.
Q Mr. SC. wants to know what
is meant by "right to die" legis-
lation.
. A: "Right to die" legislation
refers to efforts by legislatures.
such as that recently passed by
California and awaiting its
governor's signaWre or veto, to
give people the right to demand
ahead of time that no extraor-
dinary efforts by physicians will
be made.to prolong life when it
is no longer meaningful and
when help-is largely prolonging
the process of dying. Such legis-
lation does not permit "mercy
killings" but encourages "pulling ,
the plug" ufien recovery and
restoration are not possible. How
the courts will view such laws
remains to be determined.
Q Ms. GS. asks if it Ls possible
to determine if a person has
fever by counting his pulse..
A The pulse rate elevates
from many caufrs, such as exer-
cise, an overactive thyroid, and
heart disease, as well as from
fever from a toxic state or infec-
tion.
In an otherwise-normal adult
male, the pulse increases at
about nine beats per minute for
each degree of fever measured
by an orthnary Fahrenheit ther-
mometer. The -rate of pulse is
slightly higher in women and
children, being faster in younger
than older children. In other
words, considerable experience
and judgment often are needed
to estimate the arriount of lever
by counting the pulse.
PA
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4 FOCUS Performing Arts Series Named For Mrs. Lowry
Dr. D. J. Clemens, director
of Paducah Community
College; announced Monday at
a press conference held in his
office that the school's FOCUS
series for the performing arts
has been officially renamed
The Lillian Lowry FOCUS
Performing Arts Series in
memory of the late Lillian
Lowry, former member of the
Paducah Community College
faculty and the first chairman
of the FOCUS committee.
It was Lillian Lowry who, to •
a great extent, formed and
founded the concept of FOCUS
as it exists today. In 1971 Mrs.
Lowry because of her interest
in the Fine Arts, was ap-
pointed chairman of the Fine
s festival which was
begun by Allen Henson, a
former member of Paducah
Community College's music
faculty, as a week-long
program of concerts
presented without formal
funding under the direction of
the college's Fine 'Arts
department. It was in the
same year that FOCUS was
organized to meet one of the
stated objectives of Paducah
_Community College: Paducah
Community College feels that
it has a responsibility to take a







Secretary John C. Roberts has
announced that a contract for
building a 3.2-mile connector
between the Western Ken-
tucky Parkway; and Interstate
24 in Lyon County will be let
in late November of this year.
The connector will link the
US .62 interchange near
Eddyville with a yet4o-be
built interchange which will
serve 1-24 near Lake Barkley.
It will be constructed as a
four-lane, limited access high-
way.
Roberts said that the only
remaining links still to be
completed in Kentucky's
East-West interstate system
- which extends from Fulton
in the West to Ashland in the
East - are the 1.2 mile con-
nector and approximately 52
miles of 1-24.
Roberts said when the ex-
tension is completed - about
1979 - it will connect the
western section of Kentucky
with the eastern half through a
_ series of safe, modern high-
ways.
An estimated 34 additional
miles of the western interstate
between Kentucky Dam
Village State Resort Park and
US 68 near 'Cadiz in Trigg
County will go to contract
either this winter or next
spring The Secretary said -
depending 'on-the availibility
of federal highway funds.
Several other sections
between US 60 west of
Paducah and the resort park
are under construction now.
Roberts said he expects the
92-rilile interstate to be opened
to traffic all the Way from the
Tennessee state line to. the
Ohio River at Paducah by 1980
or 1981.
The Western Kentucky
Parkway was completed from
Elizabethtown to its present
terminus at the US 62 in-
terchange in October of 1963.
The 127-mile highway cost
over $88.4 million.
• . C o I . Jefferson Buford's
armed expedition into Kansas
in 111-6 aided the territory's -
pro-sla ry forces.
A committee was appointed she subsequently held for
by Dr. Clemens to recommend three and one-half years.
Programs, propose a budget, Under her leadership the
seek funding, and impletneeLperforming Arts Series ex-
the means whereby a variety
of -artists and performers
miiht be brought into the area
at a minimal cost to the
public. Lillian Lowry was
appointed to chair that
committee, a position which
panded from a departmental
responsibility to a collegiate
project of major proportions.
The FOCUS committee today
boasts over a dozen members
representing the faculty, the
administration, the student
body and the community,
participating in the for-
mulation of a number of
programs budgeted annually
at over $20,000. Grants are
received annually for 1Pe
continuation of the series frbm
the Kentucky Arts Com-
mission and the National
Endowment, for Tlie Arts,
It was FOCUS that was
responsible for bringing
Victor Borge into the area last
year. This year the Lillian
Lowry FOCUS Performing
Arts Series - will offer to area
rtsidents such nationally
protriinent figures as tne
Preservation Hall Jazz Band
on November 2, Lily Tomlin
on GuraNinikovemob:r jan13,ua4.be.o 2r1t,
Vincent Price on March 1, and
Actors Theatre of Louisville
on Agin!.
The impressive scope of the
series, we feel, is a fitting
tribute to Lillian Lowry, a
concerned member of the
community, a dedicated
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For Clean, Clean Hair,
That Shines, Shines, Shines...
Normal, Tented & Bleached
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TOUCHDOWN RUN—Robert Billington of the Browns breaks loose for a touchdown run in the
win over the Bears Monday night. Other players identifiable by number include Jimmy West (32),
Earl Birdsong (55), Stef on Reed (beside Birdsong), Jerry Boggess (75), Chris-Grosty (23), Craig
Crawford (21), Robert Stout (21 in dark), David Denham (83) and Don Hargrove (78).
(Staff Pianos by Ms Brandon)
RUNNING INTO PAYNE—Gary Galloway of the Stealers is about to run into Walter Payne (118)
of the Colts. Other plays identifiable by number ere Bobby Boyd (11), David McCuiston (40), Jeff
Cartwright (75), and Paul Austin (22).
Colts, Browns Capture
Wins In Little League
It's now a three-way tie for
first place in the Little League
football standings.
The Colts knocked the
Steelers from the ranks of the
undefeated with a 6-0 overtime
victory in the opening contest
while in the second game, the
Browns crushed the Bears 33-
6.
Late in the first period, the
Colts used a 45-yard run by
Barry Lee to move deep into
Steeler territery. The Colts
worked the ball down to the
SteeIer two-yard line before
losing the ball on a fumble,
with Darren Hooper
recovering for the Steelers.
Late in the second period,
the Colts were again driving
but the series ended when
Steve Blivin intercepted a
pass for the Steelers.
The action got hectic in the
final period. With 2:33 left in
the game, Hooper_intercepted
a pass for the Steelers' and
refurneck to, the Colt 48. The
Colts drew a 15-yard penalty
and the Steelers had the ball
first and 10 at the 33.
But with 45 seconds left in
the game, Walter Payne in-
tercepted for the Colts. Just 15
seconds later, Hooper in-
tercepted for the Steelers.
W* nine seconds left in
regulation play, Ben
Underwood intercepted for the
Steelers.
The Steelers got to play
offense first in the overtime
and on a third and six, they
fumbled the ball and Scott
Turner recovered at the 10.
After a five-yard penalfy,-....
Colts took over first and goal
from the 15.
David McCuiston took the
handoff from Percy Abell and
trotted 15 yards down the left
sideline for the touchdown and
that was the gaine.
In two seasons, the Steelers
are still unscored upon in
regulation time. Last week,
the Steelers had to go Into an
overtime period to win over
the-Browns.,
The coaching staffs of both
teams praised their entire
offensive and defensive tinits
for the well-played game. The'
Steelers played without the
- services of one of their top




As a local huilding contractor,
e‘erything, we do in the communit.
becomes tangible e‘idence
of our skills. '
We can't afford not to care
about results. If OM CusloMeN
aren't satished we're in trouble.
So our business is based not nnl
on a thorough knowledge ofPthe
construction industry. hut on .
hard work. honesty and straight talk_
Noi on pie-in-the-sk promises
and unreal bids.'
• We '‘e got to do the best roh'.
ss e can for you within out hudget.
Nol only for your sake hut for ours
:ts welltt•
CESA CONTRACTORS, INC.
Route 2, Box 525
Calvert City, Kentucky 42029 Phone 395-4198
runners, Tommy Workman,
who was ill.
In the second conzest, the.
Browns got on the board with
just 34 seconds left in the first
period as Robert Billington
scored from eight yards out
and David Dickson added the
conversion run to boost the
Browns to a 7-0 lead.
With kis( 42 seconds left, in
the half, the Browns went up
14-0 as Dickson punched the
ball' in from six yards out and
added the conversion.
The third Brown touchdown
came with 5:30 left in the third
period as Craig Crawford
scored on a 40-yard scamper
with Dickson adding the
conversion for a 2141 lead.
At the 2:12 mark of the third
period, the Browns made it 27-
0 as Crawford -carried in from
four yards out, the conversion
failing. The final score for the
Browns came with 5:39 left in
the contest when Billington
carried in on a 34-yard run,
again the conversion failing.
The Bears got on the
scoreboard with just 50
seconds left in the contest
.when Robert Stout scored on a
seven-yard run.
The Bears' coaching staff
-cited Stacy Smith, Timmy
Brown and David McMillen
for good offensive efforts
while Ne.d1 Segal, Earl Bir-
dsong, Stuart Alexander and
Robert Stout drew praise for
their defensive efforts.
-The Browns, Colts and
Steelers are all 2-1 while the
Bears are 0-3 on the season.
Next Monday, the Steelers
and Bears meet in the 5 p.m.
contest while the Colts.  and




Ellis And Hassler To
Pitch In Third Game
NEW YORK (AP) — It is
said that if you are going to
make mistakes, it is best to
make them all at once and get
them out of your system. If
that's the case, then the New
York Yankees should .be in
good shape for tonight's third
game . of their American
League playoff series against
Kansas City.
Dock Ellis, a 17-game
winner, gets the start for New
York against Andy Hassler, 5-
12, of the Royals.
The teams are tied 1-1 in the
best-of-five playoff that will
send the 'survivor into the
World Series. The Yankees
barely survived Sunday's 7-3
second-game loss.
There were a season-high
five errors of commission and
at least one error of omission.
There were pop flies falling all
over the place. There was a
- missed cutoff throw atidlAse-_.
running blunders. It was a
team loss in the truest sense.
"Did you ever see anybody
look good when they lose?"
wondered New York catcher
Thurman Munson, who made
two of the errors of com-
mission, both bad throws on
stolen bases.
"I don't pay attention to
errors," said Yankees
Manager Billy Martin. "My
players are human. It was just
one of those games."
Although the five Yankees
errors cost Only one unearned
run, they were symbolic of the
sloppiness of the game.
Kansas City's go-ahead rally
in the sixth inning was ignited
by George Brett's triple, a hit
that started out looking like a
routine fly ball.
"I thought I was going to
catch it," said Yankees
cent erfielder Mickey Rivers,
who plays his post ion
notoriously shallow. "It took
off and there was no chance."
Pro Football
At A Glance









NY Jets 1 4
TENNIS
HILTON HEAD ISLAND,
S.C. -- Sweden's Bjorn Borg
downed defending champion
..Rod Laver of Australia 6-3, 7,5
and Australian Evonne
GooNgong came from behind
to defeat Britain's Sue Barker
6-7, 6-0, 6-3 in first-day action








Cinci 4 1 .800138 66
Hstn 4 1 .800 94- 46
Cleve 2 3 .400 107 153
Pitts 1 4 .200 108 110
Western Division
Oakld 4 1 .800 113 127
Deny. 3 2 .600126 50
S Diego 3 2 .600113 93
Kan City 1 4 .200 104 161
Tpa Bay 0 5 .000 26 120
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Eastern Division
Dallas 5 0 0 1.000 133 67
S Louis 4 1 0 .800 143 102
Wash 3 2 0 .600 107 107
Philo 2 3 0 .400 72 100
NY Gnts 0 5 0 .000 69 114
Central Division
Minn 4 0 1 .900 97 53
Chgo 3 2 0 .600 81 52
Dirt 2 3 0 .400 80 64
Gn Bay 2 3 0 .400 72117
Western Division
San Fran 4 1 0 .800108 60
LA. 3 I 1 .700 95 78
N OrIns 2 3 0 .400 98 112
AtInta I 4 0 .200 47 98
Stle 0 5 0 .000 85 153
Monday's Results




Seattle at Tampa Bay




New York Giants at Min-
nesota
Philadelphia at Green Bay
Dallas at St. Louis
Oakland at Denver
Chicago at Los Angeles
Houston at San Diego
New Orleans at San Fran-
cisco
Monday, Oct. 18





WILL NOT INTERFERE Wifil RESENT EMPLOYMENT
, NO Sauna INOINRED _
We are selecting distributors for fast moving products in Murray
and surrounding counties. These products publicized in newspapers.
TV, magazines, etc.
Twenty year old company will place products in grocery, depart-
ment, drugstores, super markets, gift shops, etc_ Distributor will ser-
vice these retail outlets monthly, requiring. approximately. 20 hours
spare time per month.
CPA reports $99.00 and up possible profit per day. Fig' the in-
come you desire per month. Each location requires $168.00 in-
vestment. You may have 24, 36 or NI locations. Company secures
• locations and installs products for you.
This is a bona! ide offer and if you are not sincere about owning your
own business, or do not meet the above financial requirements, let's
not waste each other's time.
FOR PERSONAL INTERVIEW, CALL
MR. RUSS RHODES, PADUCAH, 302-4434754
Today thru Wednesday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
OarTning, Ga. ( Near Atlanta
Brett gambled trying for the
triple "and barely beat the
throw. He might not have if
Rivers had hit the cutoff 'man,
But the throw sailed past
second baseman Wile Ran-
dolph, and shortstop Fred
Stanley had to make the relay.
That was the error of
omission.
Earlier, Royals' shortstop
Freddie Patek had finessed
Chris Chambliss on the
basepaths. Chambliss was on
first base in the third inning
with New York leading 3-2.
Carlos May bounced a single
into right field and Chambliss
took off for second. Waiting
for him was Patek, faking a
play that sent the runner
sliding in, safe by 200 feet as
the ball bollixed into right.-
field. Another mistake. In the
eighth innning, the Royals
wrapped up their victory with
a three-run rally on a_pokfly_
attack of looping singles by
Frank White, Patek and Buck
Martinez, a trio of hitters who
never will be confused with
Murderers' Row. '
..It's about time," decided
rookie Tom Poquette, who
drove in two of the Royals'
seven runs with a single and-
double. ."Things had to start
evening out. We haven't been
getting any breaks."
Brett thought the victory
might be a turning point for
he Royals, who staggered
int-o the playoffs nine
losses in their final 11 regular-
seastrn games. ,
-We had to beat them
Sunday," said Brett, who had
four ,hits in the first two
games. "That's pretty ob-
vious. If we lost that one, we'd
have to win three in New
York. I'm a confident guy but
that would have been kind of
ridiculous."
aa Tsou. marikaisnan.
111111111111M7 aura mew • er -4=34111116. AG.. •




STOPPED COED—Gory Gollowoy (32) of Ike Stoolors is stopped in his trucks imwe es Percy
Abell (10) mass the stop for the Colts. Other plays are David McCuiston (40), Scott Turner (60),
Barry lee (90), Darryl Blanton (77), Mark Whiteford (66), Todd Rutherford (beside Whiteford)
and Mike Young (88).
(Stuff Kates by Mike Ilromion)
Pat Peppier Named Manager




Manager Pat Peppier, who
never has served as a head
football coach above the high
school level, was on the
practice field today as the new
coach of the Atlanta Falcons.
Peppier. 54. was named
Monday night as the field boss
of the faltering Facons for the
remainder of the National
-Football League season,
succeeding Marion Campbell,
who was frred by owner
Rankin Smith.
Peppier, who has not ac-
tually coached on the field
since serving as an assistant
at Wake Forest in 1962, also
will continue as general
manager, a position he will
return to when the season
ends.
"He's got a thankless task."
said Smith, who called the
dismissal of Campbell "the
most difficult decision of my
,
Smith said he-would name a
new coach for the 1977 season
"as soon as I can after this
season ends."
Campbell, 47, moved up
from an assistant's post when
- Smith fired outspoken Norm
Van Brocklin in November,
1974.
During his tenure, Campbell
had a record of 6-19, with the
end becoming • apparent
Sunday when his team was
embarrassed 30-0 by the New
Orleans Saints. It wat
Atlanta's fourth defeat* five
games this season.
Atlanta never got untracked
this year, having trouble
during both the exhibition and
regular seasons. The team
faced what many considered
its most favorable schedule in
years.
Smith said he did not offer
Campbell another spot in the
organization "because he
doesn't - need it." He said
Campbell should have no
trouble getting another job
and, besides, his contract with
Atlanta runs through the 1977
season.
Peppier said that his first
move was to ask Bill Walsh,
the offensive line coach, to
remain in that capacity and
also as an assistant head
coach.
"I would be foolish to say
I'm ready right now to step on
the, field," Peppier said.
"That's the reason I want Bill
Walsh to stay."
His task became even more
difficult when it was an-
nounced earlier Monday that
quarterback Steve Bar-
tkowski, last year's NFL
Rookie of the Year, would be
out for the rest of the season.













Why wait any longer for that car you've
been wanting? Find out about our con-
venient auto loans. And all payable in
monthly installments, tailored to your
special budget. Well try our best to give
you fast, friendly service. Come in and
see us today!































































Tredictions about ballgames are, at best, ferocity displayed by every member of the
orily,predict ions. There is a great deal that Tiger team.
goes On, behind the scenes, largely, un- Yes, the Tigers came to play football and
noticed, thakcan make the predictor look play they did!
good.- or bad, On any given night. Probably Trigg County's "Cats" were completely
the safest positiO'n'tk take is no position at outplayetby a Tiger team that has yet to
all. Let the chips fall Where they may. display what many of us know is within their
As an ideal this is the 'Very best position, capacity to do. "Roll on Tigers," there are
That is precisely why we.-den't. Indulge folks up the road who don't know. what lives
ourselves in predicting the varioli,g‘haneies of in the "Tiger Den" and• then are those of us
week. a given k But there is a time,,w n the* who know only too well what lives in that
outcome of a given game is a known fact Wilding! -
before the ball is snapped for the first time. So, we'll wait on the sideline this week,
The logical question is when do we get that last week and the week, before, and the
certain feeling about a game. Well the an- Tigers will let us know, at the appointed
swer is quite simple. The (earn tells us-. time, *tat will happen during the 48
No, they don't come to us as a body and minutes I constitute a game of football.
er Den they know what lies
earn that takes on "The
e comes they will
t try to second-
309
302 call itasixthsenseifyouwifl. guess the T
igers. Just w4ii•=w,fth the rest of
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Wolverines Maintain
'Solid Lead In Ratings
By The Assieted Press
Michigan remains ‘on top in
The Associaajor
college football poll ,and
Nebraska, the No. 1 preseason
pick, has moved up to third
place.
Fresh from a 42-10 romp
over Michigan State /and
facing Northwestern on
Saturday, the Wolverines
drew 57 first-place- irons and
1,194 of a possible 1,200 points
from a nationwide nanelof 60
sports writers and sport-
scasters in balloting
announced Monday.
Pittsburgh got three first-
place votes and 1,057 points
after its 27-6 triumph over
Louisville and held onto
second plac,-(.
Nebraska jumped from
sixth to third with 848 points
following its 24-12 triumph
over Colorado.
• UCLA, which • topped
Stanford 38-20, leaped from
fifth to fourth with 834 points.
Maryland received 660 points
and advanced to fifth from
seventh last week after a
16-6 decision over North
Carolina State. Oklahoma fell
from third to sixth with -611
points if,ter-a 44. tie with
_Texas.
Missouri, ninth last week,
beat Kansas State 28-21 and
.advanced to No. 7 with 465
points.
Completing the Top Ten
were Southern California,
rislng from 11th to *eighth;
Ohio State, up from 10th to
_ninth, and Texas- --Teek---It-
marked the first time in the
'-,Top Ten this year for Texas
let*, 15th last week. Southern
Cal heat Washington State 23,-
14; Ohio State routed Iowa 34-
14 and Texaa--Tech upended
Texas A644 27-16.`-„,
Georgia, No. 4 last Week and
knocked out of the unbeaten
ranks by Mississippi, fell tli•-
11th. Then it was Florida,
Texas, Notre Dame, Kansas,
Louisiana • State and
Mississippi tied for - 16th, t
followed by Arkansas,
Houston and Alabama.
By The Associated Press
.The Top Twenty teams
The Associated Press college
football poll, i.ith first-place
votes in paretitheses, season
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Talbert Closing In On
League Rushing Lead
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP)-
-Eastern Kentucky's Everett
Talbert is dramatically
closing the gap on Middle
Tennessee's Mike Moore in
the Qhio Valley Conference
football statistics  race.
Talbert ran for 109 yards
Saturday in Eastern's 27-13
victory over Middle Ten-
nessee to boost his per-game
• Average to 91.7, cutting in half
',the lead Moore basin the Ohio
.Valley Conference statistics.
Moore, in the same game,
was held to 56 yards and now
has an average of 105.1 per
game.
Gary ,Perdue of Tennessee
Tech increased his per-game
average in total offense, from
164.5 to 168.6, to retain the
leadership in that category
While Mike Robinson of
-Middle Tennessee moved up
• tom third to second, now with
1156.5 ganteaverage.
Phil SIITIMS of Morehead
- still leads in passing with 12.5
completions a game with Gariy
Jennings of East Tennessee
second at an even 10.
Tennessee Tech is the
Conference's leader on team
say "yeah we're puma win this one!" Inside the
The time just comes, prior to the game, in store for the n
when the team knows, and we get the Machine." When
message; if what the outcome will be. Just tell us what is to be.
A REAL BATTLE - This battle for a pass shows what kind of game the Steelers and Colts played.
Ben Underwood ( 3 9) picks off the pass while big Wolter Payne smothers the intended Steeler
receiver. Watthing the action is Paul Austin (22) of the Colts
Pete Rose Unhappy With Reds
And May Soon Become Phil?
year. He is currently
receiving $190,000 a year.
Teammates Johnny Bench
and Joe Morgan are the
highest paid players on the
world champions, both at a
reported $250,000 a year.
According to a close source,
'Pete is _tired of hearing that









offense and Eastern Kentucky
holds the tcip spot on defen-
se-each team in the • same
position as last week.
Tech has averaged 432.2
yards a game, scoring 141
points for a 28.2 average.
Eastern has allowed .op-
ponents an average of 241.8
yards and 8.1 points per game.
Eastern Kentucky did Move'
up from third to second in
team- offense while Austin
Peay jumped from fourth to
secbridInTeattrdefense. •
In return yardage, Greg
Wilson of East Tennessee still
leads kickoffs with an
averaMf 31.1 yards on 10
runs and Craig Rolle of
Tennessete Tech is tops with
punts at 15.6 yards on the
average on eight tries.
Warned. Director
MONTICELLO, N.Y.' (AP)
- Floyd -Pattersonr former
heavyweight champion, has
been named direct of' of boxing
for .1 he Monticello .Raceway
and will head the AAU-
supervised bouts the track will









t/ Plenty Of Color
L' Plenty Of Sun
t/ Plenty Of Good
Food
V' Plenty Of Fun
.R.F.D. Nb. 3 Gatlinburg, Tenn. 7738 •
For Reservation Called; (.615r96-4333, _
-
wind up in a ded, "I have to believe ihat
unhappy ' with my . salary a
-
,.
they ready! To say it quite simply, Martin 
long-ilme,'*- satd -the itf-timehas the team
The •"machine '-' was ailed, reassembled same "ekplosive' quality that the Murray All'S"ar- 
-multi playieft field there -
• - - _ ' , y
and set in motion, as it was the week before, High Tigers possess. 
Rose who ironicall has A Reds Srikkesman, who
r--- - .:' - ----M
• but this time there was a certain "elec- We will not, and are -.hot qualified to 
en the chieTtOrment or of the , . _ asked to remain anonymous
. "aid 
,
tricity'' along the sidelines that had not been . second-guess the Racer coathing staff. - 
Mils during -4-he---segular- the_report " strict ly
there the week before. There are problems in the rooms deep inside 
season and in postsea.son play, rumor at this point." ad-.
- •
The faces of the combatants are 'a good Roy Stewart Stadiim that no one outside of
could
indication. Their laces were stern, pur- that inner circle can know enough about to
poseful, and "charged" for the game. It is hazard a guess as to a solution that will, work
_not always this, way. The boys paced, for the Racers.
fretted, banged headgear and pounded pads. -- The fact remains that we entrust the
The ball was teed-up and the action was ' fortunes of Murray State football to
By NORM CLARKE
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) - Pete
Rose, a red-blooded Cincinnati
Red, talking about switching
uniforms?
That possibility surfaced
Monday as the Reds were
attempting to eliminate the
Philadelphia Phillies in three
.siraigjus. for their  „second feels he is as big a draw on the
following the teams from week to week and It has been said that good thingsoften National League playoff
battletobattle. come in "small" packages. Such was 
n 
sweep.
, Any team has it within its power io changeange case Saturday night as UTM came to toni ectiNs Unhappy over references to
the outcome, but, as a rule, first impressions playihe Racers a game of football. UTM 'Ks age- during recent
are lasting and a game wilrfollow the early poured' it on- and came away with a 24-0 neistutiations with the Reds,
feeling generated along the sidelines before. shutout as the home team found more than • Rose has told friends he is
play is initiated. • they bargained forin the team from Martin. disgrunt
Some teami.appear to be up when io fact This year's UTM team has faired quite _ Contraet ha
they are not and vice versa. _ • well against OVC teams. They have taken Reds front offi
That, certain feeling was there at Trigg on, and 'beaten, three OVC teams this sidering a move that could
County Friday night. season. _ land him with the PhilS›..
Murray had come to 'play ball and Martin plays super defense and has an
everyone along the Tiger sideline knew it. offensive team that cao, blow an opponent 
Sure  just 
come up. 1 been 
f' m unhappy. But
There was a certain purpose, a job to be out before the opponent knows what is 
didn't





UndeiN., major . league
baseball contract , rules Rose
• holds the right)a select where
he . would like to WAraded. A
'player with 10 years ex-
perience in the major leinoies- -
and five with the same club.




raised in Cincinnati- - and
became one of • baseball's
biggest dravfing cards-with his
-hustling, aggressive style,lhas
• been a 'thorn in Philadelphia's
'side all season. ,
' He hit .442 against Phils'
pitching during the season and
went into today's game with a
5-for-10 effort .
• Rose is reportedly -irritaled
Andy Ryan plays 100 per cent all the time, I We owe the Racers our support in good 
over the Reds' initial contract
he, to borrow a sime-worri line from Daryl . *times and poor. They go out on the field for 
offer which called for a Iwo-
--Royal, knows tbe xiiiferenee between "come .their .own reason,_ but they play before in 
year contract at $200,000 a
joined.
Now, the first half was kind of a struggle
as both teams moved the ball well with
Trigg County's Wildcats holding onto it a
good deal of the .time. However, a timely
fumble' de llp in Trigg territory gave the
Tigers .0 score as Roger Grogan flipped a
nifty pass to Eddie Rollins. Rollins, what
else is there to say.
And then "Angry_Andy'.' Ryan_pulle31 off
the play of the game.
We are compelled to say a few well
deserved words about this young man. It is
not our place to single out one player on a
team composed of so many fine young men
of great ability, but Andrew Ryan has the
drive that We hope our young'un will possess
at Andy's Station in life.
qualified men like Bill Ferguson.
If Bill has a good season we are all proud,
just like we had a hand in it ourselves. When
.the season isn't so good we have a tendency
to hand the whole thing to Bill and his staff
and disavow any knowledge of what goes on
under that building or on the playing fields. -
If this were any farther from the truth it
-might snow in Murray tomorrow.
-• The boys, and men, that are responsible
for Murray Stare football prepare and play
the games because we conie to watch them
do so. We are the "why" behind the fact that
the Racers d,. what they do.
Should the team make a bad showing we,
the fans, should be big enough to realize that
the fortunes in football, as in life, are-just as
apt to be up as they are to be down.
her$!" and "sic 'em!" • • audience made-up of people 4ike us. Say
'Angry -Alidy- illade marry /aggers- a- .tehar you wtW about -college level players
believer all night long as did,the rest of the
Tigers, and, if that wasn't enough, Andy
chased Jaggers down, blocked his punt,
picked up the ball and literally flew the 16
yards into the Tigersendzone for the second,
but not the last, Murray touchdown of the
evening.
That single play electrified an already
fired-up Murray team to the point where
they were ready to, and did, tear the Trigg
barn down board by board.
As the Tiger coaching staff dug deep into: an obligation to the team that. is out there
the reserves the tide never sTaive-d. -T•W`.-"Sirearing ̂ our" colors. .
Tigers came to play football and they played Our Racers need us "NOW!" Let's show
and played and played some more. , them that we prothere, win or lose, and will
Trigg -wasn't "easy". They just weren't remain loyal -GO BIG BLUE!" we are out
prepared for the Tiger "explosion" or the here yellin' for ya'f','
being like pros This may, or may not, be the
case. - •
• What, real! drives any team to greatness
is support. We, the fans, supply the support
for a team. Our Racers need to know that
ihey have our support as they play through
their remaining games. If that support is not
there the team will reflect the lack of in-
terest on the field..
It is just that simple. We wan! togo to the
games Ind see the team do well, but we have
GETTING A RUSH-David McMillen (30) of the Bears gets rushee as he unloads this pass
toward Jimmy West (32). Rushing in for the Browns ore Randy Montgomery (62) and Don
Hargrove (78). .
' Stet Ph./ n try Milt* Brandon
club as Bench and Morgan,
but the Reds' officials tell him
they can't pay him the same
salary."
Rose would neither confirni
nor deny the report, saying:
-My lawyer _ has 'tier with
them and we're Still-talking: I.
don't want to get into it now.
This is n.et_the right time to
discuss it."
When pressed ,on the trade
possibility, he told The
sociated Press:
delphia is the-only other
4 like to play for. I
Pete Rose will always be in a -
Cincinnati Reds uniform."
Phillies' left fielder Greg
Luzinski said Monday at
workouts that he would
welcome se deal.
"I'll takelnsio, I'd Move any
place where it • Would helpthe
team most," said Lulinski.
He said it wasn't the first
time he has heard Rose
mentioned in a deal with
Philadelphia. "A couple years
agO when he was having
trouble negotiating .with them
(the Reds) we' heard talk
'aboThrttle11-4-Yradtr,--Ltrztnski
said. "We. didn't hear what
they were asking for him."
-Rose, the National League's
active leader in career hits
with more than 2,700, has hit
.300 or better 10 of his last 11












Solicits the suppott of all cifiNg who ware
interested in restoring Constitutional Gover-





Over 100 Suits in stock All the newest
- shades (Camel, Grey. Blues, Greens t
























Newspapers ore person ta
person lournolosm all be-
cause of such features as let
teas lb the editor, answers to
probterns cipiurnns, cind the kind
ot morketinc) inform:0ton that





















Rescue .  753-6952
Ambulance  753-'332
Hospital



















Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open 'ruesday-Friday,
hours kW; Saturday 8-3.
RENT RINSENVAC
No other "Ile-R-Tursoll" mewl
cleans carpets as .
  EASILY -
3i pe,,,,e portable power
heyae Sots all it,. .or
EFFEtTlyElt - 49Cana rafted vacuums
i oases I,.. ray
) ECONOMICALLY-
crone al a sive saa
out Oeep a.. toga and s
professionals it-atirt........ii,..
a taboo of is. coot
(YOU SAYE UP TO
$2500 PER ROOtR)


























Auction will be open at
6:00, Oct. 14, at Murray
S. Gym.
NVt7atURI ifITY P a
Hotter .cnintliok
800am. to 8.00p m Mon
day thru Saturday. HO
Train Sets & Accessories
Airplane, car & truck model
kit,s, macrame kits & sup-
plies and much more. Als,





5. lost And Found
FOUND WEISER key No.
E-25476. Found outside
Fred's Store, claim key
at Ledger SE Times.
LOST LADIVIS gold wrist
watch, at Murray High




Pickup.at Murray H. S. -
Gym., Thurs. Oct, 14,
6:00, Rotary Sale and
Auction.





contact Rotary Sale and
Auction at Murray H. S.,









and dye makers and
machinists for job shop
work. Good pay and
working conditions.
Southside Machine and
Tool Co., Paris, Tenn.
Call collect 901-642-9671.
WANTED - Someone to
pick Corn with conveyor
and put corn in crib. Call.
753-2542, Pete Henson.
SOMEONE TO do con-
crete and brick laying
*lob. Call 753-0034.
NEED-. 1141C-K layer to
lay about '12.000 bricks.
If interested 'call 365-




by giving age, marital
status, and 2 character
















GIVE ME 501.-1 LL





















SLOB! THINK YOL/P GET




NO. AP/VIRAL , URK „
11-1 ABNER
DANia DAwomeAT!!-/-
(1--5. E3EEN 50-C1 M&13-1 500 >E AS





IF THE MONE4 15
Ri6i-47 I CAN STANG'
NNTHING SWEETIE,'






IN I-11S OWN-. Y
t4E LIES VERY
EXC1. ulFE






NEED THREE MEN for
sales and service. $185.







per week, plus auto
expense bonus:
Tremendous future if





feel you are qualified,
dial Paducah 4434595.
I-40N ABOL11- X ",7?r 44 Tri'
SOME TEA LAST 74t\IG rN WORLE,




Call 753-7527 or 753-0425.
14 Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
FOUR OR FIVE drawer
filing cabinet in good
condition: Call 753-2580.
WE BUY your used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
Far free estimate. Call
442-1918.
WOULD LIKE to buy
some good lap hay. Call
753-6859 aftee5 p. m.
SMALL MOBILE hotne 5
to 7 years old. Call 7t3-,
8216 after 5 p.m.
GAS SPACE heater in
good condition. 50,000
BTU or more with




and file cabtnets. Oyer
50 selections-, of 4x8
panelingz from $2.75 to
$7.00,.per sheet 4x8 ex-
terior siding at $6.40. 4x9
exterior siding at $7.20.
Ross 1.; Tuck Salvage.
Box 88, Martin, Tn.
Phone 587-2420.
BRASS FLOWER vase
for you from Jaipu,
India at Rotary Sale and
Auction, Murray H. S.
Gyni, Oct. 14, 6:00.
ASPHALT BLACKTOP




like it," say users of
Blue Lustre---- carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. ig K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
USED 6 FT. long wooden
utility trailer. Good
tires, -good condition.
Call 753-3888 after 5 p.
m.
25 CARDS depicting 3
different scenes during
the scene of Mateking,
South Africa. All cards




Sale and Auction, 6:00
on Oct. 14, Murray H. S.
Gym.
MAMIYA C-330 camera.
- Normal and wide angle
lenses. $395. Call 1-247-
3541 after 6 p. m.
IF CARPETS LOOK dull
and drear. remove spots
as they appear with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
SIGNED AND numbered
prints are now available
of White .Owl. Contact
Donny Hudson at 753-
0872 after 5-p. m.
15 Articles For Sale
PERSONALS - Buy your
favorite a turquoise
bracelet or ring at the
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction 6:00,







$75. One Kodak movie
camera, projector,
light bar, $50. One 220
volt new 3 element
heater, $60. One por-
table black and white











doors and windows in-
stalled and repaired.
Also see or order our
decoupage. Your
choice or special or-
ders: .-If you have an
idea we Can bring it to
life in glass.




Sale and Auction, at
Murray H. S.
PAPYRUS palming from
South Cairo, EgYRt at
Murray H. S. Gym, Oct.
14,-6:00, Murray Rotary
Club Auction and Sale.
16 Home Furnishings
PERSONALS - Sherrie
while your boy friends is
working Thurs., (let. 14,
Meet me at Murray H.
S., 6:00 for tea and
accessaries , from all
over the world. Rotary
Club Sale and Auction.
HUNDREDS OF Con-
versation pieces at
Rotary ,Sale and Auc-
tion, Murray H. S. Gym
on Oct. 14, 6:00. Hand
carved figurines from




place mats and dolls
'from many countries.
PERSONALS-Dear Wife
- your domestic meals
are great but my hard
to get game is often
tasteless. Please go to
Murray H. S. and pick a
cookbook from Canada
to cook wildgarne, Oct.
14, 6:00, Murray Rotary
Club Sale and Auction.
Love - Hunter Joe
WICKER FURNITURE,
fair condition. Call 753-
7606 ask for David
O'Daniel at the A.TO
house.
REFRIGERATOR and




$125, Washer and dryer,
$150. Dishwasher, $175.
Desk, $25. Chest of
drawers, $35. Small
table and chairs, $25.
End table, $5. "Coffee
table, $10. Couch and
chair, $50. Various other
household items. Call
753-0814 or 767-6355.
PERSONALS - need gift
' for the young man you
love? Buy handmade
beads made from a Tula
maiden to show her love.
Thurs. Oct. 14, 6:00.
Rotary Sale and Auc-




and Service, 500 Maple





and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night. '
18 Sewing Machines
1972 SINGER zig-zag and
stretch sewing machine.
Dark walnut 4 drawer
cabinet, excellent
condition. Selddin used.
$225. Call after 4:00 753-
8257.
19 Farm Equipment
EASY SEED seed sower,
3 p. h., like new, only
sown 12 acres. $100.00.
Call 354-6691.
FARM FANS green







and angle blade. 1973
model. Contact Edwin
Cain or call 753-2615 or
753-5777.
NEW FORD 5 x 16 semi-
mounted plow only
$2300. Other fall season
specials. A & I Ford
Supply, Inc. on Highway
54W in Paris, Tenn.
72 ALLIS CHALMER
combine, good con-




needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 444.6865,
gaducah, Ky.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Tw6
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
20. Sports Equipment
PERSONALS - Need gift
for the young girl you
love? Buy handmade
beads made from a Zala
warrior to show his love.-
Thurs. Oct. 14, 6:00,
Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion, Murray II. S. Gym
PERSONALS - Sickly? - I
have the cure for $8.00.
Buy my Zula witch
doctor beads at the
Rotary Sale and Auc-
tion, 6:00 Oct. 14,
Murray H. S. Gym.
FOR SALE - 1-beautiful
Finland made knives
with leather scabbard.
Oct. 14, Murray H. S., at
6:00 Rotary Club and
Auction.
PERSONALS - To B.B. -
meet me at Murray H. S.
Gym., 6:00 Thurs. Oct.
14, I have a "love letter"
for you from a young
ichosa man in South




12 and 20 gauge barrels,
perfect, $350. Call 753-
8383._
USED BOAT trailer for
sale. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-8850 7: 30-
5:00, after 5:00 p. m. call
753-8990.
12 GAUGE goose gun,
1956 Ford truck, 1946
Chevrolet truck, one MR
175 trail bike and one
MT 126, MT B Allis
Chalrner tractor, 8
wagon wheels, trumpet
and fish aquarium. Call
492-8374.
16' CHEROKEE with 65
h.p. Evinrude Motor.










GUILD D-55 flatop guitar,
new, hard shell case,




Six string, case in-
cluded. Call 767-4053.
SMALL BUST of
Beethoven at Murray H.





made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
24 Miscellaneous
RIDING MOWER 14 h.p.
John Deere, like new.
Can be, seen at 1718
Holiday Drive.
WELDING RIG and
equipment. Any or all.
74 Lincoln 200 amp on 62
rebuilt Ford truck. New
steel bed. See at Half-
way Point Garage, 13
miles, South of Paris on
New Camden Highway.
26 TV Radio
1977 ZENITH TV's and
Stereos at the lowest
prices with the biggest
guarantee at Sisson's
Zenith Sales and Ser-
vice, Cuba, Ky. 382-2426.
Open Sundays. We




27 Mobile Home Saln
1974 ATLANTIC Deluxe
12' x 60' on large, nice
corner lot in subdivision
in front of East
Elementary. Has new
outbuilding and 2 large
wooden porches. Priced
to sell,Call 753-1775.
NORRIS 61' mobile home
- 2 bedroom, central
heat and air condition,






TRAILER FOR SALE or
rent. 12 x 65 almost new




NEED GOOD home for a
female Kangaroo and
Joey animal doll from
Melbourne, Australia,
Murray Rotary 'Club
Sale and Auction, 6:00








2 bedroom, all electric,
Service - pole. Prac-
tically new 17,000 BTU
window air conditioner
and underpinning: Lived
in one year. $4550.00.
Call 354-6465 after 5 p.
m.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE 'HOMES AND
Mobile home-spaces for
rent, at Riviera Cl. Call,
753-3280.
12 x 60 2 bedroom, electric
heat or bottle gas. See
Loman McDougal ;,at
Dills Trailer Court in
Apartment next to Dill
Electric Shop.
31 Want To Rent
BEAN AND CORN
ground with tobacco
base on it. Call 753-1775.
32 Apartments For Rent
DUPLEX, new
bedroom, 641 South 412
miles, Reference and
deposit, no pets. Phone
492-8120.
34 HOOPS For Rent
SEVEN ROOM, 1,2 bath,
electric heat, newly
decorated. Near campus
or city school. Call 753-
8320.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
- FOR RENT - Clean up
or body shop. Near
Midway on 641 Highway.
Call 753-531). , _
31 livestocii Supplies






horse. Call 753-9894 after
5, work 762-3371.
38 Pets Suppliec
TWO MALE Beagles, one
AKC with pavers.
Guaranteed rabbit dogs.
$100 per pair. Call 753-
_7126. .
DOBERMAN PUPPIES.




NEED A good home for
peacock from Jaipur
India, Murray Rotary
Club Sale and Auction,
6:00 on Oct. 14, Murray
H. S. Gym.
AKC GERMAN Shepherd
pups, 4 months old. Two
females, $50 each. Call
753-7810 after 5 p.m.
COCKER SPANIEL





NEED A good home for 2












the circus line of show





for sale, Murray Rotary
Club Sale and Auction,
6:00 on Oct. 14, Murray
H. S. Gym.
41 Public Sales
MONEY - solid bronze old
money used in Nigeria
by the Hanssa tribe.
Murray Rotary Club
Sale and Auction, 6:00




your leader in sales fo
r1976 needs your
listings. Call 753-1651, if
you are interested in
selling your property.
HOME AND 20 ACRES
just,. listed. Home is
almost new 3 bedroom, 2
bath brick ranck home
with large rooms;
modern kitchen, central
electric heat and air,
attached- garage.
Located East of Murray
in quiet, peaceful. area. ,
Large machine sherand
other outside storage on
property. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 and inspect this
fine property.
WANT PLENTY of elbow
room? Then this is for
you. On 4 acres just_ 1,2
miles East of Highway_
94 on Irvin Cobb Road.
Brick 3 bedroom with
1' 2 baths, 2 car garage,
covered patio, deep
well. Land is gently
rolling. Home .buiji in
1971 and is modern. Call
us for "appointment to




FOR SALE - 80 acres, -




175 ACRES of good farm
land with lots of crop
land for bean, corn or
wheat. Some bottom




' finance. JOHN C. NEU-
BAUER, REALfOR

















































































































Across from Post Office.
NEW THREE bedroom
home with living room,




corner lot. JOHN C.
NEUBAUER, Realtor,
505 Main St., 753-0101 or
call Linda Drake at 753-
0492.
THREE BEDROOM on
2.3 acres on 121 South,
$17,500. Four bedroom
brick at 1609 Wiswell
Road; $29,500. Two unit
rental house ,a1 -203-
Maple, $7,150. Four
bedroom stucco at 910N.
16th, $8,900 and owner
will finance, $7,900. Call
C. 0. Honduran' Realty,
7534954, 753-3460 or 753-
3690.
FIRST TIME OFFERED
for his sfx room
tierlroOrn, cune
in Hazel. Ky., attiring
central heal,
baseme, and double
gar. • on 1.2.1 acres of
• It e,ly, landscaped
property. Included is•
private sell in addition
----to city-wa,er and sewer-
_ system. Phone Kop-
perud Realty for details,
753-1222.
1E.a.dlika.M3E1E"IC 303113iww7743. Real Estate
KIRKWOOD DRIVE-4
bedroom, 3 bath brick
and frame home with
pella windows, stindeck,
central gas heat, central
electric air, full
basement, double
garage, and many other
features for comfortable
living. Well-landscaped




44 Lots For Sale
TWO LOTS in Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
Call 753-8623.






BY OW W- - 3
bedr , bath brick
with modern
itchen, dpn, living
room, central gas heat
and central electric air.
-Attached garage.
Located near Murray
High. Priced in mid 30's.
Call 753-6007.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom







Royal Crown Cola is looking for a
route salesman for Murray area.
Good job with lots of fringe benefits.
For appointment Call
443-3647
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, tech and reek
exterior on 544 acres
(.with 600' Highway
• frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
1,42 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop. Price $60,000
Call 753-5618.
BY OWNER: 7 room
ranch style house with










woven wire fence. One
mile west of Dexter on '
Hickory Grove Rd.
Price $100,000. Call 753-
5618.
THREE BEDROOM
brick, den, 1/2, bath,
double _garager_mairai
heat and air. Located
.near High School. Call
753-6935 after 5 p.m.
BY OWNER. Three.
• bedroom kitchen, dining
room, front and back




shop building. On two-
thirds acre. Cell 753--
8615.
REDUCED - extra nice 3
bedroom, 2 .bath, 'kit-
chen-den combination,
$29,900. 1208 Peggy Ann
Drive. Call 753-8673.
- /2




12S. Has 105 mile). Still
under warranty. 1976
Yamaha YZ 125', 4
months old. Best offer
on both. Call 753-7728. -
48. Automotive Servfte
FOR SALE - dOuble air
Born. can-53-5311.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
47. Motorcycles
FOR SALE OR TRADE,
1974 Toronado.. 35,000
miles. Brakes, steering,
air. Power seats and
windows. AM-FM tape.
Radial tires. See at








Three bull dozers to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven




Call 436-2294 after 5 p.
WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and
trim on your house.





1974 ' TOYOTA Corolla
station wagon.
Automatic shift and air
condition. $2,550. , Call
753-7582 or can be Seen
at 501 N. 7th.
•1971 DODGE VAN. New
tires, mag 'wheels,
chrome side pipes. Six
cylinder.- Call 753-0579
after 6 p.m.
1975 CAMARO LT. Fully
equipped, 19,000 miles-.
Excellent , condition.
Blue, new white wall






5386.00 Up. Floored, ready to use. Mobile home add-orrs, patios,
tarports, offices. Buy the Best for Less. CUSTOM-BUILT POR-
TABLE BUILDINGS 753-0984.
Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?'
Ans. You can make money by gathering_up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering .dust in yoursement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale. _
.2.1How can you save money?
Ans. You can saVe money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified '
ad department of the Ledger 8, Times is having during the month of October to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger, & Times during the month ,of October. Every fourth day your
classified ad-ir-vilrrun TREE regaMless of size This deans that yffi'save the entire td4lofVdrad
every fourth day._ Prices remain the same as usual anclyou receive all the usual discounts. If yoy
are a regular astomer of the classified section and your advertising is'alieady scheduled for Oc-
tober you will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
v No changes will be'made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















5. What do you gain from this sale?
AP& YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the 'tern you advertise. Vou.save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of argreftising you decide to do.
IMP TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
SPORT CAR -1973 Toyota
DRIVEWAYS
GRAVELED,will haul
all types of rock; white,
decorative and wash





Celica ST, 4 speed, . 
radials, air condition,
40,000 miles, must sell*
best offer. Call 502-442-
1827.
1566 atiEvY IT $300 Call-
753-4710.





'hag wheels, 8 track





bank gravel. Call 436-
2306. •
INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling





work • in Haywood,
Pahorama Shores area.
• White_ rock delivered
anywhere. Call Ross,
436-2505. ..
1969 FORD automatic, air • KIRBY CARPET CARE
condition. Mechanically' ' clean rugs of all .kinds.
perfect. Front end needs In business, homes, and
body work: Call 753-8471. institution rugs • come
• clean by steam
1969 FAIRLANE station cleaning. ,Free
wagon, excellent con- estimates. 24 hour an-
• dition. Call 753-2571. swering .service, 500
 • Maple 753-0359.
1956 MODEL WILLIS- 
Jeep, ,4 wheel. drive, CLASS REPLACEMENT
excellent condition. Call • - work for automobiles,
753-2571. homes; and stores, plus
storm windows and
PLYMOUTH-Duster. doors 'repaired or
$900 or best offer. Gall replaced. Window glass',
753-0046. mirrors, and table tops.
•  M arid G ,Complete
FOR SALE 1970 Fiat' Glass, Dixieland
_Good_conditionCall 753- _ Shopping Center. .753-
°502 or 435-4363 after 57 0180.
1965 GMC an, 6 cylinder, TREES CUT and moved
straight shift with mag away. Call 753-5429 or
- wheels and good tires. - 753-8381..
AM-F1r'1 radio. $550.00.
'Phone :354-6217. EXPERIENCED




wheel. AM-FM radio; 2
mag wheels.-Must sell.
Take over payments.
Call 474-2211, ext. 251.
1972 FORD pickup, V-8
• straight shift. 1969
Rambler. 4 door,
• steer= :irakes and air:
753-8487.
1969 ( HEVROLET
• _Impala. $495. 1965 Ford
Rancher, $295. On
Gremlin. 1 owner, low
miler,w $1.195. Call 489-
1972 BLACK MONTE
Carlo. 1:ower steering,
brake. and air, with new
tires. Sharp. Call 753-
3596. _




- wagon risking $1250. Call
436-5482 ,
lbw1971 Pont.oc Boartevillo, i.e-
tires, factory ow, cruisomotic,





Van, good body, runs
pod, $'400. Call 354-6217.
50 Campers
PrOP UP CAMPER. Call
753-8615.
exterior by the hour or'





• your specifications. Call




SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A PadUcah,-Ky.




hank 'gravel., -Call 436-
2306.
PAINTING, exterior and
interior; new and old



















home and industrial, air
,conditioning, and
refrigeration; plumbing
and heating. Call 44-
6841 or 753-7203.
WILL DO Babysitting in
my home. Call 753-0305.
TREE TRIMMING and








'work needs call John










NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-.4707.
'HAVING TROUBLE
, getting thbae small
'plumbing jobs done?










- and roofs seared. Call -










slate , rrkirrors, shower
doors, paver file and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.
CUSTOM SPLIT rail
fencing:, oak rails, stone
b;se. Call 901-247-5569




ficient service. NO job











rocked and graded. RiP





5429 after 4 p.m.
51 Services Offered
DOZER WORK • - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
'ELECTRICAL 'REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, • water
heaters- -and Wiring. 30
Years experience. Call
436-5676.
K AND H REPAIR.
Phone ,753-3323. Mower,
chainsaws and ap-





Going-to llle highest sealed bid. Send all bids to
Dexter Baptist Church, 00 James Pritchett, •
Route 3, Dexter, Ky. 42036. All bids will be
opened October 20, 1976, highest bid will be con-
tacted. To see contact
-Riff Edwards, 437-4846
or
Howard Conner, 437 4454
Associated Lath
8. Piaster Co.














53 Feed And Seed
FOR SALE - seed wheat.
$4.00 bushel. call 4.15-
4341
WHEAT STRAW for sale.
280 on Pottertown Road.
90 cents a bale, cne of












old kitten, solid black
with deep .yellow eyes.'
Affectionate and
healthy. Call 753-3535
after 5 p. m.
WANTED GOOD home
for 6 month old black
and white female cat
-unusual-404- -
markings. Good nature




Sale and Auction, 6:00
Call on Oct. 14, Murray H. S
Grp.
Public Notice
A request has been received from Sid and Loret-
ta Jobs by the Murray Planning Commission to
• -hold a -public hearing-to rezone the property at
1200 and 1202 Sycamore from R-2 residential to
AZIO -Professional office. A public hearing will be
•NEM at Murray City Hall on October 19, 1976 at
7:00 p.m. All interested parties are invited to at-
tend this meeting.
W. A. Franklin, Chairman of Murray Planning Corn-
mision. Steve lea, Resident Planner City of
Murray, Ky.
October Special








'49 Vq4 CLUB COUPE
SPECIFICATIONS%
PERFORPLANCE
VALUE, :A'? E 45°8 '
1.7.';1„r,t.-fit 1::1;...r.,7 ($2
F PO
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Deaths and Funerals 
Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Hanes
The funeral for Mrs. John
James ( Vera Jane Story)
Hanes is being held today at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating. The song service is
by she choir of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church with • Mrs:
Oneida White at the organ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ralph Paschall, Will Story,
Gordon McIver, Horace
Whitehead, Clifford Rogers,
and Paul Lassiter. Burial will
be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Hanes, age 81, died
Monday at 8:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calldway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Missionary.  Church in
Detorit, Mich. .
Survivors are her husband,
John James Hanes, patient,at
Westview Nursing Home, to
whom she was married
December 21, 1912; her
daughter, Mrs. Allen
Lavenia ) Jones, and son-in-
law, Allen Jones, 503
Richardson Street, Murlay;
two nephews, Will Story,




Funeral services for Fred
Collie of Murray Route Two
are being held today at two p.
m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Rime with
Bro. Joe Dunn and Bro.
Harold Arnett officiating.
Singers from the Almo Church
of Christ, where- he was a
member, with Junior Cleaver




Gerald Hale, Joe Hale, Solon
Huey, and Barry Steele.
Burial will be in the Friend-
ship Cemetery.
Mr. Collie, age 78, died
Sunday at 3:20 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
-Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ethel Hale Collie,
and daughter, Mrs. Wilson
Virginia ) Gantt, Murray
Route Two; one sister, Mrs.





Final rites for Raymond
Madison - Garland, brother of
BertsCarland of Kirksey, are
being held today at two p. m.
at the chapel of the White-
Ranson Funeral Home, Union
City, Tenn., with Rev. Ernest
Mayo and Rev. George Horton
officiating.
Burial will be in the Stanley
Chapel Cemetery near Union
City.
Mr. Garland, age 85, -die4:1-
Sunday at 9:25 a. m. at the
Obion County General
Hospital at Union City. A
retired farmer, he was the son
of the late Frank and Nancy
Frizzell Garland of Graves
County. '
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Evie Mires Garland; four
sons, Robert L., Detroit,
Mich., James, St. Clair
Shores, Mich., John M.,
Lincoln Park, Mich., and
Charles G., Paducah; three
sisters, Mrs, Nora Lewis,
Humboldt, Tenn., Mrs. Jessie
Byers and Mrs_ Nina
Camerieri, Cleveland, Ohio;
two brothers, Bert, Kirksey,





Miss Mavis Darnell of 305
South Sixth Street, Murray,
died this morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 70. years of
age.
The deceased was an em-
ployee of Boone laundry and
Cleaners. Born January 17,
1906, intalloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Charlie Darnell and Hontus
Hutchins Darnell;
Survivors are four nieces,
Mrs. Leroy ( Eulala ) Barnett,
431.r Vine Street, Mrs. Ted
( Quava ) Wilson, 204 South
'13th Street, Mrs. Glen
( Burlene) Johnston, 1110
Poplar Street, and Mrs. Paul
(Shirley) VonSchoech,
Murray Houle Six; one
nephew, Hardy Outland,
Murray Route Fi-ve; brother-
in-law, George Outland, 305
South Sixth Street, Murray.
In charge of arrangements
will be the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friends
















Preservation Hall Jazz Band - November 2
Lily Tomlin - November 13
Robert Guralnik - January 21
Vincent Price - March 1






National Endowment for the Arts
Please send me the following season tickets:
(tax included in price)
Adult $10.00
Student 6.00 





'.Make checks pay'able to "Focus"









The funeral services tot
Glen H. McKinney will beheld
Wednesday at eleven a. m. at
the chapel of the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Rev. C. C. Brasher officiating
and Gus Robertson, Jr., as
soloist.
Pallbearers will be Max
Barnett, Bill Reddick, J. W.
"Jones, Don Dycus, Leroy
Todd; and Joe -Wilkerson.
Burial will be in the Murray
Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call At the
funeral home.
Mr. McKinney, age 36, died
Sunday at 8:35 p. m. at the
Fort Campbell Army
Hospital. He had retired due to
disability from the U. S. Navy,
and was a member of the Elm
Grove Baptist Church, Loyal
Ocder of the Moose No. 20H,
and Fleet Reserve Association
at Owensboro. Born March 24,
1940, he was the son of the late
Glen C. and Dorothy Mae
Wilkerson McKinney.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Maureen Wells McKinney,
native of England, to whom he
was married March 26, 1968,
and two datightersi Tend and
Angi McKinney, 1003 Cold-
water Road, Murray; two
brothers, James H. McKin-
ney, 1913 Westwood Drive,





A course for senior- citizens
in general horticulture will be
offered at St. John's Episcopal
Church, starting Thursday,
October 14, at 2:30 p.m. in
cooxration with Murray
St ate University. The course
will be offered for college




Murray State Universil, will
teach the course. According to
Dr. Macha, plans are to slant
the course according to the
interests _ of those who are
enrolled.
The general intent of the
course is to study the prin-
ciples and pravices basic to
the product ion of- fruits Ind
vegetables. Dr: Macha stated
that he hopes to get into
solving specific problems the
students have had with their
house" plants and in their
gardens. Senior citizens at St.
John's recently built their own
greenhouse.
Senior citizens 65 and older'
interested in taking this







e • • •  I 
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Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
'limes by First of Michigan. Corp., of




McDonalds Corp. 55% -%
Ponderosa Systems .. . - . -..... ... 6% unc
Kimberly Clark 384 tine
Union Carbide 511% tine
WA. Grace 27% -3$
Texaco -
General Elec 51% tine
GAF Corp 13% tine
Georgia Pacific 33% one
Pfizer  284
Jim Walters 335 + '-g
Kirsch 15% -4
Disney 43% +',
Franklin Mint 3P/ tine
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. are as follows;
Industrial Avg  . . ........ .... -3.74
Airco - 27'4 --.•
Am. Motors V. -5.
Ashland Oil . 26% +',
AT&T , ., .. .593x -tx
Ford Motor 55'. J.,
Gen. Dynamics 49 - -tx
Gen. Motors  71 -%
-Gen. Tire 23%. -%
Goodrich 23'm +Ls
Gulf Oil 26% we
Pennwalt  31 -I%
Quaker Oats 21% -",
Repubhc Steel  31 ‘'.2 -12
Singer Mfg. ,  16S -41
Tappan 7% -4,
Western Uruon 194 -Li




Dr. Hal Houston, local
physician, was a guest
speaker -at the 12th annual
meeting of The Priestley
Society, a surgical society of
the Mayo Clinic, in Rochester,
Minn. Saturday, Oct. 9.
Dr. Houston spoke on
'Mammary Augmentation
Using the Jenny Inflatable
Prosthesis, during the mor-
ning session of the program.
Gov. Carroll Visits Murray
SHAKING HANDS — Following Monday's luncheon Gov. Julian Carroll took time out
to greet many of his local friends and supporters. Hear he talks with Calloway County
attorney•Sid Easley (shaking hands) and Murray Mayor John E. Scott POO.
Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheon
•
AT HEADQUARTERS OPENING — Gov. lulian Carroll talked with many local sup-
porters at the opening of the Calloway County Democratic headquarters on Main
Street here yesterday. In the top photo, the governor is talking with Billie Ray, center,
and Don Tucker, right..Tucker spearheaded the successful voter registration drive held
here recently. In the lower photo, the governor is talking with Murray City Councilman
H. Ed Chrisman, right, while long-time supporter Z. [nix looks on.
Politics. • • (Continued from Page
campaign .aides have been
searching Jimmy Carter's
past for a sex scandal." He
said the Ford campaign
sources supplied him with the
name of a woman they
suggested had once had an
affair with Carter and that
they later offered him the
names of four other women.
William Greener, a
spo.esman for the Ford
committee, replied:
"Speaking for the top people
of the committee, I absolutely
deny that they had anything to
do with -the story, nor would
they. If anyone around here
were found doing such a thing,
he would be fired on the spot,"
But Anderson said later that
three of -the sources in the
Ford headquarters work for
Greener. Informed of that,
Greener said, "If someone can
step up and tell me who they
are, I will fire them on the
spot." Anderson has declined
to name his sources.
Anderson said the rumor
also was spread to other
reporters and that some of
them told him it had come
from Republican sources.
"The only people who knew I
had the allegation about
Carter's romances were the
Ford aides who planted them
with me," Anderson said.
Carter said he heard about
the rumors Saturday and "it
caused me and Rosalynn some
concern at first."
The New York Times said
its reporters heard the rumors
from both Republicans and
Democrats but that efforts to
ascertain the original Source
were unsuccessful. The Los
'Angeles Times said a Ford
campaign source passed the
rumor to its reporters in
Washington. The newspaper
said it did not print the rumors
because it found nottling to
substantiate them.
Jody Powell, Carter's press
secretary, said he received
about 50 inquiries on the
subject. He said reporters who
called him indicated the
rumor was from "highly
placed Republican officials."
Powell said he was not given
any names.
Carter walked at the head of
the Columbus Day parade in
Chicago, paid homage to
Mayor Richard Daley and
attended a Catholic Church
with Italian-American
political leaders.
He planned to spend the next
two days relaxing at home
"with his family. Returning to
Plains, Ga., on Monday night
after an eight-day trip, he said
he felt he had done well on the
road.
Ford met on Monday with a
group of prominent
Ftepublicans_who said they
urged the GOP candidate to
get tough with Carter.
Ford strategists said their
man plans to be more
aggressive in the final three
weeks of the campaign.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service fk-
tober 12.1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 294 Est 600 Barrows &
Gilts 1 00 higher Sows fully steady




US t -3 200-210 Ito
US 2-4 240-260 Has




Os 1,3 ;some lbs
Us 311100-500 lbs





By The Associated Press
In wak promised to be the first
of sfirseries of retiknal tours, Gov. Julian
Carroll visited several western Ken-
tucky cities Monday, -Speaking to local
- eivie groups, dedieatiag-aawidge-aud
otherwise making himself visible to the
local news media.
In a news conference in Mayfield.
Carroll Announced that the city has
been awarded a $275,000 grant for a
swimming pool complex at the city
park.
The governor responded to a question
on the state's prison facilities by saying
he felt construction of a new maximum
security facility, as some state
corrections officials have proposed,
--would cost toomucb.
IrIrral  estimated /he cost of such a
new prison between $25 Million and $100
million. Kentucky now has only one
maximum security prison — at
Eddyville, Ky.
"I don't feel Kentucky can afford a
new maximum security institution ... I
think the facility at Eddyville can be
upgraded to meet the requirements of
our corrections program," Carroll said.
The governor said studies are un-
derway to expand the Eddyville prison.
Carroll noted that he spent most of his
, first 18 months in office dealing with
problems in the state's correctional
program —particularly at Eddyville.
"The problem at the penitentiary was
the laxity in the way the institution was
rwl," said Carroll. "An effort was
made to be tough but it was the wrong
type of toughness."
Henry Cowan was dismissed by
Carroll as superintendent at Eddyville
last spring. Donald Bordenkircher is
the new superintendent.
In a related matter, Carroll said he is
considering appointment of a special
commission to consider the appeals of
the 30 men serving life imprisonment
without parole in Kentucky..
The governor said he did not intend to
give the impression last week when he
rejected the pleas of three men that
they had reached the end of the appeals
process in his administration.
The prisoners asked Carroll to
change . former Gov. Edward T.
Breathitt's edict which commuted their
death sentences to life imprisonment
without parole.
Carroll said he did "not have time to
sit down personally and read each of
the records and make individual
decisions, on them."
However, he added, "nor am I going
to issue just a blanket order that
seemingly would have no special
consideration as to who should be given
special consideration or not."
Carroll left Mayfield for Murray,
where he addressed a local Chamber of
Commerce meeting and opened a
headquarters for Democratic
presidential candidate Jimmy Carter.
From Murray, Carroll' flew to
Paducah, where he helped bury a time
capsule and de4icated a new bridge in a
section of town that is surrounded by
railroad tracks.
Carroll said the bridge, recently
completed, was constructed at a cost to
the state of $700,000.
The governor also dedicated a new
state vocational school at Princeton
and spoke to a business group at Lake







Baby Bcy Harp (Mother
Genola), Rt. 3 Box 155,
Murray.
DLSMISAIS
Lavonya L. Todd, 107 Pine
St. Murray, Stephanie Elaine
York, 611 Elm St. Benton,
Hortense A. Cunningham, 205
Spruce St. Murray, Karen Kay
Mahaffey, Bx. 6289 Hester
Hall M.S.U., Jule D. Oldham,
Rt. 3 Mayfield, Thomas L.
McNutt, 1206 Grove Paris,
Mrs. Jacqueline F. Bur-
chfield, Bx. 19 Mayfield, Mrs.
Jackie M. Jackson, 1201
College Ct. Murray, Charles
M. Morris, 215 So. 16th. St.
Murray, Robert M. Dotson,
120 Blake St. Dowling Green,
Robert T. Howard, Rt. .1
Murray, Mrs. Ella Ross, 511
1st St. Murray, William J.
Green, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Euna E. Bucy, New Concord,
-Ira .M. Tripp, Rt. 3 Murray,
Mrs. Bessie Herndon,
West view Nursing Home,
Murray, Mrs. Myra G.
Munday, 800 N. 8th St.
Murray, Mrs. Mary L.
Balentine, Rt. 3 Bx. 25
Murray, Augustus W.
Russell, Bx. 349 Murray, •
Gladis Jones )expired), 203
No. 2nd. St., Murray, Baby
Boy Harp (expired), Rt. 3 Bx.
155, Murray.
On July 7, 1962, the first at-
mospheric nuclear test within.,
the United States -since -1958
took place when a low yield
weapon was exploded in Ne-
vada.
Crossword Puzzler















point15 Hinders 7 Writing
17 In music tablethigh 8 Flying MIT -
19 Note or mill
scale 9 Spanish ir -
20 Anger ticie21 Music as 10 Bar legally
written 14 Lubricates
22 The sun 16 Before
23 Rai 18 Note of
25 Devoured 110Sle
28 Knock) 21 Post
27 Southwest- 22 Posed for „
ctfortrailem Indian 23 p, eel track28 Resort 24 Consumed29 Chapeau 75 imitate30 Symbol for 26 Ethiopian -tollu num tie31 Insects .







41 Let It stand
42 Cry of dove
43 Pale
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See Marione Major
Trove! Consulf,,t
FAR LAMS TRAVEL AGElfC1R Town, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 41;t4litmai
No Charge by us.
Price same as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call t I
753-GOGO (4646)
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Grade Loan Rote Sehedules
HOhtECOMING OltlEN CANDIDATES - One of these lee campus kitties gathered around the
Woe-and-9W papier-mache Racer punter will be crwoned as the 1976 Homecoming Neer
at Murray Slate University during pregame CtfeMORICS at 130 p m. on Hoinecortimg Day
Saturday, Oct 16. Chosen from a field of 32 candidates the finalists are (from left): Cale
Broach. Murray senior Ann. Brumm, Lansing, IN., KVII0f Krista Kennedy, Murray 011110f,
Betty foi, lomsville freshman and Toni Sparks, &wok 'num Gamete. ler the Ohio
Valley Conference football clash between Murray State and Middle jefinessee State Univer-
sity It1 Rot Stewart Stadium is 1 p m. 011 Pi9t Six)
- FOR CHRISTMAS? Chuck Wynn, co-chairman of the Murray Rotary Club's first International Bazaar and Auction,
shows his wife, Renee, the I. Marttiini hunting knife from Finland with the hopes' that she will buy it at the.aucti6n
Thursday night in the Murray High School gymnasium and give it to him as a Christmas present. Haridcarvect.and
• valued at Sli, it was sent to the Murray club for the auction by the Rotary club in Aanekoski. Finland.'Lifts from 73
,countries around the world have been. received and will be sold with.the proceeds going towara thelinancing of
the club's'community service projects. •
total the Merchandise purchased and
give the toTal to therashiers, Jerry Key
and Ray Brownfield.
On duty at the rear doors to prevent
anyone from ;_entering without
registering will be. H. T. Waldrop,
Fleetwood Crouch, Howard Titsworth,
Carnie Hendon and Gingles Wallis.
Refreshments have been donated by •
the Murray Theaters and working with
tkem will be Jim Wilson, Jim Byrn,
Dick Cunningham, Glen Wooden, Gene
Schanbacher, Walt Apperson, Johnnie
' Prichard, Gene Tarry, Bob Howard,
Dewey Stubblefield, Bill Barker, Roy
Kirk and Audree Thomas.
In charge of setting up for the-auction
and for cleaning up afterwards will be
Darold -Keller, Howard Keller, George
Otiltley, Jim Carlin, Harold. Hurts Loal
Cole, Ed Shinners,' Don Jones, Don
Henry, Roy Cain and Vernon Shown.
Proceeds realizeillromithe auction,
the first of its type ever promoted by
the Murray' club, will be used to help
finance the club's local, community-
' service projects. More than 75 court-

























standing committee appointments were-
made. Committees will include
personnel, fiance, construction and
planntng, and program committees. All
of these committees will meet prior to
the next regular meetiati..of the Pi.trk -
board, in preparation for the budget
request whirl' must be submitted by
Dec. 1.
A report was made by park director
Gary Holman, which • included i
briefing of progress to date and the
needs of the park and
recommendations by .engineers for
future projects. - .
— Internal ,-proceclures were__ .ialssi
establi)hed, concerning the minutes of
















- :here' are also
swine and ,
•






• Let's Stay Well 
Sports  • 
Comics 
Crossword 





•one p.m. to seveh p.m.; on October 2,1
and 22 from ten a.m. to five p.m. 'Fhe
clinics will be held in the Murray State
• University Livestock and Expositior
Center on the-College Farm Road
Sessions Set
By Council
• A . special -sessowt -of- the -Murray--
Common Council will be held at 7:30
p.m. tonight in the-Council chambers at
City Hall for,consideratiOn of a hospital
bond ordinance (in the first reading and •
,an ordinance dealing with the extension
of street mains of the Murray Water
and Sewer -System.
Immediately following the special
session, the,. _coolie-I syill ti“10 an
2,3 infiirmal -pre,couriCit session to
2 discuss items coming up o, the agenda
5 for the body's regular meeting .at 7:40 ••
5 p.m:Thursday, also at City Hall '
8,9.10
10
Items on the agenda for the regular
meeting lossorrow night inckide: • •
10 the second reading of- the hospital
 12 bond ordinance:
20 the second reading of the water
21.22.23 n'airidtension ordinance;
4 Pages ---a recommendation' on . central
4 Pages billing for the city's water & sewer,-
nat Ural gas and electric-systems:7
Portly Cloudy
Part') cloudy and mild today, high in
the upper 70s. Clear and cooler tonight,
low in the mid 40s. Fair and iftool
Thursday, high is the low 70s. Friday
fair an4miTd.
- --a 'recommendation on traffic
re9trictions on the crosswalks on N. •
16th St. from Joe Green, director, of
security•at MSC, and;
- —permission to sell excess Sanitation
Dept. equipment-. -
Tonight's special session as well .as
tomorrow's regular session both begin
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Is Today Final Rites today
For Mrs. Hanes For Mr. Garland -
The funeral for Mrs. John
James Vera Jane Seory)
Hanes is being held,today at
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating. The song service is
by the choir of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church with Mrs.
Oneida White at the organ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ralph Paschall, Will Story,
Gordon McIver, Horace
Whitehead, Clifford Rogers,
and Paul Lassiter. Burial will
be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Hanes, age 81, died
Monday at 8:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Missionary Church in
Del orit , Mich.
Survivors are her husband,
John James Hanes, patient at
Westview Nursing Home, to
whom she was 'married
December 21, 1912; her
daughter, Mrs. Allen
. Lavenia ) Jones, and son-in-
law, Allen Jones, 503
Richardson Street, Murray;
two, nephews, Will Story,.




Funeral services for Fred
Collie of Murray Route two
are being held today at two p.
m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Joe Dunn and Bro.
Harold Arnett officiating.
fillipts from the Almo Church
of Christ, where he was a
member, with Junior Cleaver




Gerald Hale, Joe Hale, Solon
Bucy, and Barry Steele.
Burial will be in the Friend-
ship Cemetery.
Mr. Collie, age 78, died
Sunday at 3:20 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ethel Hale Collie,
and daughter, Mrs. Wilson
(Virginia) Gantt, Murray
actute Two; one sister, Mrs.
Guy ( Norma) Hill, Detroit,
Mich.; two grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.
Final rites for Raymond
,Madison Garland, brother of
Bert Garland of Kirksey, are
being held today at two p. m.
at the chapel of the White-
Ranson Funeral Home, Union
City, Tenn., with Rev. Ernest
Mayo and Rev. George Horton
officiating.
Burial will be in the Stanley
-Chapel Cemetery near Union
City.
Mr. Garland, age 85, died
Sunday at 9:25 a. m. at the
Obion County General
Hospital at Union City. A
retired farmer, he was the son
of the late Frank and Nancy
Frizzell Garland of Graves
County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Evie Mires Garland; four
sons, Robert L., Detroit,
Mich., James, St. Clair
Shores, Mich., John M.,
Lincoln Park, Mich., and
Charles G., Paducah; three
sisters, Mrs. Nora Lewis,
Humboldt, Tenn., Mrs. Jessie
Byers and Mrs. Nina
Camerieri, Cleveland, Ohio;
two brothers, Bert, Kirksey,





Miss Mavis Darnell of 305
South Sixth Street, Murray,
died this morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 70 years of
age.
The deceased was an em-
ployee of Boone Laundry and
Cleaners. Born January 17,
1906, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Charlie Darnell and Hontus
Hutchins Darnell.
Survivors are four nieces,
Mrs. Leroy ( Eulala ) Barnett,
1314 Vine Street, Mrs. Ted
(QuaVa) Wilson, 204 South
13th Street, Mrs. Glen
( Burlene) Johnston, 1110
Poplar Street, and Mrs. Paul
(Shirley) VonSchoech,
Murray Route Six; one
nephew, Hardy Outland,
Murray Route Five; brother-
in-law, George Outland, 305
South Sixth Street, Murray. •
In charge of arrangements
will be the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friends
may call after six p. m. today
(Tuesday).














Preservation Hall Jazz Band - November 2
Lily-Tom/in- November 13
Robert Guiralnik - January 21
Vincent Priee'- March 1





National Endowment for the Arts
Please send me the following season tickets:
(tax included in price)
Adult $10.00 






Make checks payable to "Focus"; -









The funeral services for
Glen H. McKinney will be held
Wednesday at eleven a. m. at
Gov. Carroll Visits Murray
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By The Associated Press
In what was promised to be the first
of a series of regional tours, Gov. Julian
Carroll visited several western Ken-
tucky cities Monday, speaking to local
civic groups, dedicating a bridge and










State's Phi Mu Alpha Men of
Note, and the Jazz Ensemble
will perform in Lovett
Auditorium. No charge. Com-















On High Scho,o1Grounds .5





























A. 1.415.  Who 7%
Ford Motor 55', J.
Gen. Qyharmes  . 49 J.
Gen. Motors  71 -".
Gen. Tire 23% J.
Gooarich .... .... 13%
Gulf Oil 26% WIC
Pennwalt 31 -P.
Quaker Oats 21% J.
RepublieSteel 31% -%
SingeriMfg.  16% -‘11
Tappan 7% -".
Western Union 19". -1-4




Dr, Hal Houston, local
physician, was a guest
speaker at the 12th annual
meeting of The Priestley
Society, a surgical society of
the Mayo Clinic, in Rochester,
Minn. Saturday, Oct. 9.
Dr. Houston spoke on
Mammary Augmentation
Using the Jenny Inflatable
Prosthesis, during the mor-
ning session of the program.
tiut tn 11C M11.11 ,1,:tb 11 I tue
Ford headquarters work fox
Greener. Informed of that,
Greener said, "If someone can
step up and tell me who they
are, I will fire them on the
spot." Anderson has declined
to name his sources.
Anderson said the rumor
also was spread to other
reporters and that some of
them told him it had cope
from Republican sources.
The only people who knew I
had the allegation 'about
Carter's romances were the
Ford aides who planted them
with me," Anderson said.
Carter said he heard about
the rumors Saturday and It
caused me and Rosalynn some
concern at first."
The New •York Times said
its reporters heard the rumors
from both Republicans and
Democrats but that efforts to
ascertain the original sourcp
were unsuccessful. The Los
Angeles Times said a Ford
He planned inspend ths next
two days relaxing at tome
with his family. Returning to
Plains, Ga., on Monday night
after an eight-day trip, he said
he felt he had done well on the
road.
Ford met on Monday with a
group of prominent
Republicans, who said they
urged the GOP candidate to
get tough with Carter.
Ford strategists said their
man plans to be more
aggressive in the final three
weeks of the campaign.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Oc-
tober 12, 1976
Kentucky , Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 291 Est. 600 Barrows.8.
C..lts 1.00 higher Sows fully steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 234.25-34.75
US 1-3 200-240 Ms . .. $3375-34.25
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $33 00-3375
us 3-4 260:2801bs .. 632.00-33.00
Sows
US 14 270450 lbs . 625 50-26 50
US 1-3 300-4.50Ibs. $25 50-3650
US 1.3 450850 lbs. . 626 50-27 00
• US 2-3 mo-sqp lbs $24 50-2550
Boars 19.50-210.00 mostly $20 00
College Cl. Murray, Charles
M. Morris, 215 So. 16th. St.
Murray,. Robert M. Dotson,
120 Blake St. Bowling Green,
Robert T. Howard, Rt. 1
Murray, Mrs. Ella Ross, 511
1st St. Murray, William J.
Green; Rt, 5, Murray, Mrs.
Euna E. Hucy, New Concord,
Ira M. Tripp, Rt. 3 Murray,
Mrs. Bessie Herndon,
,West view _Nursing Home,
Murray, Mrs. Myra G.
Munday, 800 N. .8th St.
Murray, Mrs. Mary L.
Balentine, Rt. 3 Bx. 25
Murray, -Augustus W.
Russell, 13x. 349 Murray,
Gladis Jones (expired), 1203
No. 2nd. St., Murray, Baby
Boy Harp ( expired), Rt. 3 Bx.
155, Murray.
• •
On Jury 7, 1962, the first at-
mospheric nuclear test within
the United States since 1958
took place when a low yield
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See Marjorie Major
Travel CorisLIrprit
FAR LAMS TRAVEL AOEMCI
FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. IZt4itma
No Charge by us.
Price some as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call I
753-GOGO (4646)
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HOMECOMING SECTION
Murray State Preparing For
Another Homecoming Weekend
Murray State University is cranking
up for another Homecoming weekend
Oct. 15-16 when the campus will become
the scene for a rapid succession of
events in celebration of the 44th annual
fall get-together.
As many as 15,000 alumni, students,
former students, and friends are
expected to take advantage of a variety
of goings-on to renew friendships
during the two days.
All of the usual features are planned
— reunions, football, parade, concerts,
food, parties, dances, and pretty coeds
— along with a Homecoming Tennis
Tournament to be played for the first 
tune.
Although Homecoming Day is
officially Saturday, Oct. 16 — with
much of the attention focused on a
parade at 9:30 -a. m. and a 2 p. m.
football game between the
Thoroughbreds and Ohio Valley
Conference foe Middle Tennessee —
Homecoming eve will offer excitement
and activity too.
Both the seventh annual
Homecoming Golf Tournament and the
inaugural tennis competition will begin
at 10 a. m. on Friday, Oct. 15.. The entry
fee is $5 for the 18-hole.Bicentennial flag







tennis tournament, which will include
men's and women's singles and men's
doubles.
To be played at the Murray Country
Club, the golf tournament Will include
both men's and women's prizes for
overall winners and for winners in each
of five flights to be determined by the
graduation years of participants.
A limited number of entries will be.
accepted in the tennis tournament.
That competition will be divided into
two classes, Class A for former varsitY
players and players who participate in
as many as two tournaments a year and
LlaSS Bier _weekend or casual play_erS_
A dinner at 5:30 p. m. on Friday in the
Student Center ( formerly the
University School) will honor past
members ' of the Thoroughbred
Marching Band and the University
Choir. The dinner is open to anyone who
wishes to attend at a cost of it a plate.
The Agriculture Alumni ASsociation
will present its 1976 Outstanding
Agriculture Alumnus . Award and
recognize, scholarship winners at a
dinner to begin at 7p. m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Guest artist Rich Matteson,
nationally known jazz musician, will


















Alpha Men of Note and the campus Jazz
Ensemble at 8:15 p. ,m. on Friday in
Lovett Auditorium. Sponsored by
Peoples Bank, the concert is open to the
public at no charge.
Pregame ceremonies at .the football
game on Saturday, Oct. 16, will include
the crowning of the 1976 Homecoming
Queen. Half time activities will be
highlighted by a mass performance
featuring Matteson, the marching
band, the choir, and all alumni Who ,
wish to participate.
Former Racer football players who
earned Little All-America or All-OVC
honors will be recognized at half tifne.-:
They will also be the guests at a 9:30 a.
m. reunion *in the Racer Room of ethe
Roy Stewart Stadium and at a post-
game party.
Another highlight at half time of the
football game and during the morning
parade will be the antics of the Banana
• Splits cartoon characters from King's
Island near Cincinnati.
Other Saturday events scheduled
are:
- —The usual assortment of
breakfasts, coffees, brunches, lunches,
dinners, parties, and reunions for
























3 2 bulb packages $100
Last Year's Queen, Stal Robbie
—The annual Homecoming Alumni
Smorgasbord in Beshear Gymnasium
of the Student Center iformerly the
University School), beginning at 11 a.
m. Reservations are 84 a plate and may
be made in the Office of Alumni Affairs
in Sparks Hall (Administration
Building) on the campus.
—A reception at Oakhurst, the
president's, residence, with Dr. and
Mrs. Constantine W. Curris greeting
alumni and friends immediately







Giant Size - Reg. 73'
Reg. 2.66
Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon. Sat. Equal Opportunity Employer
1-6 Sun. Limit Rights Reserved Acres of Free Parking
FOR CHRISTMAS? Chuck Wynn, co-chairman of the Murray Rotary Club's first International Bazaar and Auction.
shows his wife. Renee, the J. Marttiini hunting knife from Finland with the hopes that she will buy it at the auction
Thursday night in the Matray High School gymnasium and give it to him as a Christmas present. Handcarved and
valued at 515. it was cent to the Murray club for the auction by the Rotary club in Aanekoski, Finland. Gifts from 75
cot,. ntries around the wqrld have been received and will be sold with the proceeds going toward the financing of






total the merchandise' purchased and
give the total to the cashiers, Jerry Key
and Ray Brownfield.
On duty at the rear doors to prevent -•
anyone from 4- entering without
registering will be H, T. .Waldrop,
Fleetwood Crouch, Howard Titsworth,
Carnie Hendon and Gingles Wallis.
• Refreshments have been donated by
the Murray Theaters and working with
them will be Jim Wilson, Jim Byrn,
Dick Cunningham, Glen Wooden, Gene
Schanbacher, Walt Apperson, Johnnie
Prichard, Gene Tarry, Bob Howard,
Dewey Stubblefield, Bill Barker, Roy
Kirk and Audree Thomas.
In charge of setting up for the auction •
and for cleaning up afterwards will be
Darold Keller, Howard Keller, George
Oakley, Jim Carlin, Harold Hurt, Loal
Cole, Ed Shinners, Don Jones, Don
Henry, Roy Cain and Vernon Shown.
Proceeds realized from the auction,
the first of its type ever promoted by
the Murray club, will be used to help
'finance the club's local, community
service projects. More than 4 coun-














Local Scene .. 2. 3
Dear Abby  - 2
Opinion Page   5














Partly cloudy and fluid ioday Thigh in
the upper 70s. Clear and cooler tonight,
low in the mid 40s. Fair and cool
Thursday. high in the low '70s. Friday
fair and mild




















standing committee appointments were
made. Committees will include
personnel, finance, constiuction and
planning, and program Committees. All
of these committees will'meet prior to
the next regular meeting of the. park
, board; in preparation for the budget
request which must be subinitted by
A report was made by park director •
Gary Hohman, which included a
briefing tsf, progress to date and the
needs of the park and
recommendations by engineers for
future projects. .,
Internal procedures were also
established, concerning the minutes of









one p.m. t seven p.m.; on Octoper.2I
and 22 fytSm ten a.m. to five p.m. The
clinic ill beheld in the Murray State
Uni ersity Livestock and Exposition
ter on the College Farm Road.
co Sessions Set
y Council
A special session uLIbe Nturray
Common-Council will be held at 7:30
p.m. tonight in the Council chambers at
City Hall for consideration of a hospital
bond ordinance an the first reading and
an ordinance dgeling with the extensieii
of street mains of the Murray Water
, and Sewer System.
loomediately following the special
-session, the' council will hold an
infiirmal- sessiOn to
discus items corning up on the agenda
far the bOdy's regular: meting at 7:30
p.m. Thursday, also at City Hall,
• Items on the agenda for the regular
meeting tomorrow night include: -
-the second reading of the hospital
bond ordinance:
the second reading of the water
•ma in extension ordinarnce;
--a recommendation on central
billing for the city's water & sewer.
net ura I gas and electric systems;
--a • recommendation on • traffic.
restrictions on the crosswalks on N.
16th St. from Joe Green.. director of
...security at MSU, and:
--permission to sell excess 'Sanitation
Dept. ecitiipment
Tonight's special- session .as-we11 as
tomorrow's' regular %essiori both begin
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1 Deaths and Funerals 1
Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Hanes
The funeral for Mrs: John
James Vera Jane Story)
Hanes is being held today at
to p. in. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating. The song service is
by the choir olSinking Spring
Baptist Church with Mrs.
Oneida White at the organ.
Serving as pallbearers. are
Ralph Paschall, Will Story,
Gordon McIver, Horace
Whitehead, Clifford Rogers,
and Paul Lassiter. Burial Will
be' in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Hanes, age 81, died
Monday at 8:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a-Member
of the Missionary Church in
Detorit, Mich.
Survivor's are her husband,
Johp-JaMes Hanes, patient at
,,,Westview Nursing Home, to
whom she was married
December 21, 1912; her
dauAter, Mrs. Allen
Lavenia ) Jones, and son-in-
law, Allen Jones, 503
Richardson Street, Murray;
two nephews, Will Story,




Funeral services for Fred
Collie of Murray Route Two
are being held today at two p.
m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Joe Dunn and Bro.
'Harold Arnett officiating.
Singers from the Almo church
of Christ, where he was a
member, with Junior Cleaver
as leader are providing the
song service.
Pallbearers • are Paul
Ragsdale, Voris Parker,
Gerald Hale, Joe Hale, Sarin
Bucy, and Barry ,-Steele.
-Burial will be in .the Friend-
ship Cemetery:'
Mr. Collie, age - 78, died
Sunday'at 3:20 p. m. at the
Myirray-Calloway County
/Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ethel Hale Collie,
and daughter, Mrs. Wilson
Virginia) Gantt, Murray
R ute Two; one sister, Mrs.
G y (Norma) Hill, Detroit,
M h.; two grandchildren;
twO great grandchildren.
Final Rites Today Glen H. McKinney
For Mr. Garland
Final rites for Raymond
Madison Garland, brother of
Bert Garland of Kirksey, are
being held today at .two p. m.
at the chapel of the White-
Ranson Funeral Home, Union
City, Term., with Rev. Ernest
Mayo and Rev. George Horton
officiating.
Burial will be in the Stanley
Chapel Cemetery near Union
City.
Mr. Garland, age 85, died
Sunday at 9:25,e(a. m. at the
Obion County General
Hospital at Union City. A
rettred farmet, he was the son
of the late Frank and Nancy
Frizzell Garland of Graves
,County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Evie Mires Garland; four
sons, Robert L., Detroit,
Mich., James, St. Clair
Shores, Mich., John M.,
Lincoln Park, Mich., and
Chailas Paducah; three
sisters, Mrs.. Nora Lewis,
Humboldt, Tenn., Mrs. Jessie
Byers and Mrs. Nina
Carnerieri, Cleveland, Ohio;
two brothers, Bert, Kirksey,





Miss Mavis Darnell of 305
South Sixth Street, Murray,
died this morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 70 years of
age.
The deceased was an em-
ployee of Boone Laundry Eincr
Cleaners. Born January 17,
1906, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Charlie Darnell and Hontus
Hutchins Darnell.
Survivors are four nieces,
,- Mrs. Leroy (Eulala) Barnett,
1314 Vine Street, Mrs. Ted
(Quava) Wilson, 204 South
13th Street, Mrs. Glen
(Burlene) Johnston, 1110
Poplar Street, and Mrs. Paul
(Shirley) VonSchoech,
Murray Route Six; one
nephew, Hardy Outland,
'Murray Route Five; brother-
in-law, George Outland, 305
South Sixth Street, Murray.
In charge of arrangements
will be the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home where friends














Preservation Hall Jazz Band - November 2
Lily Tomlin - November 13
Robert Guralnik - January 21
Vincent Price - March 1











National Endowment for the Arts
Please send me the following season tickets:
(tax included in price)
Adult $10.00
Student 6.00 





Make cheCks payable to "Focus"








The funeral services for
Glen H. McKinney will be held
Wednesday at eleven a. m. at
Gov. Carroll Visits Murray
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By The Associated Press
In what was promised to be the first
of a series of regional tours, Gov. Julian
Carroll visited several western Ken-
tucky cities Monday, speaking to local
civic groups, dedicating a bridge and
otherviise makittg visible to the. . .
•••••
HOMECOMING SECTION
Murray High Favored In Homecoming
Ah, How Time Flies!
Boy have things changed! For the latest changes in men's
clothing, visit Buckingham-Ray, where we can't afford to be








Ledger & Timei Sports
F.ditor
Homecomings, as a
general rule, have not been
a great success at Murray
High.
+In 1973, the Class A
state defending titleist
Trigg County handed the
Tigers a 74 loss.
+In 1974, Murray High
fell 74 to Caldwell County
and then went on to win the
Class A state crown.
Last season, the Tigers
broke their two-year jinx
as they took a 34-9 win over
Fulton City. But even yet,
Tiger fans were worried for
a while as Murray trailed 9,
0 at the end of the first
period.
Tobe quite frank about it,
Murray High alumni
should be pleased this
▪ _weekend. Unless an upset
of unheralded proportions
occurs, the Tigers should
waltz over Marshall
County.
The contest will begin at




Homecoming Queen will be
announced later in- the
week.
Murray High will carry a
5-1 record into the contest.
The game will be the first
of three consecutive non-
District games for Murray.
After playing the Mar-
shals, the Tigers will visit
Hopkinsville before
returning home to host a
powerful Henry County
team. Then on Nov. 5, the
Tigers will close the season
by playing Clans AA




County are all tied in the
District race, each team
having lost a game. It will
not be determined until the
end of the regular season
The Little
-.HM111111111 llllllllllllllllll lll llllll H lllllllllll lllllll imuseerseerearananmseammumonair .
 arce -%
Ford Motor 55*. J.
Gen. Dynamics 49 -' .
Gen. Motors  71 -5.
Gen Tire 23%
Goodi-ich 23T. +'o
Gulf Oil ` ..   265s unc
PennWalt .   31 -1%
Quaker Oats 21'.. -I.
Repubbe Steel 31% -%
Singer Mfg 16% -Le
Tappan  7% -4





Dr. Hal Houston, local
physician, was a guest
speaker at the 12th annual
meeting of The Priestley
Society, a surgical society.of
the Mayo Clinic, in Rochester,
Minn. Saturday, Oct. 9.
Dr. Houston spoke on
Mammary Augmentation
Using the Jenny Inflatable
Prosthesis, during the mor-
ning session of the program.
;lb
tau cc U. WPC on,mca LI I lilt
Ford headquarters work for
Greener. Informed of that,
Greener said, "If someone can
step up and tell me who they
are, I will fire them on the
spot." Anderson has declined
to name his sources. ,
Anderson &lid the rumor
also was spread to other
reporters and that some, of
them told him it had come
from Republican sources.
"The only people who knew I
had the allegation about
Carter's romances were the
Ford aides who planted them
with me," Anderson said.
Carter said he heard about
the rumors Saturday and it
caused me and Rosalyrin some
concern at first."
The New York Times said
its reporters heard the rumors
from both Republicans and
Democrats but that efforts to
ascertain the original source
were unsuccessful. The Los





Deeming will he held Oct 23
He planned to spend the next
two days relaxing at home
. with his family. Returning to
Plains, Ga., on Monday night
after an eight-day trip, he said
he felt he had done Well on the
road.
Ford met on Monday with .a
group of prominent
Republicans, who said they
urged the GOP candidate to
get tough withCarter.
Ford strategists said their
man plans -to be more
aggressive in the final three
weeks of the campaign.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service (k-
tober 12, 1676
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes? Buying Stations
Receipts: Act, 294 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts 1.00 higher Sows fully steady
US 1-7 200-230 lbs.  - $34.25-34.75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 633.75-34.25
US 2-4 240-260 $33 00-33 75
US 34 2E0-200 I tis . 53200-3300
Sows
US 1-2 270-35011w. . $25 50-26.50
4,13 1-3 3004501be. 525.50-26.50
US 1-3 450450R:is. . 12650-2700
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. . $24.50-25.50
Boars 19.56-20.00 mostly $2000
which team goes into the
post-season playoffs which
lead to a state crown. '
Marshall County, a Class
AAA school, is struggling
along with a 14 record. The
Marshals' lone win came at
the expense of Ohio County.
Last season, the Tigers
sloshed their way to a 26-0
win over the Marhsals in a
cold and dreary mud bowl.
Marshall County has
been outscored 134-20 on
the season by their op-
ponents. Murray High has
scored 188 points this
season while the Tiger
opponents have scored only
20.
Murray will be favored
by anywhere from four to
eight touchdowns in the





There is extra savings





Originaliv S16 le S20 ah nn A 4...
Sweaters ..1 yoo Aim
Slip-onus. Wraps and Tunics






Long Sleeve Shirts 3
Special Group of Cotton
Ribs Tops, Long Sleeves, Draw
String Waist, Boat Necks,






Pant Coals $45, $54









Layaway Plan *Bank Americard •Mastter Charge
College Ct. Murray, Charles
M. Morris, 215 So. 16th. St.
Murray, Robert M. Dotson,
120 Blake St. Bowling Green,
Robert T. Howard, Rt. 1
Murray, Mrs. Ella Ross, 511
1st St. Murray, William J.
Green, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Euna E. Bucy, New Concord,
Ira M. Tripp, Rt. 3 Murray,
Mrs. Bessie Herndon,
West view Nursing Home,
Murray, Mrs. Myra 9
Monday:, 800 N. 8th St.
Murray, Mrs. Mary L.
Balentine, Rt. 3 Bx. 25
Murray, Augustus W.
Rtmell; Bx. 349 Murray,
Gladis Jones I expired), 203
No. 2nd. St., Murray, Baby
Boy Harp (expired), Rt. 3 Bx.
155, Murray.
On July 7, 1962, the first at-
mospheric nuclear test within
the United States since 1958
took place when a low yield
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FAR LAMS TitikilEi. AOEMCIFOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.
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Homecoming Golf And
Tennis Tourneys Slated
'Something. new has been
added for athletically-inclined
alumni planninilto attend the
annual Homecoming
celebration Oct. 15 and 16 at
Murray_ State University—a
tennis tburnament.
For the ,past six years, a
Homecominesgolf tournament
has been a popular part of the
schedule of activities. The
tennis tournament has now
been included for Friday, Oct.
15, to enable alumni en-
thusiasts in that sport to
demonstrate their prowess on
the courts.
In charge of tbe - tour-
nament, which will begin at 10
a.m. on the university's
courts, will be Steve Hamritk,





will include singles for both
men and women and doubles
lot men only, according to
Mancil Vinson, director of
alumni affairs. First and
second-place trophies will be
awarded as well as prizes for









,Homecoming Sale Fashionsgood through
Sat. Oct. 16th 816 Coldwater Road
graduate - playing and • the -
player traveling the greatest
distance to participate.
The entry fee is $2.50 and
should he sent to the Office of
Alumni Affairs, Sparks Hall:
before noon Thursday, Oct. 14,
sopairings can be made. ,
The golf tournament, an 18-.
hole affair, will be played the
same day on the 6,238-yard
par-72 Murray Country Club
course with teeoff times
between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.
In observance of the
nation's 200th Anniversary,
this year's tournament will be
a Flag Tournament. Each
player will be given an
American rail& a specified--
number of strokes based on
his or her , proven 18-hole
handicap. When this -number
of strokes has been taken, the
flag is planted where the ball •
comes to test after the final
stroke. '
' The players, both men and
women. going -.the greatest
distance 'n _their assigned
strokes willAsteCeive trophies.
Prizes also citil be awarded
winners 1riThght4eterrnined
by decades in Which. „the ,
'players graduated or afterided • 7..
' Murray State, closest to the
pin on a par-3 hole, longesk!,
drive on the first hole and for
the player traveling the
greatest distance to attendlhe
Homeconartractivities.
Entry fee for the golf
tournament is $5 and adeance
registrations along with
reepiested starting times are
suggested. Reservations may




-humber is 762-4150. Reser-
vations also may be made
through the Office of Alumni
Affairs in Sparks Hall at the
university.
COACHES CORNER




COMPLETE ONE-STOP SERVICE STATION







Clothing and accessories -
from all the best name brands








For your convenience. . .
we will be open
Wednesday Night, 6 to 9 PM
Corn-Austin, Murray
FOR CHRISTMAS? Chuck Wynn, co-chairtnan of the Murray Rotary Club's first International Baiaar and Auction,
shows his wife, Renee, the J. Marttiini hunting knife from Finland with the hopes that she will buy it it the auction
Thursday night in the MOrray High School-gymnasium and give it to him as a ChiRrnas present. Handcarved slid
valueckat S13, it was sent .to the Murray-club for the auction by the Rotary dub in Aanekoski, Finland. Gifts from 77
tountries around -the worldtave been, received and will be sold with the proceeds going toward the financing of
tIrt6 club's contrmutity service projects. •
total the merchandise purchased and
give the total to the cashiers, Jerry Key
and Ray Brownfield.
_On duty at the rear doors to prevent
anyone from entering without
registering will be H. T. Waldrop,
Fleetwood Crouch, Howard Titsworth,
Cantle Hendon and Gingles Wallis.
Refreshments have been donated by
; the Murray Theaters and working with
them will be Jim Wilson, Jim Byrn,
Dick Cunningham, Glen Wooden, Gene
Selhanbacher, Walt Aplieison, Johnnie
Prichard, Gene Tarry, Bob Howard,
Dewey Stubblefield, Bill Barker, Roy
Kirk and Audree Thomas: _
In charge of setting up for the auction
and for cleaning up afterwards will be
Darold Keller, Howard Keller, George
Oakley, Jim' Carlin, Harold Hurt, Loal
Cole, Ed Shinners, Don Jones, Don
Henry, Roy .Cain and Vernon Shown.
Proceeds realized from the auction,
- the first of its type ever promoted by
the Murray club; will be used to help
fmance the club's local, community
service projects. More than 75 coun;'



























standing.corrunit tee 'appointments were
made. Committees include
personnel, finance, construction and
planning, and program committees. All
of these committees will meet prior tu.
the next regular meeting of the park
board, in preparat4 for the budget
- request which must "e submitted by:
Dec. 1. . .
A report was made by park director
Gary. . Holman, which included_ a
briefing.of progress to date and the
needs of the park and
recommendations by engineers for
future projects.
Internal procedures Were al,, 
established, concerning the minutes of


















be held on Oct 20 from
TODAY'S INDEX
Four Sections Today
, Local Scene 2, 3
Dear Abby  .. 2
Opinion Page .. 5
Let's Stay Well  " 5
Sports 8, 9, 10
Cbinics  To
Crossword 10
Deaths & Funerals... 12 •
Horoscope .20
Classifieds  .21.22,23
Big John 4 Pages-
Big K 4 Pages o
Partly Cloudy
Partly cloudy and mild today, high in
Ibe Upper 70s. Clear and cooler tonight,
low in the mid, 40s. Fair, and cool
Thursday, high in the low 70s. Friday
fair and mild.
one-p.m. to seven p.m.; pn October 21
and 22 from ten_a.m. to five p.m. The
clinics Will be held in the, Murray State
- -University Livestock and Exposition
Center on the College Farm Road
Sessions Set
By Council
A _ special session of the Murray
Common Council will be held at 7:30
—p.m. tonighlin the Crnincil chambers at,
City Hall for 'consideration of a tojspit al •
bond ordinance on the first reading and
an ordinance dealing with the extension
of stPeet mains of the Miirray-Water•-
and Sewer System. ,-
Ininielhately folksing the Special
session, the council will hold
inf;irma I "pre-council" session
an
discuss items coming up on the agenda
for the body's regular meeting at 7:30
p.m. Thursday, also at City Hall. •
Items on the agenda for the regular
meeting tOrtiorrow nightinchrtie-.-
the secorarreading of the hospital
bond ordinance or
- the second reading of the water
main extension 4)rdinanc0:.
---a recorrunendation on central
billing for the city's -Water & sewer, ...
natural-gas and electric systems;
—a recommendation on traffic,
restrictions on the crosswalks on N..
-36th St. 'from Joe Green, director of-
security at MAU, and;
--permissilin to sell excess Sanitation
Dept. equipment. -
Tdnighesspecial session as well as
tomorrow:s regular session both begin
at 7:30 p.mCand are open to-the public.
•




, The funeral fa- Mrs.' John
James ( Vera Jane Story)
Hanes is being held today at
two p. in. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating. The song service is
by the choir of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church with Mrs.
Oneida White at the organ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ralph Paschall, Will Story;
Gordon McIver, Horace
Whitehead, Clifford Rogers,
and Paul Lassiter. Burial will
be in the • Murray City
Cemetery.
- Mrs. Hanes, age 81, died
Monday at 8:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Missionary Church in
Detorit, Mich.
Survivors are her husband,
-IJohn James Hanes, patient at
Westview Nursing Home, to
whom she was married
December 21, 1912; her
daughter, Mrs. Allen
Lavenia) Jones, and son-in-
law, Allen Jones, 503
Richardson Street, Murray;
two nephews, Will Story,




Funeral services for . Fred
Collie of Murray Route .Two
are being held today at tivo p.
at the chapel ,of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Joe Dunn and Bro.
Harold Arnett officiating.
Singers from the Almo Church
of Christ, where he was a
member, with Junior Cleaver




Gerald Hale, Joe Hale, Solon
Bucy, and Barry Steele.
Burial will be in the Friend-
ship Cemetery.
Mr. . Collie, aze 78, died
Sunday at 3:20 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ethel Hale Collie,
and daughter, Mrs. Wilson
(Virginia) Gantt, Murray
Route Two; 'one- sister, Mrs.





Final rites for Raymond
Madison Garland, brother of
Bert Garland of Kirksey, are
being held today at two p. m.
at the chapel of the White-
Ranson Funeral Home, Union
City, Tenn.,- with Rev. Ernest
Mayo and Rev. George Horton
officiating.
Burial will be ip the Stanley
Chapel Cemetery near Union
City.
Mr. Garland age 85, died
Sunday at 9:25 a. m. at the
Obion County General
Hospital at Union City. A
retired farmer, he was the son
of the late Frank and Nancy I.
Frizzell Garland of Graves
County.
Surv.ivors are his wife, Mrs.
Evie Mires Garland; four
sons, Robert L., Detroit,
.Mich., James, St. Clair
Shores, Mich., John M.,
Lincoln Park, Mich., and
Charles G., Paducah; three
sisters, Mrs. Nora Lewis,
Humboldt, Tenn., Mrs. Jessie
Byers and Mrs. Nina
Carnerieri, Cleveland, Ohio;
two brothers, Bert, Kirksey,





Miss Mavis Darnell of 305
South Sixth Street, Murray,
died this morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 70 years of
age.
The deceased was an em-
ployee of Boone Laundry and
Cleaners. Born January 17,
1906, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Charlie Darnell and Hontus
Hutchins Darnell.
Survivors are four nieces,
Mrs. Leroy (Eulala) Barnett,
1314 Vine Street, Mrs. Ted
( Quava) Wilson, 204 South
13th Street, Mrs. Glen
( Burlene) Johnston, 1110
Poplar Street, and Mrs. Paul
(Shirley) VonSchoech,
Murray Route Six; one
nephew, Hardy Outland,
Murray Route Five; brother-
in-law, George Outland, 305
South Sixth Street, Murray.
In charge of arrangements
will be the J. H. Churchill.
Funeral Home where friends
may call after six p. m. today
( Tuesday).












• Preservation Hall Jazz Band - November 2
Lily Tomlin - November 13
Robert Guralnik - January 21
Vincent 'Price - March .1










National Endowment for the Arts
Please send me the following season tickets:









Make checks payable to "Focus"
Mail to: Sara Penry
Paducah Community Co• llege
Box 1380
Paducah, Kentucky 42001





The funeral services for
Glen H. McKinney will be held
Wednesday at eleven a. m. at
Gov. Carroll Visits Murray
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Former Stars Invited
All former Murray State
football players who made
all-star teams will be
honored by the university
at Homecoming, October
16.
A reception for the
players is scheduled for the
Racer Room of Roy





(Ilse the perfect symbol
of love . Keepsake
'diamond . guaranteed




Ron. am 6100 ia 110 WO - • •
Ford Motor 55k4




Gulf Oil  265. unc
Pennwalt . 31 -114
Quaker Oats  . 21x. A.
Republic Steel   31',
Singer Mfg  16S As
Tappan
Western 1.1mori, 195, • k•




Dr! Hal Houston, local
physician, was a guest
speaker at the 12th annual
meeting of The Priestley
Society, a surgical society of
the Mayo Clinic, in Rochester,
Minn. Saturday, Ocj. 9.
Dr. Houston • spoke on
Mammary Augmentation
Using the Jenny Inflatable
Prosthesis, during the Mor-
ning session of the program.
a.m., a luncheon in the
University School
Auditorium from 11 a.m. -1
p.m., and a post-game gel-
together at the Holiday Inn
from 5:30-7:30.
The players will also be




Racers have been invited:
T. Sledd, Murray; Harlan
Brodie, Batesville, Ark.;
John Ed Miller, Frankfort;
Jim Miller, Cape Girar-














Woodall, Matoon, Ill.; Bill
Thompson, Owensboro;
Pate Gudauskus, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla.; J. R.
Mitchell, Crawfordsville,





Antonio, Tex.; Ralph Love,
Cincinnati, Ohio; Lewis
Applegate, Sr., Princeton,
ot. tt. st a • tt y tam y ytt., t I
Ford headquarters work for
Greener"' Informed of that,
Greener said, "If sorneone can
step up and tell me who they
are, I will fire them on the
spot." Anderson has declined
to name his sources.
Anderson said the rumor
also was spread to other
reporters and that some of
them told him it had come
from Republican source
"The only people who knew I
had the allegation about
Carter's romances were tit
Ford aides who planted'them
with me," Anderson said.
,Carter said he heard about
the rumors Saturday and "it
caused me and Rosalynn Some
concern atfirst."
The New York Times said
its reporters heard the rumors
from both Republicans and
Democrats but that efforts to
ascertain the original source
were . unsuccessful. The Los
Angeles Times said a Ford
N. J.; Lacy Downey,
Puryear, Tenn.; James H.
Johnson, Owensboro;
George Specth, Kentnore,
N. Y.; Johnny Underwood,
Paris, Tenn.; Tommy
Walker: Brentwood, Tenn.;
Jack Wyatt, Vero Beach,
Fla.; Bob Sanders,
Springfield, Ill.; Powell
Pucket 1 , Oak Ridge, Tenn.;
John Hackney, Oak Ridge,
Tenn.; Winnie Dill,
Gainesville, Fla.; Alsrm
Cope, Bertran, Mo.; Gil
Mains, Bloomfield Hills,
MiCh.;




Bohna, PiUsburg, Pa.; Don


















dersonville, N. C.; Larry
Tillman, Johnson City,
(Continued On Page 9)
He planned to spend the next
two days relaxing at home
with his family. Returning to
Plains, Ga., on Monday night
after an eight-day trip, he saki
he felt he had donemarell on the
road.
Ford met on Monday with a
group of prominent
Republicans, who said they
urged the GOP candidate to
get tough with Carter. 0
Ford strategists-"said their
man plans to be more
aggressive in the final three
weeks of the campaign.
Hog Market _
Federal State Market News Service Oc-
tober 42. 1976
Kentucky 'Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 244 Est. 600 Harrows &
Gilts41.00 higher Sows fully steady
US 1.2 20043elbs. 134.2544.75
US 1-3 200-2101tw. 133.75-34.25
US 2.4 240-260 lbs. 833.00-3375
US 34 2so-aso lbs. 532.00-33.00
'Sows
US 1-2 270-3501bs. . '925.50-26.50
US 11,3 300-150Ibs. . 1 50-26.50
US 1-3150-650Ibs. . 82650-2700
US 2-3 390,5001bs_ 921.50-25.50
Roars 19.50-20.00 mostly $ze
By The Associated Press
In what was promised to be-the first
of a series of regional tours, Gov. Julian
Carroll visited several western Ken-
tucky cities Monday, speaking to local
civic groups, dedicating a bridge fluid
otherwise making himself viblo to dm ,
11011KOMING SKTION
Debbie - Judy - Carol - There - Rosette - Sharon- Wonco
Call Us For The Latest Fall
Nair Styling
Judy & There's Beauty Salon
Bel-Air Shopping Center




of tops to pair
with pants in
terrific colors
College Cl. Murray, Charles
M. Morris, 215 So. 16th. St.
Murray, Robert M. Dotson,
120 Blake St. Bowling Green,
Robert T. Howhrd, Rt. 1
Murray, Mrs. Ella Ross, 511
1st St. Murray, William J.
Green, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Euna E. Bucy, New Concord,
Ira..114. Tripp, Rt. 3 Murray,
Mrs. Bessie Herndon,
Westview • Nursing Home,
Murray, Mrs. Myra G.
Munday, 800 N. 8th St.
Murray, Mrs. Mary L.
Balentine, Rt. 3 Bx. 25
Murray., Augustus W.
Russell, Bx. 349 Murray,
Gladis Jones (expired), 203
No. 2nd. St., Murray, Baby
Boy Harp ( expired), Rt. 3 Bx.
155, Murray.
On July 7, 1962, thefirst at-
tnospheric nuclear test within
the -United States since 1958
took place when a low. yield



















































FAR LAUDS TRAVEL AGEKIFOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. Itttliame
No Charge by us.
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Jerry Reed Scheduled
For Homecoming Concert
Gran4.114Opry star Jerry Reed has
been scheduled for a pre-Hdmecoming
Concert Thursday, Oct. 14, tn the new
Livestock and Exposition Center at
Murray State University.
Reed, who wrote and recorded the
song, "When You're Hot, You're Hot,"
which sold more than a million records,
-will be backed up by a Weal St:regress
band made up of :
' Dr. Charles G. Smith, an associate
professor of biology at Murray State, on
the harmonica; Pete Lund, a former
Murray State faculty member, on
'guitar; Russ McElrath, a student at
Murray State, on banjo; John Pate, a
former Murray State student now living
in Murray, on the mandolin; and Dan
Mills,- Mayfield, - on - the dobro -(-steel
guitar).
Fteed-has written more than 400 songs
in the gospel and country music vein,
and has two Grammy awards and two
Country Music Association Awards to
his credit. In addition to producing 21
albums for RCA, he also recorded the
theme songs for movies, "W.W. and the
Dixie Dance Kings" and."Gator." His
songs have been recorded by such stars
as Elvis Presley, Johnny Cash, 
Glen
Campbell, * Conway Twiny:7 Lynn -
Anderson, Englebert Hurnperdink, Mel
Tillis, Tanya Tucker and others.
One of the most sought-after en-
• tertainers in country music today, Reed
has been quoted as saying of 
himself,
"I'm so normal it's 
sickening—really
square. I've never been a part of the




understand those who contend they
need drugs or drink to be creative. I'm
almost totally uninhibited. I get high on
music. I want my music to provide fun
for people, and I want to have a clear
head when Lwrite or perform. that _
music."
The Reed Concert is being sponsored
by the Livestock and Exposition
- Center, and tickets already are on sale
at the Bank of Murray's main branch,
People's Bank downtown, the
Hopkinsville Federal Savings and Loan
office on Main Street, the Coldwater
Blues at Five Points and Rose's
Department Store. Tickets are $4.00 in
advance ancl_will be Weil the door.
Murray State students, faculty, and




Dousti dot sFausiGir  70e
CHEESEBURGER 35e
HAMBURGER 30e





COLE SLAW  25c
Burger Queen • grem lewd r luck., has w•Ain and
goodness In ever, Marnuud lb, a spersal process then deer
hied na • unden resume.
X-BOX OF CHICKEN
X BOX OF CHICKEN
10-PIECE 'BOX OF CM
•
Ing:_c___E BOX OF CHICKEN
‘4;o






CA Great Drinks for Any Meal._
COKE_ SPRITE ROOT BEER
and other sok drinks. 
LEMONADE (Made treigdeliy) 
COFFEE









Sun, vow dn., of in our plimenng rimmed.. Luny any one
olo,. bremidre guanines
DOUBLE EGG & SAUSAGE
ON A BUN
• ;,r :=Mr 11", • 
en.





























1 DAYS A WEEK






in Florsheim boots you make a 
statement about
yourself everywhere you go. Every step of the
way there's a strong image of confidence, pride
and self-assurance. Florsheim boots: 
designed






FOR CHRISTMAS? Chu( k Wynn, co-chairman of the Murray Rotary Club's first international Ba/aar and Auction
shows his wife, Rettee, the J. Marttimi hunting knife from Finland with the hopes that she will buy it at the auction
Thursday night in the Murray High School gymnasium and give it to him as a Christmas present. Handcarved and
valued at Si;, it was sent to the Murray club for the auction by the Rotary club in Aanekoski, Finland. Gifts from n
countries around the world have been received and will be sold with the proceeds gbing toward the financing of





total the merchandise purchased and
give the total to the cashiers, Jerry Key
and Ray Brownfield.
On duty at the -rear doors to prevent
anyone from entering without
registering will be H. T. Waldropc
Fleetwood Croueh, Howard Titsworth,
Carnie Hendon &rid Gingles,\Vallis.
Refreshments have been donated by
the Murray Theaters and working with
them will be Jim Wilson, Jim-Byrn,
Dick Cunningham, Glen Wooden, Gene
Schanbacher, Walt Apperson, Johnnie
Prichard, Gene Tarry. Bob Howard,
Dewey Stubblefield, Bill Barker, Roy
Kirk and Audree Thomas. .
In charge of setting upfor the auction
and for cleaning up-afterwards will be
Darold Keller, Howard Keller, George
Oakley, Jim Carlin, Harold Hurt, Loal
Cole, Ed Shinners, Don Jones, Don
Henry, Roy Cain and Vernon Shown.
Proceeds realized from the auction,
the first of its Aype ever promoted by
The Murray club, will be used to help
finance the 'club's local, community
service projects.-More• than 75 coun-





















standing corrunit tee appointments were
made. Committees will. include
personnel, finance, construction and
planning, and 'program conunittees. All
of these.conunittees will meet prior to
- the next regular meeting of the park
Wird, in preparation rot- the budget
requete which must' be submitted bt.. .1 .
Dec. 1.
A-repori was made by parkdirector
aiotunan, which included a
briefin -')Rogress to date and the
needs of the park and
recommendations by engineers for
future projects.
InternIll procedures were also
established, concerning miliu'ees of

















-.„..-.. om swine and
Victoria flu.
Clinics will be held on Oct. 20 from
TODAY'S INDEX
• Four Sections Today
Local Scene 2, 3
Dear Abby -- '2
Opinion Page . 5




Deaths & Funerals..  12
Horoscope  ,20
Classifieds  21,22,2.3
Big John .4 Pages
HigK 4 pager.-
one p.m. to seven p.m.; on October 21
and 2% from ten a.m, to five p.m. The
clinics will be held in the Murray State
University Livestock and Exposition
Center on the College Farm Road. ,V
Sessions Set
By Council
A. special session of the Murray -
Common Council. will be held at 7:30
p.m. tonight in the Council chambersat
CiTy Hall 'forconsideration of a hospital
bond ordinance on the first reading and
,an ordinance dealing with the extension
of street mains of the 'Murray Water
and Sewer SySTer-ii.
'Immediately following the special.
session, the council will hold an .
informal "pre-council' session to •
discuss items corning up on the agenda% .
for the, body's regular meeting at 7:30'5
p.m. Thursday, also at City Hall.
!terns on the .agenda for the regular
meeting tomorrow night include:
- -The second reading of the hospital
bond ordinance:
--7 -:="the -second reading of the water
main extension ordinance;
-a .  recommendation om central :
billing for the city's...Water ..k_seiver,
ha t uraigas and electric systems; .
—a, 'recommendation on traffic
restrictions on the crosswalks on N. -
18th St. from Joe Green,. director of
security at MSU, and;
-permission to -sell excess Sanitation
EfePt. equipment. , .
Tonight's ,special session as well as
tomorrow's regular session both Min
at 7.:30 p.m. and are open to the public.• .
•
Partly Cloudy
Partly clouhy and mild today,,tigh in
the tipper 70s, Clear and miler tonight,
low r, th'e mid 40s'. Fair grid cool •
Thursday, high in the-low 70s. Friday
fair and mild.
• •
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Deaths and Funerals 
Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Hanes .11
The funeral for Mrs. John
James t Vera Jane Story)
Hanes is being held todayat
Iwo p. m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating. The song service is
by the choir of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church with Mrs.
Oneida White at the organ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ralph Paschall, Will Story,
Gordon McIver, Horace
Whitehead, Clifford Rogers,
and Paul Lassiter. Burial will
be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Hanes, age HI, died
Monday at 8:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Missionary Church in
Detorit, Mich.
Survivors are her husband,
John James Hanes, patient at
Westview Nursing Home, to
whom she was married
December 21, 1912; her
daughter, Mrs. Allen
tLavenial Jones, and son-in-
law, Allen Jones, 503
Richardson Street, Murray;
two nephews, Will Story,




Funeral services for Fred
Collie of Murray -Route Two
are being held today at two p.
m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bre. Joe Dunn and -Bre.
Harold Arnett officiating.
Singers from the Alm Church
of Christ, where he was, a
member, with Junior Cleaver




Gerald Hale, Joe Hale, Solon
Bucy, and Barry Steele.
Burial will be in the Friend-
ship Cemetery.
Mr. Collie, age 78, died
Sunday at 3:20 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ethel Hale Collie,
and daughter, Mrs. Wilson
(Virginia) Gantt, Murray




Final rites for Raymond
Madison Garland, brother of
Bert Garland of Kirksey, are
being held today at two p. m.
at the chapel of the White-
Ranson Funeral Home,
City, Term., with Rev. E
Mayo and Rev. George fi
officiating.
Burial will be in the St
Chapel Cemetery near 1
City.
Mr. Garland, .age 85,
Sunday at 9:25 a. m.
Obion County Ge
Hospital at Union Cit
retired farmer, he was tl
of the late Frank and?
Frizzell Garland of G.
County.
Survivors are his Wife,
Evie Mires Garland;





sisters, Mrs. Nora L
Humboldt, Tenn., Mrs. J
Byers and Mrs.
Carnerieri, Cleveland,
two brothers, Bert, Kir





Miss Mavis Darnell a
South Sixth Street, Mw
died this morning at
Murray-Calloway Co,
Hospital. She was 70 yea
age.
— The deceased was an
ployise, of Boone Laundry
Cleaners. Born January
1906, in Calloway County
was the daughter of the
Charlie Darnell and He
Hilt chins Darnell.
Survivors are four nit
Mrs. Leroy (Eulala Bari
1314 Vine Street, Mrs.
(Quava) Wilson, 204 S
13th Street, Mrs. (
"(Burlene) Johnston,




Murray Route Five. bro4
in-law, George Outland,
South Sixth Street, Murra:
In charge of arrangerr
will be the J. H. Chur
Funeral Home where fri
may call after six p. m. t.
(Tuesday).









Preservation Ha- 11Jazz Band - November 2
Lily Tomlin - November4.13
Robert Guralnik - January 21
Vincent Price - March 1









National Endowment for the Arts
Please send me the following season tickets:








Make checks payable to "Focus"




. Please enclose with your order a self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
Final Rites Today Glen H. McKinney
For Mr. Garland Funeral Services
To Be Wednesday
The funeral services for
Glen H. McKinney will be held
Wecinesdar at eleven a m. at
Gov. Carroll Visits Murray









Saturday, October 16, 7p. m.
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Ford Motor 65% -t4
Gen. Dynamics 19 -1•4
Gen. Motors 71 -2f,
Gen. Tlre . .... .. 23's A4
Goodrich  ... nts +41
Gulf Oil ....  ..... MN. unc
Pennwalt  ..... 31
Quaker Oats • 21f.
Republic Steel 31's
Singer Mfg.  16% -Ls
Tappan   7% -is





Dr. Hal Houston, local
physician, was a guest
, speaker at the 12th annual
meeting of The Priestley
Society, a surgical society of
the Mayo Clinic, in Rochester,
Minn. Saturday, Oct. 9.
Dr. Houston spoke on
Mammary Augmentation
Using the Jenny Inflatable
Prothesis, during the mor-
ning'seision of the program.
tan LS Un %II M. OM/ WI I 11 IC
Ford headquarters work for
Greener. Informed of that,
Greener said, "If someone can
step up and tell me who they
are, I will fire them on the
spot." Antlerson has declined
to name his sources. -
Anderson said the rumor
also was spread to other
reporters and that some of
them told him it had come
from. Republican sources.
"The only people who knew I
had the allegation about
Carter's romances were the
Ford aides who planted them
with me," Anderson said.
Carter said he heard about
the rumors Saturday and it
caused me and Rosalynn some
concern at first."
The New York Times said
its reporters heard the rumors
from both Republicans and
Democrats but that efforts to
ascertain the original source
were unsuccessful. The Los
Angeles Times said a Ford
He planned to spend the next
two days relaxing at home
,with his family. Returning to
" Plains, Ga., on Monday night
after an eight-day trip, he said
he felt he had done well on the
road.
Ford met on Monday with a
group of -prominent
Republicans, who said they
urged the GOP candidate to
get tough with Carter.
Ford strategists said their
man plans to be more
aggressive in the final three
weeks of the campaign.
-Hog Market
.Federal State market News Serve Oc-
tober 12.179
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 294 Est 600 Barrows &
Gilts 1.00We-ter Sows4a4y steady
US 1-2 200-330 lbs 934.25-34.75
-US 1-3 20044011m
US 24 240-260 lbs. $33 00-33 75
LtS 3-4 260-zao lbs 132.00-3300
Sows
By The Associated Press
In what was promised to be the first
of a series of regional tours, Gov. Julian
Carroll visited several western Ken-
tucky cities Monday, speaking to local
civic groups, dedicating a bridge and








































































































Hwy. 641 N., Murray
CO.
Olympic Plaza 753-9779
College Ct. Murray, Charles
M. Morris, 215 So. 16th. St.
Murray, Robert M. Dotson,
120 Blake St. Bowling Green,
Robert T. Howard, Rt. 1
Murray, Mrs. Ella Ross, .511
1st Si. Murray, William J.
Green, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Euna E. Bucy, New Concord,
Ira M. Tripp, Rt. 3 MArray,
Mrs. Bessie Herndon,
West view Nursing Home,
Murray, Mrs. Myra G.
Munday, 800 N. 8th St.
Murray, Mrs. Mary L.
Balentine, Rt. 3. Bx. 25
Murray, Augustus W.
Russell, Bx. 349 Murray,
Gladis Jones (expired), 203
No. 2nd. St., Murray, Babyor Boy Harp (expired), Rt. 3 Bx.
155, Murray.
Ort July 7, 1962, the first at-
mospheric nuclear test within
e Unite0 States since 1958
us 1-.32 tso.abon""i:. .Sts25.5:27.50:
US 2-3 300-500 lbs . 024.50-25.50 1-13C6-45°Ibs 111'5", 3t'Madka
weapon was exploded in Ne-
place When a low yield
Boars 19.50-20_00 mostly $20 00.
th
• • t-i0 Ct 510,30
42 Cry of dove
43 Pale
44 Cry of shop
















































), FM LAUDS TRAVEL AGEMCI
FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.
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MSU Homecoming Queen To Be Named
Highlighting Home-
coming activities at
Murray State University on
Saturday, Oct. 16, will be
the crowning of one of five
fatalists selected for the
title of 1976 Homecoming
Queen.
Chosen froth 32 can-
didates nominated for the





Brtumn, Lansing, Ill. "
Miss Broach, nominated
by Sigma Chi fraternity, is
the sweetheart of the
fraternity, a member of the
University Council and the
Social Work Club, was a
counselor for the summer
freshmen orientation
program at Murray State
and has been a varsity
cheerleader for two years.
senior social work
major, the 20-year-old Miss
'Broach was selected Miss
Kentucky State Fair Queen
for 1976 and Miss
Congeniality in that
competition. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.




Kennedy is a 20-year-old
junior home economics
major and a member of the
Home Economics Club. She
is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Brumm, 20,
Franklin Hall nominee, is a
junior elementary
education major and is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Ambuehl of Lan-
sing, Ill.
The blonde and blue-eyed
Mrs. Brumm is married to
Gary Brumm, wide
receiver on the Racer
football team.
Selection of the finalists




(SAB) members, and a
Mrs. Keith Kennedy.
Her past honors Include
Miss Calloway County and
Miss Congeniality in 1974,
first runner-up as Jackson
Purchase Fair Queen,
Kentucky State Fair Queen
contestant, and Murray
High Homecoming Queen
and Miss Murray High in
1974.
A 17-year-old freshman
business major, Miss Fox
is representing Woods Hall
in the contest.
She is a hurdler for the
Murray State women's
track team and enjoys
dancing, oral in-
terpretation, and all sports
in her spare time. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James R. Fox of Louisville.
Miss Sparks, repre-
senting Sigma Sigma
Sigma, her social sorority,
is a 20-year-old junior
sociology and philosophy
major.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Sparks of
Greenville, she has been
chosen as Miss Coal
Festival and Miss
Congeniality, Miss Green
River Valley, and was
fourth runner-up in the





basketball and all other




0 P.S. Open on Friday nights
•
•••0=0




FOR CHRISTMAS? Chuck Wynn, co-chairman of the Murray Rotary Club's first International Bazaar and Auction,
shows his wife, Renee, the I. Marttiini hunting knife from Finland with the hopes that she will buy it at the auction
Thursday night in the Murray High School gymnasium and give it to him as a-Christmas ph.sent. Handcarved and
valued at Sli, it was sent toThe Murray club for the auction by the Rotary club in Aanekoski, Finland. Gifts from -5
countries'arbund the world have been received and will be sold with the proceeds going toward the financing of
the club's community sevice pteject .
faculty member, according
to Betty Veatch, 1976
Homecnrning- Committee
member from the SAB of
the Student Government
Association.
Al W. Simmons and Holmes Es will
total the merchandise purchased arid
give the total to the cashiers, Jerry Key
- and Ray Brownfield.
On duty at the rear doors to prevent
anyone from , entering without
registering will be H. T. Waldrop,
Fleetwood Crouch, Howard Titsworth,
Carnie Hendon and Gingles Wallis:
Refreshments have been donated by,
the Murray Theaters and working with
them will be Jim Wilson, Jim Byrn,
Dick Cunningham, Glen Wooden, Gene-
Schanbacher, Walt ApperSon, Johnnie
Prichard, Gene Tarry, Bob Howard,
Dewey Stubblefield, Bill Harker, Roy
Kirk and Audree Thomas:- •
In charge of setting up for the ataktion
and for cleaning up afterwards will be
Darold Keller, Howard Keller, Geor,,ge
Oakley, Jim Carlin,Harold Hurt, Loal
• Cole, Ed Shinners, Don Jones, Don
Henry, Roy Cain and Vernon Shown.
Proceeds realized from the..tuction,
the first of its type ever promoted by
the Murray club, will be used to help
finance the cltib's local, community
service projects.. More than. 75 couh-
tries are represented among the items
\ to be sold. - '
15' Per Copy- -
4
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standing committee appointments were
made. Committees s will include '
personnel; finance, construction and,
'pia/ming, and program COITUiliqtteS. All
of these commiliens will meet prior to
the, next regular meeting of the park
board,-in preparation for the budget
request which must be submitted by
Dec. 1. • '
A report was made by park director
Gary Wittman, which included - a
briefing of progress to date and the
needs of----- the park • and
recommendations by engineers for
future projects.
Internal procedures were also
established, concerning the minutes of

















benefits in protection from swine and
victoria flu.




Local Scene ...... 2. 3
Dear Abby .2
Opinion Page  .. 5




Deaths & Fpnerals  12
Horoscope  20 ,
Classifieds 21, 22,23
Big Jehn 4 Pages
BigK2.. 4 Pages'
Portly Cloudy
Partly cloudy and mild today, high in
she upper ?Op.-Cleat andeooler tonight;
low in the mid 40s. Fair and cool
Thursday, high in the low 70s. Friday
fair and mild..
one p.m, to seven p.m.; on October 21,
and 22 from ten a.m. to five P.rp. The
clinica will be held in the Murray State
-University Livestbek in-rt.sposttion
Center on the College Farmi Road.
Sessions Set
By Council
A special session of -the Murray:.
Common Council will be held,a1 7:30
p.m. tonight in the Coiincil cjinmbers at
City Hall for consideration Of a hospital •
bond ordinance on the first reading and.
an orditiance deSjing with the exliension
of street main( of. the Murray Water
and SewerBYstem. --•
Immediately following the,.. special'
'session, the council will hold an
infoinal "pre-council" session to
discuss items-coming up on the agenda:i
for the body's regular meeting at 7:30 •
p.m. 'Thursday:, also at City Hall.
'items on the agenda for the regular
meeting tomorrow night incItude!
the second reading of the hosnital
bond ordinance: ...
—the second reading of the water
male extension ordinance:
—a recommendation on central
'billing -For the --eity'S--water & -sewer:-
 natural gas and electric systems:
- a recommendation on traffic •
restriction, on the crosswalks, on N.
16th St. from Joe Green, director of
security at MSC, and; • •
—permissirin to sell excess Sanitation
Dept. equipment.* •
Tonight's special session as well as
tomorrow's regular session both begin
at 7:30 p.m. and are open to-the-P(16hr.




The funeral for Mrs. John Final rites for Raymond
James ( Vera Jane Story"— Madison Garland, brother of
Hanes is being held today at Bert Garland of Kirksey, are
two p. m. at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home.
with Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating. The song service Is
by the choir of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church with Mrs.
Oneida White at the organ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Ralph Paschall, Will Story,
Gordon - McIver, Horace
Whitehead, Clifford Rogers,
and Paul Lassiter. Burial will
be in . the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Hanes, age 81, died
Monday at 8:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a member
of the Missionary Church in
Detorit, Mich.
Survivors are her .husband,
John James Hanes, patient at
Westview Nursing Home, to
whom she was married
December 21, 1912; her
daughter, Mrs. Allen
Lavenia ) Jones, and son-M-
law, Allen Jones, 503
Richardson Street, Murray;
two nephews, Will Story;




Funeral services for Fred
Collie of Murray Route Two
are being held today at two p.
m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Joe Dunn and Bro.
Harold Arnett officiating.
Singers from the Almo Church
of Christ, where, he was a
member, with Junior Cleaver




Gerald Hale, Joe Hale, Solon
'Bucy, and Barry Steele.
Burial will be in the Friend-
ship Cemetery.
Mr. Collie, age 78, died
Sunday a(1:20 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital:611e is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ethel Hale Collie,
and daughter, Mrs. Wilton
( Virginia ) Gantt, Murray
Route Two; one sister, Mrs.
Guy I Norma) Hill, Detroit,
Mich.; two grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.
being held today at two p. m.
at the chapel of the White-
Ranson Funeral Home •'
City, Tenn., with Rev.
Mayo and Rev. George
officiating.
Burial will be in the
Chapel Cemetery near
City.
Mr. Garland, age Et
Sunday at 9:25 a. m.
Obion County G
spital at Union C
farmer, he was
of the te Frank and
Fritzell Garland of 4
County.
Survivors are his wif
Evie Mires Garland









two brothers, Bert, K







South Sixth Street, MI
died this morning a
Murray-Calloway C
Hospital. She was 70--ye
age.
The deceased was a
ployee of Boone Laundi
Cleaners. Barn Janua:
1906, in Calloway Count
was the daughter of th
Charlie Darnell and I
Hutchins Darnell.
Survivors are four r
Mrs. Leroy ( &dale ) Be
1314 Vine Street, Mrs
( Quava ) Wilson, 204
13th Street, Mrs.
( Burlenei- Johnston;




Murray Route Five; br
in-law, George °titlark
South Sixth Street, Murr
In charge of arrange
will ,he the J. H. Cht
Funeral Home where f,
may call after six p. m.
( Tuesday).
II I














Preservation Hall Jazz Band- November 2
Lily Tomlin - November 13
Robert Guralnik - January 21
Vincent Price - March 1





National Endowment for the Arts •
Please send me the following season tickets:
(tax included in price)
Adult $10.00 






Make checks payable to "Focus"




Please enclose with your Order a self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
Final Rites Today Glen H. McKinney
For Mr. Garland Funeral Services
To Be Wednesday
The funeral services for
Glen H. McKinney will be held
Wednesday at eleven a. m at
Gov. Carroll Visits Murray
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By The Associated Press
In what was promised to bethe first
of a series of regional tours, Gov. Julia_
Carroll visited several western Ken-
tucky cities Monday, speaking to local
civic groups, dedicating a bridge and
otherwise making himself visible to the
Five-Game HC Win Streak On Line
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports
Editor
Did you know Murray
State has a five-game
winning streak in football?'
No, there hasn't been any
forfeits that would change
the Racers' dismal 2-4
record.
The five-game winning
streak is in Homecoming
Games. The Racers have
won every Homecoming
battle since October 24,
1971, when the Racers fell
14-6 to East Tennessee in
old Cutchin Stadium.
It will be an uphill
struggle for the Racers to
Maintain that five-game
winning streak. Igamber
one, in order to win, they
will have to score.
And unfortunately for the
Racers, scoring for Murray
has been as difficult as
frowning is for Jimmy
Carter.
In the six games this
season, the Racers have
been humiliated 84-38 on
the scoreboard.
There have been all kinds
of problems for the offense.
Murray State coach Bill
Furgerson has juggled his
offensive line around all
season and yet, -has not
been able to come up with a
solid unit.
Mike Dickens has done
an admirable job at
quarterback, though he
wa ' t ted three
times ui'ihe loss to Martin
Saturday. But he has had to
withstand tremendous pass
rushes and has been sacked
more times this season
than you could count on
your hands and toes.
Murray has gained only
354 yards on the ground this
season. That is an average
of 59 yards per game and
nobody wins with statistics
like that. In fact; the
Racers' most successful
ground game was in the 677
win over Morehead where
Murray had 99 yards. .
Murray has carried The
ball 326 times this season to
get those 354 yards. That
average of just over one
yard per carry could be one
of the worst marks in the
nation.
Middle Tennessee is not
burning up the world
either. They will carry a P3
*Joshua Tree sportswear 8 Trolley Car dresses
arriving soon. *Landlubber, Rumble Set, Male,
Rosehips, Jeans for women •Tomi Sportswear
'Jasmine Teas, Tops 'Sweet Baby Jane tops •




Ford Motor  6584
Gen. Dynodes 40
Gen. Motors 71 -%
Gen. T1re 73% -%
Goodrich 23%


















Dr. Hal Houston, local
physician, was a guest
speaker at the 12th annual
meeting of The Priestley
Society, a surgical society of
the Mayo Clink, in Rochester,
Minn. Saturday, Oct. 9.
Dr. Houston spoke 4zon
Mammary Augmentation
UsirlIg the Jenny Inflatable
Prosthesis, during the mor-
ning session of the prograni.
••••.. all MC
Ford headquarters work for
Greener. Informed of that,
Greener said, "If someone can
step up and tell me who they
are, I will fire them on the
spot." Anderson has declined
to name his sources.
Anderson said the rumor
also was spread to other
reporters and that some of
them told him it had come
from Republican sources.
"The only people who knew I
had the allegation about
Carter's romances were the
Ford aides who planted them
with me," Anderson said.
Carter said he heard about
the rumors Saturday and -it
caused me and gosalynn some
concern at first."
The. New York Times said
its reporters heard the rumors
from both Republicans and
Democrats but that efforts to
ascertain the original source
were unsuccessful. The I AS
Angeles Times said . a Ford
record into the 2 p. m.
contest.
They were murdered 38-3
earlier in the season by
Martin however, they are
an explosive offensive club.
In the OVC, they rank
second in total offense,
averaging nearly 350 yards
per game. However in
team defense, they rank
seventh.
Middle ranks seventh in
pass defense and bearing
that in mind, you might
expect to see the Racers
trying to throw the ball
more rather than run.
Quarterback Mike
Robinson ranks third in the
league in total offense and
tailback Mike Moore of the
Blue Raiders leads the
league in rushing.
Also, defensive tackle Mo




17-5 in a driving rainstorm
in Murfreesboro. Middle
has won three of the last












He planned to spend the next
two days relaxing at home
with his family. Returning to
Plains, Ga., on Monday night
after an eight-day trip, he said
he felt he had done well on the
road.
Ford met on Monday with a
group of prominent
Republicans, who said they
urged the GOP candidate to
get tough with Carter.
Ford strategists said their
man plans to be more
aggressive in the final three
weeks of the campaign.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service Oc-
tober 12.1976 .
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes? Buying Stations.
Receipts: Ace 294 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts 1.00 higher Sows full y,steady
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 134.25-3475
US 1-3 20)-240 lbs .......5-34
US 2-4240-290 lbs $33 00-337S
US 3-4 260-290 Its  632.00-33.00
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs. . . $25.50-26.50
US 1.330045011w.. 125.50-26.50
US 1-3 4504501bs 4'  $26 50-700
US 2-3 300-500 Ibit 024.50-25.50
Boars 19.5040.00 mostly $20 00
*Shoes
*Jackets
College Ct. Murray, Narks
M. Morris, 215 So. 16th. N.
Murray, Robert M. Dotson,
120 Blake St. Bowling Green,
Robert T. Howard, Rt.
Murray, Mrs. Ella Ross, 511
1st St. Murray, William J.
Green, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Euna E. Bucy, New Concord,
Ira M. Tripp, Rt. 3 Murray,
Mrs. Bessie Herndon,
West view Nursing Home,
Murray, Mrs. Myra G.
.Munday, 800 N. 8th St.
Murray, Mrs. Mary L.
Balentioe, Rt. 3 Bx. 25
Murray, Augustus W.
Rossell, Bx. 349 Murray,
Gladis Jones ( expired), 203
No. 2nd. St., Murray, Baby
Boy Harp (expired), I11. 3 8x.
155, Murray.
-
On July 1962, the first at-
mospheric nuclear test within
the United States since 1958
took place when a low yieldt
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See Marjorie Major
Trove t COnSUlf()Ill
FAR LAMS TRAVEt. AOENCYFOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 11!!ttarmit::
No Charge by us.
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HOMECOMING SECTION
MSU To Honor Price Doyle; Former Musicians
Former marching band and choral the field of music is a tribute to themembers and Murray State Univer- unselfish leadership and enthusiasm ofsity's own "American Man of Music," Dr. Price Doyle, educator, artist andDr. Price Doyle, will be honored during friend of both school and student.

















(continued From Page 6)
Tenn.; Billy Hess,
Bricktown, N. J.;. George
Rice, Virginia Beach, Va.;
Tony  Sims, Iimiceille•
Veatch, Paducah; Jack










1 ou InnA -Ohio; Bruce
Farris, Henderson; Mark
Hickman, Atlanta, Ga.;

















Dixieland Shopping Center 73 3-759 8
Prince, dean of the college of Creative
Expression. :
The dinner, which starts at 5:30 p.m.
in the Student Center (formerly
University School), iesaluting a man
who was head of the MSU music
department from 1930 to 1957. During
that time he was also chairman of the
Fine Arts Department.
Dr. Doyle was president of the
Kentucky Music Teachers Association,
which- he founded, and organized and
conducted one of the first regional
public school orchestras and choruses
in the West Kentucky area.
He was awarded an honorary Doctor
of Music degree ,from the American
Conservatory of Music, Chicago, in
1950.
Retirement from his position at
Murray State came for Dr. Doyle in
1957. At that time he became full time
executive secretarx of the Phi Mu
Alpha Sinfonia Fraternity, which 10
years later designated him as
"American Man of Music."
For tickets to the Price Doyle tribute
dinner, interested persons can make
reservations by calling the Alumni




Hrs_ 10 111 • Mon.-Sat., 10 ti 8 in 753-1795
Be the Sharpest 'for homecoming'
Boys' Vested Corduroy
Suits in sizes to 20







In Sizes to Preteens
We have a large selection of
Fall & Winter Coats
."re proud of Nou
1)0%. on the field.
and %ell let jau
knovk it %ith our
"ehe'er. of suppOrt
at the gaine.: Luck
Murray Electric System
401 Ohve 753-5312
FOR CHRISTMAS? Chita Wynn, co-chairman of the Murray Rotary Cub's first International Bazaar and Auction,
shows his wife. Renee, the I. Marttlini hunting knife from Finland with the hopes that she will buy it at the auction
Thursdav night in the Murray High School gymnasium and give it to him as a Christmas present. Haridcarved and
vatuect at S15. it was sent to the Murray club for the auction by the Rotary dub in Aanekoski, Finland. Gifts from
-countries around the world have been received and will be sold with the proceeds going toward the financing of
the club's community service projects.
total the merchandise purchased and
give the total to the cashiers, Jerry Key
•and Ray Brownfield. •
On duty at the re rrr doors to prevent
anyone from entering without
registering will be H. T. Waldrop,
Fleetwood Crouch, Howard Titsworth,
Carnie Hendon and Gingles Wallis.
Refreshments have been donated by
the Murray Theaters and working with
them will be Jim Wilson, Jim Byrn,
Dick Cunningham, Glen Wooden, Gene
Schanbacher, Walt Apperson, Johnnie
Prichard, Gene Thrry, Bob Howard.
Dewey Stubblefield, Bill Barker, Roy
Kirk and Audree Thomas.
In 'charge of setting up Rh' the auction
and for cleaning up afterwards will be
Darold Keller, Howard Keller, George
Oakley, Jim Carlin, Harold Hurt, Loal
Cole, Ed Shinners, Don Johes, Don
Henry, Roy Cain and Vernon Shown.
Proceeds realized from the auction,
the first of its type ever promoted by
the Murray dub, will. be used to help
finance the club's local, community •
service projects. More than 75 coun-
tries are represented among .the items
to be sold.





3 kilt night in its
reing formed by
Al and Calloway
d copies of the
d report were
-•er E. L. Howe,
• ight the, board





it no action was
3 $10,000 bond for
purchased and
standing committee appointments were
made. Committees will • include
personnel, finance, construction -and
planning, and prograni committees. All
of thestsommittees will meet prior w„
the next regular meeting of the park .
board, 'in preparation for the budget
request which must be-submitted by
Dec. 1.
A. report was made by park director
Gary Hotunan, which included hr
briefing .of progress .to-data and the
needs' of the park and
recommendations by engineers for
future projects. .
Internal procedures were also
-established, concerning the minutes-of








ne, there is no







all there are also ••
from swine .and
victoria Hu.
Clinics will be held on Oct. 20 from
TODAY'S INDEX
Four Sections Today













Let's Stay Well  5
. 8.9.10








"Parfly cloudy and mild today, high in
the upper 70s. Clear and cooler tonight,
low in the mid 40s. Fair and cool
Thiirsday, high in the low 70s. Friday
air and mild.'
one p.m. to seven p.m.; on October 21
and 22 from ten a.m. to five p.m The
clinics will be held in the Murray State'
University -Livestock and _Exposition
Center on the College Farm Road..
Sessions Set
By Council
AT: special session -of the Murray
Common Council .will be held at 7;30
p.m. tonight in the Council chambers at
City Hail for consideration of a hospital
bond ordinance-wthe first reading and
an ordinance dealing with the extension
of street mains .of the Murray Water .
and Sewer System. . •
Inunediately the special
session, the council will hold an -
informal "pre-council- session' to
discuss items Corning up on the agenda
for the body's regular meeting at 7:30
p.m. Thursday.  also at City Hall. ' . •
Items (;n the agenda for the regular
meet ingtuthorrow night include:
- the second reading of ;he h6spital
bond ordinance;
—the ,sec(3pd.reacling of the water
main extension ordinancei,,
—a 'recommendation on Central
billing: for' the city's. w5tel
natural g4,.$ and electric systems;
Jecilinmendation on tiiiffiC
restrictions on the crosswalks on N.
- 16th St.- from Joe Green, 'director of,
security at MSU. and; .
—permission to sell excess Naniiat ion
'Dept. equipment.
Tonight's special session. as well as
tomorrow's regular session both begin
at 7:30 p.m. and are open to the public.
•
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Deaths and Funerals 
Funeral Is Today Final Rites Today
For Mrs. Hanes For Mr. Garland
The funeral for Mrs. John
James I Vera Jane Story)
Hanes is being held today at
two p. m. at the chapel of the.
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with Rev. Lawson Williamson
officiating. The song service is
by the choir of Sinking Spring
Baptist Church with Mrs.
Oneida White at the organ.'
Serving as pallbearers are
Ralph Paschall, Will Story,
Gordon McIver, Horace
Whitehead, elifford Rogers,
and Paul Lassiter. Burial will
be in the Murray r City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Hanes, age 81, died
Monday at 8:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was a memler
of the Missionary Church in
Detorit, Mith. -
Survivors are her husband,
John James Hanes, patient at
Westview Nursing Home, to
whom she was married-
December 21, 19).2; her
daughter, Mrs. Allen
Lavenia I Jones, and son-in-
law, Allen Jones, 503
Richardson Street, Murray;
two nephews, Will Story,




Funeral services for Fred
Collie of Murray Route Two
are being held today at two p.
m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Joe Dunn and- Bro.
Harold Arnett officiating.
Singers from the Almo Church
of Christ, where he was a
member, with Junior Cleaver




"Gerald Hale, Joe Hale, Solon
Bucy, and Barry Steele.
Burial will be in the Friend-
ship Cemetery.
Mr. Collie, age 78, died
Sunday at 3:20 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Ethel Hale Collie,
and daughter, Mrs. Wilson
( Virginia ) Gantt, Murray
Route Two; one sister, Mrs.
Guy ( Norma) Hill, Detroit,
Mich.; two grandchildren;
two great grandchildren.
Final rites for Raymond
Madison Garland, brother of
Bert Garland of Kirksey, are
being held today at two p. m.
at the chapel of the White-
Ranson Funeral Home, Union
City, Tenn., with Rev. Ernest





































ployee of Boone L
Cleaners. Born J

















In charge of arr
will be the J. H.
Funeral Home wht
may call after six
Tuesday).
incent










Preservation Hall Jazz Band - November ;
Lily Tomlin - November 13
Robert Guralnik - January 21
Vincent Price - March 1





National Endowment for the Arts
Please send me the following season tickets:
(tax includecl, in price)








Mail to:, Sara Penry
Paducah Community College
Box 1380
- Paducah, Kentucky 42001





The funeral services for
Glen H. McKinney will be held
Wednesday at eleven a. m. at
the chapel of. _the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home with
Gov. Carroll Visits Murray
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Dr. Hal Houston, local
physician, was a guest
speaker at the 12th annual
meeting of The Priestley
Society, a surgical society of
the Mayo Clinic, in Rochester,
Minn. Saturday, Oct. 9.
Dr. Houston spoke on
Mammary Augmentation
Using the Jenny Inflatable
Prosthesis, during the mor-
ning session of the program.
Greener said, "If someone Can
step up and tell me who they
are, I will fire them on the
spot. Anderson has declined
to name his sources.
Anderson said the rumor
also was spread to other
reporters and that some of
them told him it had come
from Republican sources
The only people who knew
had the allegation about
Carter's romances were the
Ford aides who planted them
with me," Anderson said:
Carter said he heard about
the rumors Saturday and ,."it
caused me and Rosalynn some'
concern at first."
The New York Times said
its reporters heard the rumors
from both Republicans and
Democrats but that efforts to
ascertain the original source
were unsuccessful. The Los
Angeles Times said a Ford
By The Associated Press
In what was promised to be the first
of a series of regional tours, Gov. Julian
Carroll visited ie-Veral western Ken-
tucky cities Monday, speaking to local
civit groups, -dedicating a bridge and
otherwise making himself visible to the
local news media.
In a news conference in. MaYbilik
vAillhis family. Returning to
Plains, Ga., on Monday night
after an eight-day trip, he said
he felt he had done well on the
road.
Ford met on Monday with a
group of prominent-
Republicans, who said they
urged the GOP candidate to
get tough with Carter.
Ford strategists said their
man plans to be more
aggressive in the final three
weeks of the campaign.
Hog Market
Feder.' State. Market News Service 04-
tober 12, 1976 -
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 294 Est. 600 Barrows &
Gilts 1.00 higher Sows fully steady
US 1-2 200-2301bs 534.25-34.75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs  $33.75-34.25
US2-4 240-260 lbs $33.00-33.75
US 3-4260-280 lbs 132.00-33•00
Sows ,
US I-2270-35010s. . 125.50-26.50
US 1-3 3004511Ths  125.50-26.50
1:1S 1-3 4504501bs. 50-27
US 2-3 300400 lbs  1245425.50
Boars 19.50-20.00 mostly $20_00
•
Murray, Robert M. Dotson,
120 Blake St. Bowling Green,
Robert T. Howard, Rt. 1
Murray, Mrs. Ella Ross, 511
1st St. Murray, William J.
Green, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs.
Euna E. Bucy, New ConcOrd,
Ira M. Tripp, Rt. 3 Murray,
Mrs. Bessie Herndon,
West view Nursing Home,
Murray, Mrs. Myra G.
Munday,- 800 N. 8th St.
Murray, Mrs. Mary L.
Balentine, Rt. 3 Bx. 25
Murray. Augustus W.
Russell, , Bx. 349 Murray,
Gladis Jones ( expired), 203
No. 2nd. St., Murray, Baby
Boy Harp ( expired), Rt. 3 Bx.
155, Murray.
On July 7, 1962, the first at-
mospheric nuclear test within
the United' States since 1958
took place when a low yield
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FM LAMS TRAVEL AGENCY
FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 41!!!!f ormii
No Charge by us.
Price sone as direct.
For Information and
Travel Literature call I I
- 753-GOGO (4646)
velilte Neese Office Beading,
711 Meat Street
Norm, Iteefecity 40111.••••••
4
